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"All laws which can be violated without doing anyone an in
jury are laughed at. Nay, so far are they from doing anything
to control the desires arid passions of men that, on the contrary,
they direct and incite men's thoughts the more toward those very
objects ; for we always strive toward what is forbidden and de
sire the things we are not allowed to have. And men of leisure
are never deficient in the ingenuity needed to enable them to
outwit laws framed to regulate things which cannot be entirely
forbidden. • • . He who tries to determine everything by law
will foment crime rather than lessen it."

SPINOZA.

"In achieving great moral reforms we have very little faith
in statutes. Of course, statutes must be made to check the
vicious, the thievish, the oppressive, from violating the physical
rights of others. All rights must be guarded. But in his moral
and mental capacity man is the sovereign of his individual self.
In matters which do not plainly contravene the legal rights of
fellow citizens, the law has no business to interfere except in
one or two instances. * * * The miserable effects of all efforts
to legislate men into religion and virtue fill the pages of history
and furnish some of the blackest and most horrid items."

. WALT WHITMAN.

" the crowning silliness of writing prohibition into the
[American] constitution."

H. G. WELLS.
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PREFACE

f"1 ,., fAl8o 8
~ 1,.:11'::' . ."'a .

Very few books, or even solid and informing articles,
have been written on prohibition since the taking effect
of the rSth amendment and the Volstead enforcement
act. There has been, of course, considerable discussion
()f the prohibition question in Congress, in state legisla
tures, on the platform and in the public press , but most
of the utterances thereon have been superficial and plati
tudinous, if not insincere and hypocritical. The problem
calls for sober minded and thoroughly rational treatment,
and the more intelligent or moderate supporters of pro-
hibition claim to have found in the recent book by Pro
r ssor Irving Fisher of Yale, entitled "Prohibition at Its
Worst," a frank, unprejudiced and reasonable discussion
( I r the several aspects of the subject with which he deals.
Indeed , the book has been highly recommended as the
b .st possible defense for the rSth amendment and the
Volstead Act, if not as an absolutely irrefutable demon-
• t rati on of the soundness of that legislation and the utter

utility of any effort to repeal or materially modify it.
AII examination of and reply to Professor Fisher's book
ill a judicial and candid spirit would seem to be desirable
,11 1< \ useful, and this is one of the features of this volume.

The writers cannot and do not lay claim to rigorous
impar tiality in 'dealing with prohibition. They are 100

per cent opponents of that legislation; first, because they
1 [v]



PREFACE

are convinced individualists and, second, because they
feel that, even from the viewpoint of much more mod
erate individualists or lovers of liberty, the case for
prohibition is fatally lame and weak. However, in deal
ing with such arguments as have been or are being made
in favor of prohibition, they do not ask of any neutral
reader or bystander the complete acceptance of the phi
losophy of individualism. The appeal in this book is to
plain "horse sense" and to incontrovertible facts . They
have not consciously made any arbitrary assumption nor
deliberately shirked any difficulty that faces either the
opponent or tr supporter of prohibition. The book is
not propaganda, and is not prompted by any particular
friendship for the liquor interests or any financial stake
in the liquor trade. It is designed to serve as an intel
lectual, clean and honest argument for the side which it
represents.

[ vi ]
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CHAPTE R I

I'IW F ESSOR FISHER AS A LOGICIAN

IN 11l'{'( 'cding chapters of this volume the several
" " lIl1 wllls advanced by Professor Irving Fisher, of Yale
1111 11" '1, i l y , department of political economy, and by

11 111' I P ('ndo -scientific advocates of prohibition will be

1I11111t ·d at some. length. In the present chapter it is
11 11 1 1'1.111 10 call a tte nt ion to a number of specimens of
1'1111, .,1' Fisher's reasoning or logic. If a writer, in

tI" ' .. 111 .( ' of an argument, makes many unsupported
, I 111 111 . , g ra tu ito us ass umptions, fallacious points and

II" I 111 1 »uiissions, it is clear that his general position
tll d • " 1: l'IlISioIiS are not enti tled to much serious con
ti. I 111 011 . I f he happens to be ri ght in some of his
'lit III 111 11 ,', tha t may be considered an accident.
1'1 .. 1. 0 1' "' islter , as a matter o f fact, is wrong in

til II II ,ill llis conclus ions, and arbitrary and quite un
I II I ill. ill his prem ises.

1'1 1.1 . or ' ~ i slt ' I' begins by saying that originally he
, " 1'1''' ',I'd 10 Iq.:-aI prohi bition and believed that tem-

I '1111 ' I II e ven total abst inence could and should be
I I III1I ' !II .i1 )( 1111 by mean s o f educat ion and moral suasion;
1111 111. 11 il ,'0011 became plain to him that there was a
'1 11 11 III 111:11 program-namely, that the will of the

[ II ]
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drinker is weakened by the liquor habit precisely as the
will of the dope fiend is weakened by his drug habit. A
drinker, therefore, might be convinced that it would be:
good for him to give up liquor altogether,but his will
would not be strong enough to follow that conviction .
Compulsory legislation, therefore, appeared and still
appears to Professor Fisher to be the only means of
eradicating intemperance with all of its deleterious con-
sequences. I

Clearly, the implication in this reasoning is that if I
compulsory legislation did away with the liquor traffic,
the drinker who craved intoxicants would not be able to
satisfy his longing and would thus be forced to adopt
the regimen of total abstinence. Now it is not necessary
to be a political economist or a statistician to know that
prohibition, which may do away with the legal selling of '
liquor, does not and cannot do away with the speak
easy, the blind pig, the home brew or the private still,
and that the drinker whose control has been weakened
by the use of intoxicants will seek to find illegal means
of gratifying his appetite. It is well known, further,
that the dry regime, where it obtained prior to national
and constitutional prohibition, greatly stimulated the de
mand for and the use of patent medicines which con
tained from IS to 25 per cent of alcohol. Furthermore,
it is perfectly well known that all sorts of intoxicants can
easily be manufactured in the average home. In view
of these facts , plainly Professor Fisher's conversion to
legal prohibition seems to have been hasty and prerna
ture.

Further on, in the same chapter, Professor Fisher says
that "the use of liquor is no more natural than the use

[ 12 ]
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f opium." What meaning does he attach to the term
"natural" in this sentence? Since the dawn of history
man has used liquor. The great majority of civilized,
ducated and cultivated people use liquor to-day. Men
f science, theologians, educators, moralists, philoso

phers, members of the most liberal professions, are
mong the moderate consumers of alcohol, and there is

no evidence whatever that any considerable number of
them intend to renounce that habit. How, then, can it
h affirmed that the use of liquor is no more natural than
the use of opium? How many of the types of men and
women just referred to are in the habit of using opium?
1 he question answers itself.

Toward the end of the same chapter Professor Fisher
nys that, while constitutional prohibition was premature,

in the sense that it came before certain sections, notably
the East and the great cities, were prepared for it by
ducation, it would be extremely foolish and wasteful

t go backward and attempt to modi fy the bone dry pro
hibition law. Any halfway measures that might be
tried, he thinks, would have to be abandoned sooner or
later, and complete prohibition restored. But in the
It xt paragraph Professor Fisher says that the main pur
pose of prohibition was to suppress the saloon and lessen
the use of alcohol. Obviously, if that were the main
purpose of prohibition, it could be accomplished by what
h calls "halfway measures," such as the legalization of
light wines and beers, and the granting to the states of
utthority to define the phrase "intoxicating liquor" for
themselves, instead of being forced to accept the arbi
trary congressional"definition. Any logical and unbiased
thinker would be content with the accomplishment of the

[ 13 ]
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the freedom to kill, rob, steal or spread disease, while
they do demand the freedom to use intoxicating liquor.
The western civilization about which Professor Fisher
is so solicitous is the very civilization which approves of
the moderate use of intoxicants and resolutely resists
the attempt of teetotalers and fanatics to abridze orto

destroy that freedom. . .
It is certainly true that personal liberty has been and

must be limited to boundaries set by the equal liberty
f the social group, but where the boundary line is to

he drawn is a question in regard to which there . have
Iways existed wide divergencies of opinion, and Pro

fessor Fisher, as a political economist, cannot be un
aware of the fact that there are various schools of
thought that take a highly individualistic view of the
limits of personal liberty. Herbert Spencer, John Stuart
Mill, Richard Cobden, Frederic Bastiat, Emerson,
Thoreau and many other individualistic thinkers em
phatically deny that the principle of equal liberty justifies
such interference with domestic and personal ' habits as
i. exemplified by bone dry prohibition.

Professor Fisher, quoting Senator William E. Borah,
ays that "when safety is involved we are all drys," and

that where the exigencies of modern life demand a clear
brain, we are all dry. This is true but utterly irrelevant
1 the question of the propriety and desirability of pro
hibition. In the first place, safety is not always in
volved; and in the second place, there are many hours
luring the day when modern life does not demand either
clear brain or instant decision, assuming, for the sake

of the argument, that moderate drinking precludes cor
r ct thinking and the power of instant decision. The

[ IS]
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main purpose of a law, and not demand also the accom
plishment of incidental and non-essential purposes in the
face of a widespread and determined opposition in sev
eral POI:JUlous and intelligent sections of the country.

On page 102 Professor Fisher writes: "The saloon
is gone. That is the great incontrovertible fact, directly
due to the passage of the National Prohibition law. The
consequences for good of the abolition of the saloon are
incalculable and grow directly from the rapid change
which it has produced in lessening an artificial habit of
self-poisoning that had long tended to hold western
civilization down."

The saloon is indeed gone, but the Federal District
Attorney for New York stated publicly that in New
York City alone there were more speak-easies, or illegal
drinking dives, than there were saloons in the whole
state of New York prior to prohibition. If. the conse
quences for good in the abolition of the legal saloon are
incalculable, what are the consequences of the illegal
speak-easy? Do the speak-easies lessen the "artificial
habit of self-poisoning," which is Professor Fisher's
way of describing the habit of the moderate consumption
of alcohol, and do they tend to elevate and free western
civilization?

In this chapter on "Personal and Social Liberty,"
Professor Fisher compares alcoholic drink with robbers,
marauders, enslavers and disease spreaders, and argues
that itis just as proper to prohibit the manufacture and
sale of alcohol as it is to punish murder, robbery, bur
glary and other major crimes . Here we have a glaring
instance of question begging and very shallow thinking.
Cultivated and educated men and women do not demand

[ 14]
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Certainly not that prohibition is either essential or wise.
On the contrary, if the world moved very far toward
moderation and temperance before prohibition was even
discussed, the conclusion to draw was that the world was
bound to continue to move in the same direction, that is, I
'toward greater a,nd greater temperance and moderation,
without legal prohibition. That Professor Fisher failed
to perceive this obvious point is a circumstance that can
be accounted for only by his strong bias in favor of
prohibition, a bias which makes clear thinking on the
ubject very difficult, if not impossible, for our pseudo-

scientific champion of prohibition.
In his chapter entitled "Alcohol a Poison" Professor

•isher asserts that "moderate drinking merely means
moderate intoxication" and that "a man who has drunk
one glass of beer is one glass of beer drunk."

Professor Fisher evidently uses the terms "drunk"
and "intoxication" in a sense peculiar to himself. 'No
standard dictionary furnishes any warrant for such a use
of those terms. Thus, the Standard Dictionary defines
the term "drunk" as follows: "Inebriated' intoxicated', '
satiated; glutted; 2, (slang) a spree; a fit of drunken-

ness."
Is a man who drinks one glass of beer inebriated, in-

toxicated, satiated, glutted, or in the throes of a fit of
drunkenness? It is sheer nonsense to talk of a man be-
ing "one glass of beer drunk." As well say that the
man who takes one 'mouthful of food is one mouthful J

f food a glutton. He who takes a glass of beer may
r may not feel a slight degree of exhilaration, but that

'xhilaration is not only not harmful, but may be posi-

tively beneficial.

THE PROHIBITION MA.NIA

chauffeur, for example, or the railroad engineer would
not be deprived of the power of instant decision by con
suming a glass of beer with his lunch or a highball, ora
cocktail, with his dinner in the evening. It is amusing
to note that Professor Fisher, like Henry Ford and
other defenders of bone dry prohibition, when they talk
ab~u~ ~ur industrial and mechanical age, and the incorn
pa~lblhty of such an age with indulgence in alcoholic
dnnk, completely forget the existence of many civilized
countries and hundreds of millions of people who have
not found the alleged incompatibility to · exist. There
are thousands of taxicabs and motor cars in Paris, Lon
don, Rome, Berlin, Vienna, Moscow, and scores of other
centers of population and industry, and in none of those
centers has prohibition been found necessary to safety or
to clear thinking. The accident rate is notoriously higher
i~ .American cities than in European, in spite of prohi
b~tlOn . If considerations of safety and industrial effi
ciency do not require prohibition in Europe, why, pray,

do they require it in America?
To the chapter on public sentirnent in Professor

Fis~er's book there is appended a "historical note" i~
WhICh we are told that "When we are confronted with
the facts, we begin to realize how the' world had moved
even before prohibition came or was discussed." , The
facts and figures given in this short note are, in truth,
~triking. Excessive drinking, for eXalIlple, was tolerated
l~ every walk of life, including the rninisterial profes
sion, at the time New York was first settled. Only 100

years a~o a Massachusetts town of 1,800 inhabitants con
sumed in one year 10,000 gallons of rum. But what is
the. logical conclusion to be drawn frorn such evidence?

[ 16]
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There may be such a thing as moderate intoxication,
but it is a totally different thing from moderate drink
ing, as Professor Fisher probably very well knows. Hun
dreds of thousand of moderate consumers of alcoholic
beverages never drink enough to become either wholly
or moderately intoxicated, and they have a right to resent
as a gratuitous insult the charge or implication that they
desire or favor any degree of intoxication. .

In his chapter on "Proposals Other Than Prohibition"
Professor Fisher argues that "none of the wet proposals
to modify the Volstead Act is a practical proposition,
since each requires a violation of the Eighteenth Amend
ment." Even the recent referenda on Volsteadism are
described by Professor Fisher as nullifying the Federal
Constitution and creating disrespect for it, and as well
as futile, misleading, misrepresentative and insincere.
These are not the statements of a careful or scientific
thinker. They are, on the contrary, manifestly preju
diced, violent and foolish. How, for example, would a
proposal to legalize 2 per cent beer nullify the Eight
eenth Amendment or involve disrespect for the Consti
tution ? How, again, can anyone undertake to say that
all the thousands of supporters of the referenda in ques
tion were and are insincere? Professor Fisher must
know that among those supporters aremen and women
as educated, as earnest, as level-headed and as law-abid-. '
mg generally as he is himself presumably. Further, Pro-
fessor Fisher knows that what he calls the futility of the '
referenda was fully recognized by those who demanded
and obtained them. They were intended to serve a single
an? . wholly legitimate purpose-to ascertain public
opmion and gradually lead Congress to recognize that

[ 18 ]
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. . d modify the Volstead Act in accordance
Ipl1110n an
th rewith. " . . . in th

The referendum is not an unfamlhar mstltutlOn in e
nited States, and not a few states have the s~-called

II
' ticy acts whereby questions are submitted to

pll ) IC po I ' . d
Ih electorates solely for the purpose of advlsmg an

idi the lawmakers who are not legally bound to
III mg , f d

1
ith the verdicts rendered at such re eren urn

. mp y WI , '1'
I

. To hurl the charge of nullificatIOn at mi lions
ctlOns, , . , f

f intelligent and high-minded Amen~n cltlze~s or no

1 son than that they believe m educatmg Con-
t ier rea bI'

d keeping it informed of the trend of pu IC
ress an . b
ntiment in regard to prohibition IS .assuredly to etray

the temper not of a scientifi~ investIgator and student,

but of a dogmatist and fanatic, "
In his final chapter, "Prohibition San Be ,E nfo: ced,
ofessor Fisher flatly asserts that Experience in ,the

W
r

that the law when combined with educatIOn,
est proves, , " H w

d h to Change fixed personal habits. 0
nn 0 muc , h
loes Professor Fisher know what the expenenc~ of t e

'west has been in respect of prohibition? He IS no~ a
Westerner, has not lived in the West, and knows nothl~g
whatever of public sentiment in the West, Even in
t ansas, an old prohibition state, there are many repr:--

ntative and enlightened citizens who affirm th~t thel~
tate has never been truly dry, and that bootleggmg an

horne brew have aways furnished thousands of so-called
Inw-abiding persons with all the intoxicating beverages

tl Could consume. Illinois is a Western state, and no
ley I' . 'd r
ne has the hardihood to assert that 11 mOIS IS. ry 0

an be made dry Neither law, nor educatIOn, nor
verC' •

the two combined, can change fixed personal habits un-
[19 ]
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less valid scientific and practical reasons can be pre
sented for such changes. It is idle for the prohibition
ists to claim that science and experience are on their side.
The exact opposite is true; as we have already said, a
great majority of the men of science drink intoxicating
beverages in moderation, and simply smile at the asser
tions of the small minority of their colleagues who call
liquor a poison or a habit-forming drug. The same is
true of the overwhelming majority of professional and
business men. The experience of these millions is of
far greater weight and importance than the very dubious
experience of a few prohibition states in Western Amer
ica.

Professor Fisher says that science will ultimately re
view every human habit and custom and that "it is mani
fest destiny that alcohol will 'not survive this scrutiny."
Certainly science ought to study and review every human
habit and custom. The opponents of prohibition are
not obscurantists or stand-patters. On the contrary,
they are among the most progressive elements of the
population, who encourage and promote science and cul
ture in every way, and if science should ever arrive at
the definite conclusion that alcohol in any quantity is
physically or .morally and socially seriously injurious,
they will be among the first to urge individuals to abstain
from the use of alcohol. But prophecy is not science,
and so far, at any rate, no such anti-alcoholic verdict has
been delivered by science.

Professor Fisher says that farmers as a class are
prohibitionists, and that they ascribe a certain amount
of alleviation of their difficulties since the slump in agri

[20 ]
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rltural prices to prohibition because of the reduction ) ,
ffccted in the drain on the Saturday payroll in the in
lustrial cities and towns. The American farmers un-
d ubtedly are among the most stubborn supporters of
prohibition, but, as some of their own spokesmen and
I nders have frankly acknowledged, the fact that the
Volstead Act as interpreted by certain courts dis-
riminates markedly in favor of the farmers, has not a

little to do with their fervent championship of prohibi-
tin for others. The Volstead definition of intoxicating
II verages does ' not apply to hard cider or fruit juices
manufactured on the farms, and the farmer car drink
ilcoholic beverages to his heart's content without any ..;
Interference from spies and other informers. The
Inrmer's belief in prohibition would possess more sig
nificance if he evinced any disposition to practice in
his own life that pretended belief.

In discussing the available statistics on arrests for
Irunkenness under prohibition, Professor Fisher makes
the following astonishing statement on page 32 : "R. E.

orradini estimates the percentage of arrests for
drunkenness as attested by police heads at 40 per cent
III pre-prohibition years, and 90 per cent during the latest
y ars of national prohibition."

Now,even if Mr. Corradini's statistics were re
rarded as standard, it would not follow that his esti

I late of the increase in severity of the police toward
drunkenness was entitled to any consideration what-
vcr. Amusingly enough, Professor Fisher in attempt

ing to defend the Corradini estimate speaks of the fac
imiles of signed statements of police heads in various

[ 2I ]
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states testifying to the severity of arrests for drunk
enness and the only cities he specifically refers to are
Pratt, Kansas; St. Joseph, Missouri; Quincy, Illinois;
and Harrisonburg, Virginia. A wonderfully convincing
list! As Mr. Fabian Franklin, in a notice of Professor
Fisher's book, remarks: "As there was nothing to com
pel Professor Fisher to select these particular little cities,
it is a fair presumption that he would have given us
something more impressive if he could."

In regard to the general question of the trend of
the arrests for drunkenness as exhibited in Professor
Fisher's charts and tables, we may here quote the fol
lowing devastating remarks by Mr. Fabian Franklin in

the notice just quoted from :
"In 1916 (the last pre-prohibition year) in spite of

the increase of population they have fallen to 17,100.
Mr. Fisher takes no notice of this; a scientific investi
gator would not only have taken notice of it but would
have looked up the figures of earlier years to see
whether this trend was really significant. If Mr. Fisher
had done this, he would have found that arrests
for drunkenness in New York City had been 44,100 in
1905 and had been going down throughout the entire
period from 1905 to 1916, when they had sunk to the
figure above named, 17,100. If a like decline had been
shown in Mr. Fisher's prohibition period,-war-time
restrictions 1917 to 1919, national Prohibition since
1919-arrests for drunkenness in New York City would
have gone down to zero by 1923, whereas, there were
actually (as Mr. Fisher states) 11,700 such arrests in
1923, and 12,000 in 1924. What checked the remark-

[ 22]
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ble diminution in drunkenness in New York City that
(according to the figures) had been going on for eleven
y ars before prohibition? I haven't the faintest idea
what it was; but I know pretty well what Professor
IIisher would say it was if the case were reversed."



CHAPTER II

PROFESSOR FISHER'S FAIRNESS

IN various parts of Prof. Fisher's book he speaks of
his fairness and his purpose of presenting the question
from both sides. In the preface he says, speaking of
his book: "It also endeavors to cover all the important
data , on both sides of the controversy, which 'were
presented at the Senate hearings." StilI, on the very
first page he shows his deep-seated and abiding prej
udices on the subject he attempts to discuss. The first
chapter reveals his whole psychology and illustrates
how one's point of view affects everything one does and
says.

It is no trouble whatever for Prof. Fisher to paint
black as white and white as black, and he begins early in
the game. The first chapter is entitled "How I Became
Interested," and on page 5 he begins to tell of his ex
periences during the war .

"When the war broke out," he writes , "I offered my
services to the Council of National Defense. I expected
to be assigned to some strictly economic task; but was
asked to call a conference on Alcohol to meet with the
conference being called by Colonel Snow on Venereal
Diseases, since Alcohol and Venereal Disease are always
twin obstacles to the soldiers' fitness to fiqht:"

We wonder whether the history of the British anny,
[24 ]
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II French anny and the German army in the Great
• r demonstrated that the boys who were given some

I ing to drink were in ,any way incapacitated to fight.
I,v n the American soldiers were able to get some wine

It n away from the fanatics who controlled the liquor
t ( licy of the United States.

l3ut to proceed: Having made the wonderful discov
y that Venereal Disease and Alcohol are twin obstacles

I I fi ghting, Prof. Fisher called a conference of leading
nomists and physicians at the New Willard Hotel

II Washington in April, 191 7. "The conference recom- J'
rn nded two- war measures: (I) The establishing of

ry Zone around each Army Cantonment, and (2)
Wartime Prohibition."

o the first official act of our author was to go after
11m. The effort to get prohibition was not only his
rst labor on the War Board, but, 'as his story reveals,

hi last and only effort in behalf of the war .
The Dry Zone was recommended and "transmitted

through various sub-committees, to the Council of Na
tional Defense; was approved by the Council, and was
lnally enacted into law. It was, I believe, a very impor
t mt factor in keeping up the efficiency of our soldiers."

nut to keep the soldiers away from liquor wasn't
II ugh. The country, too, must have War-time Pro

hlbition. Then Prof. Fisher proceeds to tell us how the
wi ked brewers 'blocked Wartime Prohibition. Any
person who is not a fanatic on this subject can see from
1ls own story that the wicked brewers blocked War
time Prohibition just as a man who is attacked with
I gun blocks the assailant by taking the gun out of

hL hands.

J
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Prof. Fisher says that the second recommendation for
Wartime Prohibition was approved by four successive
committees through which it had to pass on its way to
the Council of National Defense, and that then "some
thing happened." The recommendation was scheduled
to be presented to the Council on April 17, together with
that for the Dry Zone around the Cantonments. The
spokesman to present the matter was selected. "The
small sub-committee that had it in charge met a half
hour before the Council convened in order to rehearse
the program."

However, somebody was putting a spoke in the whee..
Dr. Franklin Martin, a member of the Council did not, ~

appear until the half-hour was up and then he said
"cryptically," that only the Dry Zone recommendation
could be presented. "Thus Wartime Prohibition went
by the board-for the time."

But, of course, this didn't discourage Prof. Fisher.
It would never do that the Great War should be fought
without bringing about some noble result like prohibi
tion, otherwise what would be the use of the waste of
life? So Prof. Fisher and his friends in the Anti
Saloon League kept busy.

He further informs us on page 7 that he afterwards
found out what happened, which was this : " In the
course of soundin g out public opinion I had sent several
hundred telegrams to business leaders and others, asking
whether they favored Wartime Prohibition. Most busi
ness men, and practically all economists, approved of
Prohibition as a war measure. It so happened that one
of the telegrams, reaching a business man who disap-

[ 26]
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pI' vcd of the proposal was handed to a brewer." /
"Shame !"

f course, it is plain that Prof. Fisher meant to put
pI hibition through before this great industry had any
notice whatever, and he only slipped up through his mis
llliging one man out of several hundred, one man who

h cI the common decency to tell a brewer that a move
III .nt was on to confiscate his property. Prof. Fi sher's
ub-comrnittee, that ought to have been interested in pre-

I nring for war, was really giving its attention to destroy
ng- a great business. The brewers proceeded at once to

"train their machine-guns on the members of the Council
r National Defense." One member received fifty tel
'rams in a single day, protesting against Wartime

J r hibition. The wicked brewers even threatened that. .
r the Council should persist in its effort to confiscate

til ir property, they would put the Council of National
fense out of business.

Think of the kind of mind of a man who deliberately
mspired to destroy a business in which hundreds of

millions of dollars were invested! To destroy a business
\ hich had for years paid a large part of the national
I 'venue and of the revenues of states and cities! And
\0 do this without even giving the business a chance to be
11 .ard ! These brewers were wicked because they did not
I rt Prof. Fisher and his friends in the Anti-Saloon

ague confiscate all their property without protesting ..j

, ainst such an outrage.
What would the meat packers have done if Prof.

I.isher had undertaken the same thing? What would the
v ndors and manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes
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I wed that the barley used in beer production destroyed
1'1 I mtially eleven million loaves of bread aday."

Where is the carping "wet" who could criticize the
udicial calmness that governed Prof. Fisher when he
ritcd for this conclusive proof before he reached out

hand to destroy private property running into the
I uulreds of millions?

II er destroyed enough barley to bake eleven million
I v s of bread a day. Where does he get that word
" I stroy" ? There are wicked people in this country

II do not believe that barley is destroyed when it is
iadc into beer. In fact, there are those of us who, if .I

must use barley, would rather take it in the form of
'r than any other way.
Eleven million loaves of bread a day are a good many
yes. It means almost one-thirteenth of a loaf to
ry person in the United States every day. I wonder

h. t would have happened to Prof. Fisher if somebody
I I told him that the use of tobacco destroyed five or

times as much wealth and labor, or that the use of
h 'wing gum destroyed more? Or that the use of au-
mobiles destroyed infinitely more? What would he

h v said about the gasoline that was burned purely for
I I insure? What about candy, and what about the loaves J

bread that are destroyed by baking good flour into
and cakes, to bring indigestion and disease? What

h ut silks and satins and furs and fine houses , and
hat about everything that ministers to the comfort and

II 'asure of man? This, too, is all wasted.
But, no. Prof . Fisher's one-track mind held him

(raight to the main question. His scent was directed to
I r, and when it was shown that enough barley was
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have done? What would the candy makers have done?
What would the gun manufacturers have done? What
would any body of men have done if a committee had
undertaken at night to destroy their property without a
hearing? And yet the Professor claims that the brewers
were unpatriotic and tried to interfere with the conduct
of the war.

Of course, Prof. Fisher did not give up. He knew
why he was there, and whatever the sacrifice to him
might be, he was willing to make it. He determined to
lay his time and his life upon the altar of his country ;
and so he kept on.

On page 8 he says: "Later, a permanent sub-commit
tee of the Council was appointed on Alcohol and I was
made chairman. This committee also favored Wartime
Prohibition. But its recommendations had no chance
even to reach the Council. The brewers had effec
tually blocked any such action ."

Thereupon the members of Prof. Fisher's commit
tee whose names indicate their views on this subject,,
"took steps to press the matter directly with Congress."
"This had already been independently undertaken by the
Anti-Saloon League" (p. 8). Well, well ! Was the
Anti-Saloon League also a member of Prof. Fisher's
committee, or was Prof. Fisher representing the Anti
Saloon League all the time? Or whom was he repre-
senting, anyhow? .

But, of course, in fairness we cannot charge Prof.
Fisher with coming to any snap judgment on this mat
ter, because he tells us on the same page: "The impor
tance of Wartime Prohibition for food conservation was
conclusively proved when Professor Alonzo Taylor
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By the machinations of Prof. Fisher and the Anti
" on League, the passage of the Food bill was made

) d pend upon prohibition. And still it was the brewers
'110 were to blame. This bill passed the House and was
lopped in the Senate. Thereupon President Wilson

xl his influence to have the Food bill passed without
I n hibition. And to whom did he address himself

h n he pleaded that fanaticism should not permit the
I' parations for war to be delayed? Prof. Fisher tells

I whom he addressed. It soon appeared that in view
f the attitude of the "wets" in the Senate the Food
o 'hill would be delayed indefinitely unless the prohibition
lauses were eliminated. "Accordingly President Wil
n requested the 'drys' through a letter addressed to

th Anti-Saloon League to withdraw these prohibition
lnuses." (Page ro.)

One cannot help almost shedding tears at the plight
f Prof. Fisher under these conditions. He says, on

p~ge 1~: "I remember sitting up most all of a hot June
night m 1917 laboring with the Anti-Saloon League
loaders to persuade them to accede to the President's re
~111est, in the interest of immediate food legislation, and
III the expectation of bringing up Wartime Prohibition
igain as a separate measure."

It is too bad that Prof. Fisher had to swelter all
night because the brewers protested against the destruc- j
tion of hundreds of millions of dollars of their property
on a moment's notice to satisfy the fanaticism of Prof.
Fisher and his friends.

Still, Prof. Fisher had his reward for his devotion to
the Anti-Saloon League, for a short time thereafter he
was given a medal by Wayne B: Wheeler-a medal which
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"destroyed" every day to make eleven million loaves
of bread, that settled the question. He would destroy
property running into the hundreds of millions of dol
lars without the batting of an eye or without the formal
ity of a notice; in fact, after taking all possible pains to
have it done before the brewers found it out.

In many places in Prof. Fisher's book he talks about
the lobbies and activity of the brewers before Congress
and everywhere else, but they evidently were not pres
ent when Prof. Fisher and the Anti-Saloon League
were conspiring to destroy their property, and they
only heard of his action when one business man (we
wish we knew his name), out of several hundreds that
were handpicked by Prof. Fisher had the decency to tell
them that their business was in the hands of fanatics
who meant to confiscate it without a moment's notice.
And yet the brewers are condemned because they didn't
sit idly by and see it done!

The "brewers' opposition" was powerless to prevent
Congress from passing Wartime Prohibition. They
only stopped it in the Senate by preventing its consider
ation. They even wickedly bought a paper in Washing
ton so that their cause could be heard in the Capital of
the nation.

When the matter was taken to Congress, Prof. Fisher
says on page 8, "the brewers' opposition again presented
itself. But, at last, Congressman Randall succeeded in
so amending the Lever Food bill as to provide for War
time Prohibition."

Those are potent words of our Professor: "Congress
man Randall succeeded in so amending the Lever Food
bill ..."

j
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IN a preceding chapter we have supplied numerous
itlustrations of Professor Fisher's loose and illogical
r asoning. Logic, however, is a gift of the gods, and
110 man can be blamed for defective mental equipment.
But it is within the power of any careful thinker to re
frain from sweeping, careless and arbitrary assertions
r from will ful misrepresentations or partial and garbled

versions of other men's statements or affirmations.
It is a serious matter to charge any reputable, writer

with extreme prejudice that vitiates all his conclusions,
but unfortunately Professor Fisher's methods, and sins
of commission as well as omission, amply justify that
charge, and in the interest of truly scientific discus
sion of the prohibition problem it is necessary to pre
fer and substantiate it.

Thus, in his chapter on "Alcohol and Longevity,"
Professor Fisher calls attention to the resolution adopted
in June, 1917, by the American Medical Association, in
which that organization declared that it is opposed to
the use of alcohol as a beverage and favored the dis
couragement of the use of alcohol as a therapeutic
agent, but he omits to mention either the report of the
council of the American Medical Association or the
resolution adopted by the council In 1922, declaring
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CHAPTER III

he records in his book on page 13. This is what the
Professor says:

"At a meeting in Atlantic City soon after these events,
Wayne B. Wheeler paid me the somewhat doubtful
compliment of having 'done more to bring about War
time Prohibition than any other man who wears shoe
leather.' "

This ought to be glory enough for all of his trials
and tribulations, including sitting up during the hot
June night.

It is marvelous how far one's prejudices can affect
one's opinions. It seems to us that an impartial man
reading Chapter I of Prof. Fisher's book would be
shocked that any body of men could be found who in
the face of great need, and taking advantage of a sit
uation that might never present itself again, would ask
to confiscate property of such great value; property which
had been recognized and protected by the law, the same
as any other; property which had always contributed far
more than its just proportion to all sorts of taxation-and
do this without even giving a hearing to the vast interests
concerned.
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that it is "unwise to attempt to determine moot scientific
questions by resolution or by vote" and recommending
that the House "shall take no action at this time on the
question of the therapeutic value of alcohol." Obviously
the force of the resolution adopted in 1917 is consider
ably diminished if not totally destroyed by the subse
quent resolution of the council of the American Medical
Association, and no really impartial or scientific writer
on prohibition would have failed to refer to or comment
upon the latter declaration, or upon the results of a
referendum on alcohol as a therapeutic agent.

The facts in regard to that interesting referendum
were published by the American Medical Association in
a special pamphlet, and they are sufficiently interesting
and important to receive considerable attention from
impartial students of prohibition.

The Journal of the American Medical Association, in
order to secure the views of a representative portion
of the medical profession in America regarding the
effect of alcohol in certain diseases, addressed an identi
cal questionnaire to 53,900, or more than one third, of
the physicians of the United States. Of these, 43,900
were selected by arbitrarily taking every other name on
the mailing list of the Journal. The IO,OOO physicians
who were neither members of the American Medical
Association nor subscribers to the Journal were selected
in a similar way from the National Medical Directory.
Thirty-one thousand one hundred fifteen replies to the
questionnaire were received, or 58 per cent of the total
number sent out.

The replies were summarized in an article published
in the Journal. We quote part of it as follows:
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"I. Physicians of the United States are almost
filially divided on the question as to whether whisky

a necessary therapeutic agent in the practice of medi
iII ; about 26 per cent consider beer necessary; about
, per cent consider wine necessary.
"2. More physicians of cities over 50,000 in popula

I ion consider alcoholic beverages necessary than do
those in smaller cities and in rural communities.

"3. The large majority of physicians who consider
whisky necessary believe it valuable in pneumonia, in-
[luenza and other acute infectious diseases. .

"4. A considerable proportion of those who consider
whisky of value utilize it in the treatment of diseases
incident to old age and general debility , in convalescence,
diabetes, heart failure and shock.

"5. 26 per cent of the physicians who answered the
questionnaire consider beer necessary or useful therapeu
tically, especially in lactation, convalescence, old age, and
for the treatment of debility, dyspepsia and anemia.

"6. 22 per cent consider wine necessary and useful,
hiefly in the same conditions as beer, but also as a
ubstitute for whisky.

"7. About one-fourth of the physicians stated that
they had seen instances of unnecessary suffering or death
which they attributed to the enforcement of prohibition
laws, including cases due to whisky of illicit manufacture

r of poor quality."
Compare this summary with the assertions in Prof.

•isher's book!
In his chapter on "Further Activities of Brewers"

Prof. Fisher writes as follows: "We find in reports an
item that the distillers, in convention at Chicago on Jan-
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hich he says the distillers agreed to raise to "beat"
hibition is the difference between a fair and careful

tatcment and a reckless and mendacious charge.
everal avoidable and inexcusable blunders made by

'rof. Fisher in his book were pointed out by Professor
alter F. Wilcox of the department of Economics and

tatistics at Cornell University, one of our most com
I tent statistical authorities, in a public ~tatement, and
this statement is so forceful and destructive that we re-

produce it here almost in full: .
"Professor Fisher's arguments lead to the followmg

nclusions:
"1. Figures published by the Moderation L~ague.a?d

ipparently showing that drunkenness in Amer~can cities
has rapidly increased since prohibition came into force

ire entirely unreliable. .
"2. The estimate of the World League Against AI-

ioholism that before prohibition only 40 per cent but
tlOW 90 per cent of persons publicly drunk are arrested

is to be accepted.
"3. Persons arrested for drunkenness are mainly those

who formed the habit before prohibition and as that gen

'ration dies off conditions will improve.
"These three conclusions demand examination.
"1. The figures published by the Moderation League,

Prof. Fisher asserts, include 'statistics for about fifty
ities which have not been authorized by the local police

:lUthorities,' and from this he concludes that the whole
set is unreliable. He gives his evidence for only three
of the fifty cities, two small ones, Sturgeon Bay, Wis
consin, and Xenia, Ohio, and one large one, Indian
apolis. The figures for Sturgeon Bay have evidently
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J nary 7, 1919, agreed to raise one billion dollars ifneces
sary to beat the 1920 National Prohibition law." This
alleged item is reproduced by Prof. Fisher and offered
to his readers as a statement of an "important and un
disputed fact ." He does not stop to tell us by what
means the brewers intended or expected to "beat" the
National Prohibition Law, and the whole citation is
simply an appeal to prejudice and antipathy. As it hap
pens, the whole item is a preposterous falsehood. There
was no convention of distillers in Chicago in January,
1919. A meeting of members of the National Associa
tion of Distillers and Wholesale Dealers was held in
Chicago in March of that year to consider the advisabil
ity of instituting legal proceedings to test the validity
of the Prohibition Law. At that meeting the sum of
$40,000 was subscribed to pay the fees of counsel should
proceedings be instituted, and only a part of this sum
was subsequently paid.

Perhaps wild statements about this meeting appeared
in certain newspapers at that time. One newspaper
published an alleged interview with the late Levy Mayer,
a prominent Chicago attorney, in which the latter was
quoted as saying that he could control several million
dollars for the purpose of testing or combating National
Prohibition. Had Prof. Fisher taken the trouble of ad
dressing a communication to any official of the National
Association of Distillers and Wholesale Dealers or of the
United States Brewers' Association, he would have
learned of the Chicago meeting and of the $40,000 there
subscribed for the perfectly proper purpose of testing
the Volstead Act in suitable proceedings. The difference
between the $40,000 subscribed and the $1,000,000,000
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been recounted locally and those for certain year s
changed, but the trend of the figures since 1914, which
is the important thin g, remains the same. For Xenia
the criticism is beside the mark because the Moderation
League has not published any statistics for Xenia.
About Indianapolis he says, 'These amazing figures ap
pear to have no official support whatever, the Police De
partment of that city claiming that no figures are avail
able.' As a matter of fact, the figures criticized were
reported about a year ago by the Indianapolis Police
Department to the Moderation League. A new Chief of
Police entered office last January and having no way to
check the count by his predecessor, declined to accept the
responsibility for it. This situation illustrates the un
satisfactory nature of police records in many American
cities but does not discredit the work of the Moderation
League, which only claims to publish all the evidence
furnished it. Prof. Fisher; then , has blundered in his
indictment of the Moderation League.

"2. He accepts the estimate of the World League
Against Alcoholism that before prohibition only 40 per
cent of the persons drunk in public were arrested, but
that now 90 per cent are arrested. This is said to be
based upon 'reliable information from police depart
ments.' The statement is probably a rough average
made by an honest but biased student, the Research
Secretary of the World League Against Alcoholism,
from guesses reported to him by a few police officials
with no records to help their memory. I say a few of
ficials because most of them, if my experience with them
may be trusted, would refuse to hazard a guess. What
is certain is that no data are available.
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"The point is important because Prof. Fisher not
II rely accepts this average of guesses, but distributes
t over recent years, computing, or perhaps I should say
ucssing, th~t in 1921 only 55 per cent but in 1924 not

I 5S than 90 per cent of the persons drunk in public
w re arrested. He does not give his reasons for assum
Ing that the increasing severity of the police came grad
ually rather than suddenly; his assumption, however,
" suits in making the increase in arrests from drunken
n ss since 1920, which, taken in connection with the par
1I1e! increase throughout the country in the number of
leaths from alcoholism, constitutes a grave aspect of

the problem. c

"The general impression conveyed by Prof. Fisher's
liscussion and charts is that of recent years public in
toxication, as reflected in arrests, has increased little,
if at all. His 'standard' authority, the Secretary of the
World League Against Alcoholism, in his testimony
before the Senate Subcommittee, went farther and
tated, 'We are again on a downward trend which will

settle unquestionably below the low minimum of 1920.'
The number of arrests for drunkenness in American
ities in 1924 increased, indeed, over 1923 only about

as fast as the population, but the number for 1925, now
available, shows an increase about double that of the
population. Apparently instead of decreasing toward
the 1920 minimum, the ratio is increasing again....

"Is Prof. Fisher then right in his statement that 'Re
cruiting for the army of habitual drunkards is falling
off and this is the great fact to be remembered about
prohibition ?' He gives evidence only for New York
City, against which stands the evidence for Washington,
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which he has failed to explain away. If he were right,
the average age of persons arrested for drunkenness or
dying of alcoholism would be steadily increasing as the
generation of pre-prohibition sots dies off. About ar
rests we do not know; about deaths from alcoholism we
do. The average age of persons dying from alcoholism
in the four-fifths of the United States for which we have
the information decreased by more than six months be
tween 1916 and 1923. In the same period the average
age of all persons dying about the age of fifteen increased
by a year and a half."

The Professor cannot possibly get the wicked brewer
out of his head. He specially mentions the brewer
again in the discussion of personal liberty. Of course
personal liberty as it is generally understood means the
liberty of one person to live his life without being con
trolled by some other individual, and does not mean, as
Prof. Fisher seems to think, the liberty to be released
from the laws of gravitation or from the inevitability of
death. The world has never found any way to purchase
that liberty, unless it pays too high a price, but Prof.
Fisher makes short shrift of this whole thing by saying,
on page 196: "The 'personal liberty' slogan is, in origin
and effect, little more than a camouflage for the liberty
of the brewers to resume their parasitic traffic."

And again on page 173, he says: "The liberty of
the alcoholic-drink manufacturer and seller to profit by
the enslavement of the drinker was prohibited in 1920
by the adoption of the Eighteenth Amendment to the
Constitution and the passage of the Volstead Act. That
is, the liberty of one man to make and sell intoxicating
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Ilk was held to impair the liberty of another man to
oy health and economic and social welfare."
f Prof. Fisher believes any such nonsense, it is rather
less to think that unintelligent men will not be de

Iv d by it. In another connection he says by way of
, tification for interfering with a man's desire to take
Irink, that a man who drinks has no self-control and

I r fore we should help him control himself. We have
11 such men as Prof. Fisher speaks of. We have
n them eating too. We have seen them playing, work

and saving, and making money, but it never has
urred to us that, because a man's inclination was so

tr ng in a certain direction, we would be justified in
III ing our hand on him and saying "You are not able

control yourself, and therefore we give you liberty

controlling you."
ecently such statements have been made in literature

ued by the Lord's Day Alliance, to justify keeping
n from working or playing or traveling or getting

lit newspapers on Sunday. We have never pursued the
I. tter, but the same argument has probably been used
) justify prosecutions for witchcraft and heresy. Men

II uld be saved from themselves, otherwise they would

() straight to hell. . '
We wonder what Prof. Fisher really thmks of this

pr position: Did the brewers create man's appetite to
Irink, or did man's appetite to drink create the brewers?

hich came first? We suppose he knows that for
II usands of years men drank before there were any
IIr wers. Another question might be asked that would
implify it. Does raising potatoes and wheat and corn
r 'ate men's appetite to eat, or did the desire for food
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lead to the raising of potatoes, wheat and corn? Prof.
Fisher is obsessed by "breweries" et al. They make yOll

j drink. Everyone has been annoyed with the solicita 
tions to buy drygoods, but no one was ever dragged into
a saloon by the hair of his head. Compare the ads of the
vendor of silks and satins, gum and paste and paint and
automobiles, etc., etc., etc., that clutter the papers and
offend the eye, with the amount of advertising used to
sell alcohol.

It is passing strange, however, that so much attention
should have been given in Prof. Fisher's book to the
wastefulness of the manufacturer of alcoholic beverages.
What does it amount to, anyway? Every one know s
that the money spent for alcoholic drink was only a
drop in the bucket as compared to the money spent on
many other things, and that most of the money spent
in these days is spent on luxuries, which fact is one
sign of improved conditions of Ii fe.

Prof. Fisher has a hard time in discussing automobile
accidents. Evidently the figures in relation to accident s
caused by drunken drivers do not please him, so he talks
about the increase in the number of automobiles, which
no doubt has been great, and says that the accident s
are multiplied not in proportion to the number of auto
mobiles but in proportion to the number of times they
pass each other. We did not follow this very closely.
It drives us back in mathematics to permutation, and we
have forgotten almost all we knew about it. Mayhap
the good Professor is right. He ought to be on some
things; but are not he and the other prohibitionists mak 
ing a great fuss about deaths from liquor and about
wasting time and energy making alcohol, when as com-
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r d with automobile accidents, deaths from drunken
s are negligible, or nearly so? Haven't we read some-

h re about Professors or Pharisees "straining at a gnat

II 1swallowing a camel" ?
With some ten thousand deaths by automobiles in a
nr in the United States, what is the use of worrying

ut a fraction of that number who might possibly have
«l their lives shortened 'by drinking too much?
And, speaking of automobiles, how many people have
orne bankrupt, how many of them have mortgaged

h ir homes, how many have lost their jobs, how many
r them have gone to jail, how many of them have lost
h iir time (assuming that time is wasted when one is

t working, as is assumed when dealing with liquor),
I lW many of them have been kept out of church on

unday morning, how many of them have created a new,
trange and weird psychology, all due to automobiles? ,

It would take quite a philosopher, statistician and met
I hysician to show that automobiles have added more to

the pleasure and the comfort and the wellbeing of the
rid than the use of alcohol. And certainly there is no

ornparison in the cost.
Many questions on this mundane sphere depend on
ur point of view. Prof. Fisher's efforts to prove that

the abstainer lives longer than the moderate drinker
ir rather amusing, if one has a sense of humor. To
him they are doubtless serious. Of course, they do not
I .cially interest us although they give real evidence
lbrainst Prof. Fisher. ,

It is entirely possible that the total abstainers are peo
ple so void of emotions, so lacking in the spirit of ad
v nture, so regular in their habits, such moderate eaters,
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such early-to-bedders and early-to-risers, that all of thei r
activities are timed by the watch. They probably walk
on a very smooth road at a moderate pace, and their
thermometer would never register any extreme degre es
o~ heat and cold, especially heat. All of this might con
tnbute to long life, if such a vegetative existence could
be called life.

There is one thing at least in which we agree with
Prof. Fisher, and that is that the crime wave has been
exaggerated and that there are practically no more
crimes now than before prohibition. This would doubt
less be entirely true if the crimes which resulted from
prohibition were not considered, but it must be remem
bered that many jails, prisons and penitentiaries have
been filled by the victims of the Volstead Act, and or
ganizations of liquor sellers fighting to control the traf
fic have killed each other and contributed not a few
murders.

There never were statistics of any value showing the
relation between crime and intoxicating liquors. There
is no appreciable relation and there never has been.

In the years past, the prohibitionists used to insist that
practically all crimes resulted from drinking liquor.
!heir efforts in this direction were ably seconded by the
~nmates of penitentiaries and jails. Every man who gets
into trouble, no matter what the trouble is wants an
alibi. It used to be whisky, and the prohibitionists were
always ready to believe him. As a matter of fact, Fquor
has always been one of the very smallest factors in wha t

- is glibly called crime.
Neither prohibitionists nor anti-prohibitionists need

go into finespun theories or doubtful questions to sus-
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I their cause. These things do not make an impres
III upon reasoning beings, though we are aware that

rc are very few of those.
ne thing, however, Prof. Fisher seems to be sure

Itt, and that is that the saloons have gone. He never
l us forget this for a moment, in spite of the fact
It prohibition officers have reported over and over
lin that there are more places where intoxicating

(llors are sold to-day than before prohibition. And, in J'
lition to this, liquor is delivered at your door. Still,

~ saloons have gone. There is a great deal in a word,
I II the word "saloon" has been much discredited. An

-long campaign has been made on this word, and yet
h .re were as many different kinds of saloons as hotels,
tl res and banks. A saloon is not necessary to the sale
,r intoxicating liquors. It never has been necessary to
to and if the purveyors of beer and wine had not been
I greedy, the saloon would have been much better than
t was. The liquor business is easily controlled. For
inny years it has required a license before one could
nd intoxicating drinks. Doubtless municipalities and .

tates have been too lenient in granting licenses and in
lacing restrictions upon licenses. All of this could have

I . n remedied, except with the prohibitionists who con-
i lered intoxicating drink evil in itself and, therefore,
II method of selling it is as bad as another.

Though Prof. Fisher is a college professor, and there-
rc supposed to be very exact and unemotional, he has

I rather common penchant for creating prejudice wher
rver possible. For instance, he refers to New York as ~

til ' "wettest and wickedest city." Evidently it is the
wickedest because it is the wettest. To him the words
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are synonymous. New York is like any other city in the
United States, only larger. His special grudge against
New York is probably due to the fact that the people o f
the State of New York have repealed their enforcing
act, and this will in some cases prevent double jeopardy,
of which, strangely enough, Prof. Fisher seems to be so
fond. Ordinarily a right thinking man would believe
that if a person is once held responsible for criminal
conduct, he should not be sentenced again for exactly the
same thing. The prohibitionists gloat over the fact
that a man may be punished under the Federal law for
selling liquor to John Smith on the first day of July in
the city of New York at Broadway and 4:::nd Street,
and after he has served his term, be again punished
by the State of New York for selling liquor to John
Smith on the first day of July in the same place in the
city of New York.

There seem to be no lengths to which a man will not
go to forward a cause or a superstition in which he
believes. Prohibitionists as a rule are equally happy
that important buildings may be closed by an injunction,
after a hearing in court without a jury. It has been
commonly supposed that life, liberty or property could
not be taken without trial by jury, but unceremoniously
and without regard to fundamental rights, courts may
padlock the most valuable property and practically
destroy it without allowing a jury to determine the facts.
This is generally approved by people who are anxious to
accomplish the end and have no scruples about the means.

Strange, too, are the conflicting arguments that ar e
advanced in a sacred cause. Prof. Fisher has used
pages and pages to ' prove that liquor is wasteful and
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I ravagant and that production would be greatly
' r ased if we had thorough prohibition. Production
what, and for what? Does he believe there is any

ir ity of ' property in these days? Do we need any
r production? If so, what should be done with the
ng's produced? Prof. Fisher has himself disposed of
, question.

It pages 66 and 67, in referring to automobiles and
I ings in general he has this to say about the effect of

perity:
"Not only is there a pronounced increase of amateur
ivers, but the character of the population that has
me universally to own and drive cars is radically dif-
r mt from that of the class to whom this form of
rcation was originally accessible. The automobile

fallen into the hands of reckless and dangerous
I ments, unskilled and given to the coarser pleasures,

king relaxation in drink. Professor Thomas Nixon
irver of Harvard (pp. 63-64), in a recent book has

ully analyzed the consequences of the recent wide
IfTusion of prosperity, which has put purchasing power j
,/0 the hands of irresponsible men and women of low

" ntality.
"This has created a market for the sale of all kinds of

u cis and services, including a flood of cheap literature,
ihloid newspapers and magazines, the more sensational
I s of film plays, and so on, including advertisements j
r a sort designed to appeal to people of this character.
f course, the automobile offers as much attraction to

hem as to anybody." Passing strange! "It may quite
III sibly prove, ultimately, the means of diverting their
II asure-seeking into more wholesome channels."
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id, and what Prof. Fisher endorses by putting it in his
b ok:

"It is around these great brewery organizations, owned
by rich men, almost all of them German by birth and
ympathy, at least before we entered the War, that have
rown up the societies and organizations of this country

Intended to keep young German immigrants from becom
ing real Americans."

This might not have looked quite so bad when the
war propaganda was at its highest and the world was on
fire, but men have had time to reflect and understand,
md it seems to be of doubtful propriety to brand a
I ople who are intelligent, frugal, and industrious, and
whose labor and saving have done more than their share
t ward creating the wealth of America.

We wonder if Prof. Fisher really believes that the
brewers were less patriotic than the distillers or the
vintners or the packers or any other organization that sold
provisions, goods or ammunitions to warring countries
at exorbitant prices. I wonder if Prof. Fisher really j
thinks that the German brewers were under suspicion
by such patriots as A. Mitchell Palmer because they were
brewers rather than because they were Germans.

Prof. Fisher quotes with evident approval the words
f Mrs. Helm Bruce, Chairman of the Law Enforce

ment League of Kentucky, to the effect that since the
Volstead Act, Kentucky streets are full of highpowered
automobiles and trucks, and are no longer dangerous.
This is really humorous. I imagine that this worthy
lady has taken no pains to find out about the relative
danger in Louisville streets from highpowered auto
mobiles and from men whose breath smells of liquor.
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You can see that Prof. Fisher is not in the least "class
conscious."

And again on page r84, Prof. Fisher uses the follow
ing language: "History is full of examples of how
luxury enervates and harms, and leads to the decline 0 f
civilizations. With wealth often come luxury, abuse of
power, and degeneration of the racial stock."

Almost sounds like a Bolshevist. But that cannot be,
for in another place Prof. Fisher compares nullification
with Bolshevism, which he says Would mean the destruc
tion of private property. Still, why should not a propa
gandist contradict himself? He wants to make
comrades of the Bolshevists on one hand and of the
capitalists on the other. This is surely admissible in the
cause of prohibition. However, there ought to be limits
to inconsistency. But on page 20r is a still stranger
statement. In this statement, evidently made with the
purpose of dragging in the ghost of the World War,
and parading it before the hundred-per-cent Americans,
Prof. Fisher speaks of the Germans in a way that most
of us have renounced in the nine years that have gone by
since the international welter of blood and hate. We,
like Prof. Fisher, were much excited at the time and
earnestly tried to promote the cause of the Allies, but we
have come to doubt whether we were not a bit credulous
about the Germans, after all. However, eight or nine
years seem to make no difference with Prof. Fisher,
when he is advocating a righteous cause.

On page 20r he quotes A. Mitchell Palmer, who, by
the way, does not seem to be referred to as often as he .
was during the war, while he was Attorney General.
This is what Mr. A. Mitchell Palmer is reported to have
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However, we suppose that Prof. Fisher would have been
able to make a "shrewd" guess on it. Perhaps Louis
ville has a special kind of highpowered automobile or
provides special qualifications for drivers to make high
powered automobiles safe for democracy. Statistics
have something to say about this.

Just recently the government has made a report that
in I926, in seventy-eight principal cities of the United
States, there were 6,693 deaths caused by automobile
accidents. In the city of New York alone, there were
I ,084, which are almost three to one of the deaths
claimed to have been caused from liquor before prohibi
tion, or even since. The ratio is doubtless much the
same everywhere in the United States.

As a matter of fact, one never knows for certain
whether anyone dies of drunkenness. Many things con
spire to cause the death of one who dies what we call a
natural death, in bed. It is not an easy matter to trace
it to anyone thing, but if a highpowered automobile
kills a victim on the streets, we at least know what causes
death.

[5° ]

CHAPTER IV

A PERPLEXED ADVOCATE

PROF. FISHER'S whole psychology about prohibition is
rplexing. If he were not an intelligent man, it ~ould
much easier for him to justify himself. The ordinary

prohibitionist believes it is wrong to drink, and °if a thing
I. wrong, it must be gotten rid of at whatever C?st.

hey have no scruples about th: exten~ of. the punish
ment or what other evil is done m carrymg It out. The
thing they do not want done must be stopped. ,

The theory of the law evidently disturbed the learned
rofessor when he commenced his prohibition career.

Tn spite of his best endeavors, he cannot make ~is prej
udices consistent with his intelligence, but he tries. He
t lIs us in the beginning of the book that he took a strong
dislike to alcohol when he went to Colorado in I899, on
nccount of his lungs. . Prior to that time, he had never
drunk "except for occasional sips of wine at my friends'

tables."
Still, up to the time he wrote his book, .he see~ed to

1c torn between his hatred of liquor and hIS devotIOn to
prohibition on the one hand, and his consciousness that
the Eighteenth Amendment and the legislation and
persecutions under it are tyrannical an~ unjust and co?ld
not be sustained by experience and logic, He says him..
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self that he was very reluctantly converted to prohibition.
He has become so well converted, however, that he

takes pains to quote the big prohibition boss, Wayne
Wheeler, who has given Prof. Fisher the certificate of
character already referred to. Of course, wearing such
a medal, he cannot be too squeamish concerning the really
important questions involved in the theory of prohibition.
StilI, we do find him filled with misgivings.

On page 2, he says: "I knew that all laws affecting
personal habits are resented by those whose personal
habits are thereby reflected on, and that such laws are,
therefore, difficult to enforce. I realized then as I, ,
realize now, that laws without sufficient public sentiment
behind them are apt to become a dead letter and to lead to
disrepect for law in general."

StilI, in spite of Prof. Fisher's enlightened views of
law enforcement, he seems to be for any measure that
wilI coerce the public into obedience of a hateful law in
which they do not believe. His criticism of judges and
other law enforcing agencies shows he has overcome his
scruples, and also what he would like to have done.

Prof. Fisher says: "As to the various means necessary
for bringing about the effective enforcement, we have
ample opportunity for expert advice. We certainly need
an enforcement act in New York, Maryland, and Massa
chusetts, ci-n Service requirements for Prohibition
officials, and more and better judges. As to our
judges, it is reported that one particular judge fined a
bootlegger five cents and then gave the convicted man the
money with which to pay the fine. Of course this is not
representative. Fines have become severer and jail
sentences have come oftener and have been longer; but
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there is still a great deal that can be improved in out:

judiciary. .
"To the criminal small fines mean less than an excise

tn 0. To many foreigners who come in touch with our
urts and learn through these courts of American ideals

nd institutions, the lukewarm attitude of certain judges
does not foster respect for our government and they
probably expect the same lack of severity if they should

hoose to violate other laws. . . .
"Many, if not most, bootleggers are aliens. ~t is they

who do the most to cause disrespect for American l~w,
having no respect for it themselves. I believe that allen
bootleggers who are caught should be deported."

To compel the people to obey a law in which t?ey do
not believe, judges must tyranniz~; sentences, which are
now barbarous, when the offense is considered, must be
increased stilI more; the penitentiary must be more freely
resorted to; men who sell liquor, provided they are not
citizens of the United States, must be deported, no matter
what the circumstances of the sale may be.

This is certainly drastic, and must commend itself to
all people who believe in democra~y.and ~ho have ~ny
sense of proportion about the admlmstratlon of punish-

ment.
Prof. Fisher says: "The eminent grafters of the

Tweed Ring, the gamblers of the Louisiana Lottery, the
criminals of the Credit Mobilier scandals, and all
swindlers, high and low, when caught, ~ike the wretch
who felt the halter draw, lack good opinion of the law.
Public sentiment, in the history of all these cases, has
uniformly turned a deaf ear to the offenders." .

It would be interesting to know whether Prof. Fisher
, . [ 53 ]
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thin~s there are any degrees of guilt between burglary,
for mstance, and taking a drink.

. ~here is a very strange psychology amongst prohib i
tlOnI~ts . Many of them no doubt believe that the most
d:~stlc penalties which could ' be imagined should be
~Islted Upon those who violate the spirit of the prohibi
tion amendment. This class of people is always talkin g
about the violation of the Volstead Act, regardless of all
of t?e other provisions of the criminal statute. They are
anxIOUS to have the Eighteenth Amendment and the
Volst:ad. Act strict!~ enforced, no matter how many
ConstttutlOnal prOVISIOns are violated and how many
settled safeguards of liberty are trampled in its enforce
ment.

Prof. Fi~her believes that using intoxicating alcohol
can be put m the .sam~ category with murder, robbery
and b~rglary. WIth him, as with most prohibitionists,
ther~ IS no such thi~g.as liberty. Whenever a thing is

~ unwIse or harmful, It IS sound policy to pass a criminal
s:atute and every one must conform, no matter what his
VIews may be.

Of cour~e, there is no one who is wise enough to draw
the exact line where legislative interference should end
Even Prof. Fisher no doubt believes that somewher~
between playing a game of baseball or golf and highway
robbery there must be a line in the regulation of human
conduct. . The only purpose of government is to promote
~he .h~ppmess of the individual, and it is not possible that
mdl~lduals can be happy without at least some degree
of hberty.

There are no kinds of habits that wiIl not be objected
to by some people. It is very common to find large
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numbers of people objecting to theaters, dancing, card
playing, horse racing, and likewise objecting to all games
nd sports on Sunday. Many people object to the eating
f certain kind of food and others to the taking of certain

iorts of drink. People object to the method of dress
that is habitual with others. Customs and habits never
have been and never can be uniform, but somewhere the
I gislature must fix the line of criminal responsibility.

First of all, a statutory crime should be some act that is
regarded as intrinsically wrong under all the circum
tances of the case by a large majority of the citizens;

that is, it must be such an act that its contemplation
auses a revulsion of feeling in most men. Many in

dividuals have a strong aversion to eating meat, but they
are a smaIl minority of the citizens of any government.
The same might be said of many habits, customs and
ways of life. The criminal code proceeds upon the
theory that the act forbidden and for which a penalty
must be inflicted is wrong in itself. Prohibition has been
adopted, because with a large number of people drinking
is considered inherently wrong. Deportation is a very
serious penalty, more serious than the ordinary peniten
tiary sentence. Yet Prof. Fisher believes that an alien
in America who seIls liquor should be deported.

It is obvious that a man who seIls liquor is not guilty
of wrongdoing any more than the man who buys.
Whatever the penalty may be, the moral guilt, if any, is
the same. It is likewise obvious that the legislature
could not by enactment make something moraIly wrong
which without the act would be right. It was just as
wrong intrinsicaIly to drink alcoholic liquors before the
Volstead Act was passed as it is to-day. Is a man who
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takes a drink in the same category as the man who robs
a safe or willfully takes a human life? Evidently Prof.
Fisher thinks he is.

It will be conceded that no man can be free who has
not some choice as to his eating and drinking, his going
and his coming. Even Prof. Fisher says that he has
taken drinks at the houses of friends, simply to be a good
fellow. However reprehensible that may have been, it
could hardly have been classed by intelligent people with
burglary and robbery.

Prof. Fisher's intelligence, however, seems not to be
satisfied with his advocacy of tyranny and barbarity to
bring about the enforcement of the Volstead Act. No
matter how well he tries to do, he is always slipping.
His fanaticism tells him one thing and his intelligence
tells him another.

This is specially noticeable when he comes back to
the question of education as to the facts of alcoholic
drink. Why education? There is already in the statute
books a law, fierceand cruel and savage, a law which like
the old laws again st witchcraft and heresy cannot be
made too severe, because it reflects not the intelligence
of the people but the bigotry of the people. Whyeduca
tion?

The only pUrpose of educating people as to the use and
abuse of intoxicating liquor must be to teach people that
alcohol is injurious to life or health, or that it is evil in
itself; the first reason would appeal to self-control, the
other to a criminal statute. The latter recognizes the
idea which the law has always recognized: that man
should not be punished unless he had a sense of evil-
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Ing when he did the act. If by education, good or
I, this sense of sin can be drilled into mo~t of the
ple then the great mass of them may possibly obey

. Volstead Act, and it would only need enforcement
11 . it like every other criminal statute.a sma mmori y,

n page 12 Prof. Fisher, speaking of the war prepara
. "And the Anti-Saloon League very astutelyn, says. hAt b-

k advantage of the situation to propose t e. c su t
itting the Eighteenth Amendment. Other importan

ncies which helped to bring that Amendme~t about
the Women's Christian Temperance Un~on, the

~~us church temperance organizations, especI~lly the
thodist, the Methodist Church South, the Baptist, and

I Presbyterian, the Order of Good Templars, and the
rohibition party." d
P f Fisher tells how the Volstead Act was passe ,

ro . hole ornd who were its sponsors. It was not t e pe p .
. ngress, but the same forces , which .thr~ugh orgarnza
. d agitation and political assassination have ~ade

I n an hef th Amencanprohibition the only political issue ore . e

I ople. ibili
Prof. Fisher places the credit, or the responsi ihty,

where it belongs:
"On top of that, the Volstead Act overro?e by a t\~o

thirds majority a presidential veto, becoml~g eff~ctl~e

January 17, 1920. To be sure, 'this impress£~e maJonty .;
d not altogether as an expression of thewas secure . f

popular will. The Anti-Saloon League,. patte~mng a te.r
the very thorough organization of t~e hq~o~ interests :n
very congressional and state legislatwe dtstnct,. had bu~t

up a superb political machine of deadly effic:ency. ~

had already filled a political graveyard of natwnal pro
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portions of which the membership of Congress was Oil

notice:'
Where, by the way, does the learned Professor get his

authority for this line contained in this quotation: "The
Anti-Saloon League, patterning after the very 'thorough
organization of the liquor interests," etc.? The liquor
interests never had such an organization as the Anti
Saloon League. They never organized Congressi onal

~ districts or devoted their time to politics or brought about
legislation. True, they did fight for their property th
same as every other man or organization fights for its
own, but this is not the same thing. '

On page 231, the Professor says: "It appears that,
with the advent of Prohibition, many schools have
relinquished instruction on the physiological effects 0 £
alcohol. But if ever youth needed scientific instruction
it is now. Such education should be resumed and
improved."

Again on pages 233 and 234 he says: "It is my firm
conviction that a great tactical blunder has been made by
those responsible for dropping the educational program,
and turning to a mere law observance program. Prohibi
tion made its great strides when the evils of alcohol wer \
stressed. I t lost ground as soon as that emphasis was
lost.

"The public who had not already been converted to
prohibition, and who never understood the basic reasons
for it have acquired the impression, from being preached
to by judges and clergymen and exhorted to obey the law
merely because it is law, that no other good reason for
obeying this law exists. They have acquired the idea
that this prohibition law is a bad law, resting only 0 11
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It whimsical ideas of fanatics. No one can be really
nthusiastic over obeying a bad law believed to have been
lit over' on an unsuspecting people.
"What is needed now is to go back to first principles,

ducate the public to understand that there is a reason
lid a good one."

No" general campaign is made to prove that burglary
r robbery or larceny are wrong. An overwhelming
najority of the people of every nation at once feel a
nse of wrong, by the mere contemplation of acts of this
Ind. They need no special education. This education
hat Prof. Fisher speaks about is to be directed to the
merican people in order to teach them that really the
. c of intoxicating liquors is an evil and should be sup
r ssed. Either brute force is right in this matter or
lucation is. Prof. Fisher seems to favor both,
Ithough apparently with great reluctance .

From the nature of things the world over, there has
n an everlasting contest between those who would

lenve human beings comparatively free to work out their
wn destinies, and the bigots that think that whatever
h 'y believe must be right, and that any means are justi
I d in enforcing their views. It is an old, old contest,

which will never end. If anything is settled, it is only
r r a time. As fast as one thing is prohibited, meddlers
lnd something else to engage their attention and furnish
th -m with activities.

Criminal codes should be as short as possible. Their
provisions should relate only to subjects that are gener

t1y recognized as criminal. The length of the cri~inal
des has a direct connection with the number of cnmes.

Prohibition is one of many laws which has made crim-
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inals. It has filled jails and penitentiaries with men who
had no sense of wrongdoing in making wine, or selling
it or drinking it.

Prof. Fisher ridicules the idea that crime is often the
result of bad laws. On page 91 he says: "Doubtless the
violators of the Prohibition law blame the law itself for
their plight, just as the grafters, etc." More men and
women have been convicted and executed for witchcraft
than for any other crime, excepting possibly heresy.
Who was to blame for the terrible tortures and unnum
bered executions for witchcraft, the witches or the law ?
Where should the blame be placed for the executions for
heresy, which raged for hundreds of years throughout
Europe? On the men and women who insisted on doing
their own thinking, or on the laws that were passed and
executed, making freedom of thought a crime?
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FOREWORD TO CHAPTER V

ROFESSOR FISHER relies on his diagrams more than
yother part of his book. We place these diagrams at

end of this volume. It is not feasible to separate
m for the reason that they are referred to at different
ints in Chapters 5 and 6. We believe that these

harts present the most astounding effort to juggle fig
's and draw false inferences that ever came under our
tice. We submit that an intelligent study of these

harts as referred to in our texts shows conclusively
r fessor Fisher's false and misleading and puerile argu

nts, and likewise prove exactly the contrary of what
says that they prove. From these charts it is shown
t since 1920 the use of intoxicating liquors has rapidly Il

d constantly increased.
Every chart that in any way bears on the case is here

r sented exactly as in Mr. Fisher's book.
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CHAPTER V

PROFESSOR FISHER'S DIAGRAMS

. PROF. FISHER illustrates his book by a series of
diagrams. He informs us that we really do not need to
read the book if we but study the diagrams. They arc
guaranteed to be fool-proof, and the guarantee seems
good. Whether Prof. Fisher ever tried to make out
what the charts really prove seems somewhat doubtful.

We are aware that Prof. Fisher is an eminent stati s
tician. This book proves it. Nothing daunts him.
Whenever the charts and other information seem to be
against him he explains them away in the method of the
statistician. Handling figures is a profession by itself .
No matter how carefully one studies them, one is never
sure which ~ide t.hefigures prove, although he is perfectly
s.ure on which side the statistician is. These diagrams,
like :h~ :est of the book, are directed to showing that the
prohibition law, after all is said and done, is a great
success.

The diagrams relate to what seems to be the amount of
alcohol used, the number of drunken people arrested
before and since prohibition, the moral condition of
various cities in the United States, especially New York,
the amount of crime of various kinds, and other rela
tively irrelevant matters.

With the exceptions of Nos. 2 and 5, all of these
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rgrams are directed toward the bolstering up of Prof.
I her's thesis.
Nos. 2 and 5 are meant to show that Mr. Shirk, who
IS employed by the Moderation League, presented

Ii. leading charts to aid the wicked "wets" before the
natorial investigation at Washington. We will not

I cuss these charts for the reason that we 'do not under
nd Prof. Fisher's position. Therefore, we will con-
lour attentions to the professor's diagrams which he
s to prove the virtue of the present prohibition law.

.•or convenience, Prof. Fisher divides time into three
riods: Pre-Prohibition, Wartime Restrictions and
ntional Prohibition. [This is done somewhat on the

rder of the historians who lump time as A.D. and B.C.,

r the scientist who speaks of the first , second, and third
lacial Period or the time before and after the Tertiary
ge. All these things make a very convenient starting
int. ]
Of course, Prof. Fisher chooses his time in what
ms to be a purely arbitrary way. For instance, a long
riod elapsed before the wartime restrictions. How

iuch of this period he takes is not clear, neither is it
I ar why he takes it. Sometimes he starts at 1914,
gain at 1910.
What else happened between 1910 and 1925, which in

the main covers the period of these charts, Prof. Fisher
d es not tell us. Between these dates there was some

riod of National Prohibition and Wartime restric
tions, and back of that Pre-Prohibition. Other events
f more or less importance happened during this time,

I tit no events are important to Prof. Fisher except
those that relate to liquor.
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Amongst the other events that happened between tho.
periods was the World War, a catastrophe unparalleled
in the history of mankind. All sorts of consequence
flowed from this war during its four-year course and til
time that has elapsed since, but the World War had no
effect upon the human race, its life, or its habits, in til
estimation of Dr. Fisher. The only thing that had all
effect was the attitude of the government toward alcohol,

In a more or less elaborate discussion of the W orld
War, which covered a period of time when Prof. Fisher
was on the Board of National Defense, the only thing
of any importance that was done, so far as he repor ts,
was the discussion of the question of getting rid of
alcoholic beverages. Even the Ice Age had no such
effect upon the inhabitants of the earth as the prohibi 
tionists' efforts to use the war to carry out their fanatical
ideas.

Prof. Fisher makes the National Prohibition period
begin with January 17, 1920. This was in fact the date
that the National Prohibition law went into effect.
Between 1916 and 1920 is another period of time, which
Prof. Fisher calls "Wartime Restrictions." No effort
is made to explain what he means by "Wartime Restric
tions." He informs us that the wartime prohibition
law was not passed until after the Constitutional Amend
ment and the legislation which took effect January 1 7 ,

1920. So far as the Wartime Restrictions are con
cerned, it must have meant such restrictions as were
thrown. around the boys and young men in the training
camps after the United States entered the war. These
restrictions, of course, were quite drastic but had no
application outside the territory occupied by the training
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mps and other places where the Army was in prepara

n.
Before 191 6 is an indefinite period when we had no

ntional Prohibition, but as Prof. Fisher says, we had a
. at deal of state-wide prohibition. A much larger ter
it ry in area was "dry" than "wet," and this condition
ul existed for a long time. .
Before discussing the diagrams, it is well to make a
liminary statement, for fear that the tables will not
understood. If we did not know that Prof. Fisher

as an expert statistician, and that he had long been
ntcrested in teaching young men, and that in both of
h se professions he would naturally take great pains to
take things clear,-if we did not know these facts, we
ight be tempted to think that these diagrams were

Jurposely made misleading. We cannot imagine that
hat is true. Still, the manifold evidence in Prof.
isher's book shows that he is absurdly biased against
ny use of alcoholic beverage, and his adoration for
rohibition might unconsciously color even his diagrams.
rof. Fisher approaches the diagrams by discussing two

. perts. One, the "Bad Man" employed by the Modera
ti n League, an organization consisting of well-known
New England people, but evidently in the pay of the
liquor interests, since otherwise the members could not
h opposed to prohibition. This expert is Mr. Shirk.
'rof. Fisher speaks of him on page 20, as "a ,lawyer who

11 cds statistical training." This is not so bad. It is
probably true of most lawyers, and perhaps of all statis-

ticians.
Prof. Fisher feels so strongly that Mr. Shirk can not

b relied on, and that his statistics are valueless, that he
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says on page 30: "Ordinarily a conscientious statistician
woul~ reject figures, the accuracy of which is largely
ques.tlOned at their sources." This may be a good rule,
but If so, we should expect Prof. Fisher to leave out of
future editions of his book all of the tables that he ha:
submitted.

At least Mr. Shirk is discredited in the eyes of Prof.
Fisher. On page 41, Prof. Fisher says: "Leaving Mr.
Shirk entirely, and substituting for his statistics those 0 f
Mr. Corradini, a careful statistician," etc. From this
time on, Prof. Fisher ties close to Mr. Corradini. Wh o
he is, we do not know, neither have we any information
except such as is contained in a statement made by Prof.
Fisher as to Corradini's attainments as a statistician.
Of course, we understand why Dr. Fisher throws over
board Mr. Shirk and accepts Mr. Corradini without a
question. We learn from the same page, 41, and many
other pages, that Mr. Corradini is connected with the
"World League Against Alcoholism," and has long been
connected with this and similar organizations. Prof.
Fisher's book shows a great deal in reference to the
activities of Mr. Corradini. In the appendix of Prof.
Fisher's book, entitled "List of Authors, Titles and
Publishers," we find that Dr. Corradini is the author of
"Broadway Under Prohibition," published in 192 4 by
the World League Against Alcoholism, also the same
author published "The Bowery" in 1923, issued by the
same company. Likewise Dr. Corradini published
"Saloon Survey" in 1925, for the same League; likewise
"Th~ Passing of Saloons in New York City," in 192 5,
published by the same company; likewise Dr. Corradini
published the book entitled "The Production and Con-
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urnption of Alcohol in the United States," published by
search Department of the same World League Against

Icoholism, in 1926, although a note informs us that it
I not yet published, but as it has already been quoted as
1II authority on page 244 of Prof. Fisher's book, he must
have read it and approved it, or at least heard about it.

Of course, Prof. Fisher cannot be blamed for accept
ing this investigator unconditionally, in view of his
bvious standing and his familiarity with prohibition.
n fact, on account of the length of time that Dr.
orradini has been connected with the Anti-Alcohol

people and the number of books he has been responsible
for, he does not need statistics.

Let us see, from Prof. Fisher's book, how good a
tatistician Corradini is, and likewise how reliable are

I rof. Fisher's figures. Before presenting his charts,
rof. Fisher seems convinced that they are not as good

as they should be, and therefore, he 'does not pr~sent

them, but presents imaginary, fictitious and ha~d-plcked

figures that emanate solely from the fertile brain of the
great Corradini. Some criticism might be passed on

rof. Fisher as to the way these diagrams are presented.
There are many people who might look at them and get
the idea that they are presented from statistics and are
therefore true. Some people might think they' were reed
statistics and not guesses or wishes. True, Prof.
Fisher puts people on their guard, but he does it so
obscurely that casual readers, especially those interested
in Prof. Fisher's side, might get the impression that the
charts were based on real figures.

Very reluctantly we confess that although we have had
considerable experience with statistics. on the first read-
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ing we thought ourselves that these charts were made
. from real figures.

But let us see how they are made up. On page 32,
Prof. Fisher says, in reference to Mr. Shirk's figures :

"The next correction is one which I will not insist on,
although it is based on an estimate of a known increased
severity of arrests for drunkenness during the period of
wartime restrictions and National Prohibition, and 'With
out such a correction Mr. Shirk's figures are of little
'Worth." Underneath this is a note in small type. rwhich
reads as follows : "Robert A. Corradini estimates the
percentage of arrests for drunkenness as attested by
police heads, at forty per cent in pre-prohibition year s,
and ninety per cent during the latest years of National
Prohibition."

"As Mr. Corradini's statistics of drunkenness arrests
gathered from the Police Departments of 626 American
cities and towns are generally regarded as standard, I
have adopted this estimate provisionally in correcting the
totals of arrests in Mr. Shirk's tables."

This statement leaves something to be desired in the
way of clarity, but then Prof. Fisher is a statistician.
What he mean s to say is this: that Prof. Fisher has
presented to the people of the . United States, as real
figures, charts relating to arrests for drunkenness and
kindred subjects, wherein he has changed the figures on
the theory that before prohibition only forty per cent of
the drunken people were arrested, that during prohibi
tion ninety per cent were arrested; that is, in those
figures preceding prohibition he has taken the amount
of drunkenness shown by the figures and multiplied
them by two and one-half, and the total is carried into
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th charts as the real figures on drunkenness and kindred
nduct. In the years since prohibition he has increased

he real figures by about ten per cent. . '
This is explained by notations under Chart 8, m which,

fter putting a headline in large type, reading as follows:
"Beverage alcohol reduced by more than ~,ine-tent~s::'
h has put another line in smaller type: Corradml S

stimate for United States." Then again, in small type:
H omputed by R. A. Corradini from data in Federal
{ ports" ; and after that, in small type un?er the head-
ings, this is inserted: "A shrewd estimate of the con
umption of absolute alcohol in beverage form by t~:

American public has been made by Robert A. .Corradini
from data of the Federal government, showing," etc.

All of which means that in these charts, no one gets
tatements of fact, but only "shrewd" estimates of Mr.

orradini.
It will be noticed that Chart 3 and most of the other

harts are made up of a light background, which
indicates drunkenness as shown by arrests, or indicates
orne other condition meant to show the use of alcohol.

Above that, in darker background, is what is meant to
how the gain since prohibition. Chart 3 does not seem

t show definitely whether Corradini's estimates are used,
or the real figures, and turning to Chart 4, you will ob

o irve in the dark background a broken line running much
higher than the unbroken line; the broken line indicates
the figures as they are; the solid line, the estimates made
by Corradini. Prof. Fisher uses the Corradini "data,"

if they can be called data.
Most of the charts, therefore, are pure estimates, and,

in fact, all of them are estimates where Dr. Fisher's
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purpose can in any way be served. That there may b .
~o question about the method of taking and measuring
these charts, attention is specially called to the reading
matter under Chart 4. In large type, "Drunkenness less
than one-half of what it was"; in somewhat smaller
~ype, :'In 349 cities selected by the Moderation League,"
111 still smaller type, in a paragraph, is found this :
"Arrests for intoxication in 349 cities selected by th
Moder~tion League, as reported by the Police Depart
~ents l~ ~bout .3~0 cities, and by the Moderation League
111 rernammj- cities. Also probable number of cases o f
intoxication in these cities, as computed from Robert A
Corradini's estimates of the percentage arrested of ali
ca~e~ of intoxication. For the previously 'wet' states
this IS 40 per cent in 1920, and previously, 55 per cent in
192 1, 75 per cent in 1922, and 90 per cent in 1923 and
thereafter; for the previously 'dry' states it is 90 per cent
thr~ughout. The percentage here used is a composite
~enes proportionately adjusted to the wet and dry cities
111 the group."

. It is obvious and has otherwise been explained that the
dotted line over the dark surface marks the real figures,
and the unbroken line signifies the estimates of this won-
derful statistician. .

~hart 8 shows nothing excepting Corradini's estimate.
It IS out of line with every other table submitted, and is
absolutely absurd and does not pretend to represent all
the alcohol consumed in the United States.

Chart ?, which refers only to states formerly dry} is
based entirely upon the assumption that arrests represent
90 per cent of the offenders. Whereas, on the opposite
page, table 10, "Drunkenness in wet state group," we
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nd in very small type, under the table, the following:
" .t would seem to be a very cautious estimate to say that
robably more than 90 per cent are arrested to-day, and

1 s than two out of every five were formerly arrested."
h'e way the table is made up is also shown by a line
ading, "Hypothetical Percentage Arrested of all

ntoxications." Here are put down 40 per cent for
I 20, and afterwards 55 per cent, 75 per cent and 90 per

nt, This means that to increase the arrests, previous to
20 where arrests are wanted to prove their case, the

tatistics are multiplied by two and a half. Where ar
"sts are not wanted after 1920, Prof. Fisher assumes
hat the vigilance of the police constantly grew so that

their actual reports of arrests showed 55 per cent of all
ffenders in 1920 and thereafter showed 90 per cent.
fter claiming that the police only arrested 40 per cent
f the offenders before prohibition Mr. Corradini could

n t well help admitting that some drunken people got
way without arrest after 1920.

In reading this chart or practically any of the rest one
hould remember that where drunkenness is shown by the
iharts before prohibition, the statistician has deliberately
made the chart by multiplying the real figures shown by
two and one-half and carrying this product into the
hart, whereas, in the late years, he has estimated that
°per cent of all intoxicated people were arrested. It is

1 rfectly plain that if the real figures are correct for both
riods, drunkenness has very substantially increased in

the last four or five years over pre-prohibition times.
In order to show a decrease, Prot. Fisher is obliged to

take what he calls estimates, which are deliberately made
ttp from the imaginings of Corradini.
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Practically the same thing is shown in Chart I I.

Underneath it are given the percentages from which
the chart is made.

Percentages are likewise used in Charts 12 13 14 1-, , 'J'
16, 17, 18 and 19; all are made up in the same misleading
and unscientific way. They are pure assumption.

Everyone of these charts shows the great growth of
drunkenness from the low point in 1920. And yet by
assumption and presumption, this is sought to be over
come by Prof. Fisher and Dr. Corradini. The balance
of these tables do not concern the direct question of
drunkenness, and this method was evidently not used.
These will be discussed separately from the ones showing
drunkenness.

Under Table 14, which is one of the Corradini fictions,
Prof. Fisher shows what expedients may be resorted to
by men of science to make figures show something that
does not exist; 14 refers to Philadelphia, and, referring
to the figures as they are, the last two years given show
a great increase in drunkenness, as compared with any
time previous to prohibition. This in spite of the fact
that the figures previous to prohibition are multiplied by
two and a half, and since that time practically 10 per
cent has been added.

Prof. Fisher suggests that it may be that the bad
showing from his standpoint results from the increased
efforts that have been taken to arrest people for drunken
ness in Philadelphia in recent years. This might make
the arrests much more than 90 per cent. It looks,
from the chart, as if they were much more than
100 per cent. All of Prof. Fisher's charts utterly
ignore the fact that since 1920 the increase of drunken-
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\5 has been steady and great. Prof. Fisher justifies
I use of Corradini's "shrewd" guess by saying that
fore prohibition it would naturally occur that drunken
ss was overlooked by the officers more than it has
n since prohibition. This would naturally occur to

rof. Fisher, and even to us, and it is reasonable.
But it ought to likewise naturally occur to Prof. Fisher

hat the whole method of drinking has changed since
r hibition; that people drink at home, in their clubs,
d on social occasions, and that therefore the arrests are
ry much fewer. The class of drinkers, too, have been

hose who could better afford it, and those who are not
easily detected and arrested, and it seems probable

hat only a very small percentage of people who get
runk since prohibition are ever arrested. It is strange
hat a statistician and professor should not have thought
f a thing so simple and obvious as this. This applies
ot only to prohibition times, but pre-prohibition times;

in pre-prohibition times, the real arrests reported have
b en multiplied two and one-half times . This may be

ood sense, hut it has no connection with statistics or
with genuine tables. Under the chart also is a line read
Ing: "Hypothetical percentage arrested of all intoxica
tions," placing it from S3 to 90. However, a statement

made plain below the chart, that everything previous
t 1920 was estimated at 40 per cent, and therefore, in
liagramming, multiplied by two and one-half. It is
difficult to harmonize these two statements.

As to this particular chart, Chart 6 leaves little
luestion about the way these figures were handled. The

dotted lines are there. The statement made under the
'hart reads also: "The probable total cases of intosica-
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tion in these cities;" and, QirectIy underneath"the chart
the words "H p th . at '. . . ' y 0 etic percentage arrested of all
IntoxIcatIOns"; and this runs from
. I . . 1914 to 1917
InC usrve, 40 per cent meaning that th fiI' . ' e gures were
~u tiplied by two and one-half; 1918, 50 per cent, mean
Ing they were doubled' 1919 60. ' , per cent; and on up
to 9 0 per cent In 1924. For the three years 192 2 19

2
3

and 192 4, these figures were made on the' a ' tith ssump IOn
hat 90 t:r cent were reported, and therefore the chart

s o,,":s a out 10 per cent more than the actual fi ures
As directly under the chart there are certain figu g. d"

ti res In 1-
~~Ing pe~centages of arrests, and above it a line reading
. rrests I~ thousands," there can be no doubt about the
InterpretatIOn of this chart.

CHAPTER VI

WHAT PROFESSOR FISHER'S CHARTS PROVE

LET us examine these charts more closely and see
what they prove. For instance, let us take Chart IO.

he printed matter below this table, put in large type,
r ads as follows: "Probably two-thirds of the drunken
ness has been eliminated in the 'wet' states." "Prob
bly" is a rather indefinite word for a statistician to use.

As well might he use "perhaps" or "maybe." It really
has no value in a work of statistics.

Chart 10 pretends to have assembled figures which
include arrests for drunkenness in 436 cities with a total
population in 1920 of some 18,000,000. These figures
nre taken from 14 states, as reported by police depart
ments. Let us take the table as it is and see what it
. hows. In pre-prohibition days, Prof. Fisher gives us
one year of wartime restrictions, 1917, where the
drunkenness was up to the pre-prohibition time. The
next year it was about a quarter less, and for the year
1919, the third year, it had gone to about three-fifths of
the pre-prohibition time. But in 1920, the first year of
National Prohibition, drunkenness in the "wet" state
group has sobered down to about one-third of the
amount of pre-prohibition days. This could be due to
nothing except that, first, there was some sort of war
time restriction, and then in the year 1920 we had a
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National Prohibition law and Constitutional Amend
ment. One must have been the result of the other
because they both occurred at the same time. An;
pr~fessor could see that there was no escape from this
lOgIc. However, a very singular thing occurred.

The low point in arrests for drunkenness according
to these charts was in 1920, and . drunkenness meant
arrests for drunkenness. In 1920 there were 95 arrests
to a .t~~usand people. In 1910, long before National
Prohibition or even Wartime Restrictions, there were
228 arrests to a thousand people.

But the perversity of human nature is hard to reckon
with. After righteousness had won and reduced the
arrests for drunkenness from 228 in 1910 to 95 in 1920,
Satan se:ms to take courage. In 1921 there were 136
arrest~; In 1922 arrests had risen to 188; in 1923 they
had climbed to 218; in 1924 to 226. All of these it
mus~ ~e. remembered, are composite men, and the ;re
prohibitIOn figures are multiplied by two and a half
while the others are not changed. We find the Iate
fi~res so far above the pre-prohibition days that even a
disreputable "wet" is shocked. It will be noted that .
hi , In

t IS and other charts covering drunkenness, we have
used the dotted lines which show actual figures of
drunkenness, but that the light background showing
drunkenness before 1917 has been multiplied by two and
a half.

When we take pains to examine this remarkable chart
we have a feeling that a battle had been waged from
1917 to 1924 between Righteousness on the one hand
representing the prohibitionists, and the Power of Evil
on the other, representing the "wets"; that for three
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rs the Powers of Righteousness had driven iniquity
k until they had conquered two-thirds of the territory,

d thereupon Satan had got his second wind and
taken two-thirds of the lost ground and was still mov

on.
Prof. Fisher does not carry his figures beyond 1924,

lit we are informed by Mr. Walter F. Wilcox in the
urnal of the American Statistical Association for
.cernber , 1926, that 1925 shows a still further loss to

h "drys" and that the eight months of 1926 show that
itan is still increasing his lead. In this article, under
. heading of "Deaths from Alcoholism in New York

ity," the figures of 1924 show 625, 1925 shows 733,
lid 1926 would show 837 deaths, assuming the statistics

given for the eight months of 1926 would be just the
me for the balance of the year.
To return to Chart 10, which is like all the rest except

hose that should be specially discussed. Why was it
hat in 1920 the arrests for drunkenness had fallen to
5 per thousand as against 228 per thousand in 1910,
nd why did it go back in 1924 to 226, and why is it

I robably higher to-day than it was in I91O? The
ason is perfectly obvious. The law is not the only

hing that affects drunkenness or the arrests for drunken
n 5S. In fact, it's one of the s~allest things. Human

nduct cannot be ascertained by reading statutes.
ther things affect the activities of man. Before dis

ussing it fully let us call attention briefly to another
hart.
, On Page 70 of Prof. Fisher's remarkable book he
peaks of the revelation made of the conditions of

drunkenness inWashington. In this he quotes from Mr.
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Shirk, who says that the arrests of persons under twenty
two years old averaged 44 a year for the four pre
prohibition years, 1914 to 1917. A bone-dry law was
then enacted for Washington and immediately youthful
drunkenness increased until in 1924 it had reached 282
an increase of 540 per cent. '

This needs an explanation, and Prof. Fisher is nothing
if not an explainer. He says that when war was
declared Washington became a vast encampment, a sort
of Mecca for the youth of the country; that this con
dition remained to a large extent after the war on account
of bureaus, commissions, ' and the like that were still
doing business; that this condition might be accounted
for by the large number of young men in Washington
at that time.

So it might, but it never seems to occur to Prof.
Fisher, when he shows fewer, cases of arrests for
drunkenness during this war period in other cities of the
United States, that one reason there were fewer arrests
was because Washington and various other camps in the
United States were filled not only with the young but
with many others busy in the activity of war, and that
these were closely guarded and under strict rules, and the
amount of drunkenness in such places is not shown by
any tables or statistics so far published.

It is amazing how quickly the Professor grabbed at
this straw to explain the conditions in Washington, and
it is equally amazing that this explanation never occurred
to him in any of the numerous tables that he cites to
bolster up his case. However, the whole basis of Prof.
Fisher's conclusion needs further examination or rather.. . - .. , -
-examznaftOn.
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What was it that reduced arrests for drunkenness in
"wet" states group from 228 in 1910 to 95 in 1920,

d then increased it to 226 in 1924 as shown by Table
?
The war in Europe began in August, 1914. Very
n thereafter the United States was called upon to

urnish supplies for carrying on the war. A period of
ndustrial activity and high wages set in which was

rhaps unparalleled in the history of the United States,
cepting possibly during and after the Civil War. By

he time we entered the W orId War there were no idle
I ple in America. In 1917, when the United States
went in, every resource of the country was drafted to
arry on the war.

We are sure that Prof. Fisher knows perfectly well
that the conduct of men, -especially in regard to the use

f liquor, was regulated largely by economic conditions,
nd he knew that in those days everybody was working
nd receiving high wages. The use of alcohol was at a

minimum. Not only was that true, but idleness, sports,
and the like had to give way to the universal demand for
I bor, which naturally brought into the ranks of the
tilers every available man or woman.

The same condition prevailed in every country in the
world. In England, for instance, fighting in the
trenches were the temperate, the industrious, the intelli
gent people of England, alongside the drunken, the dis
couraged; the down-and-outs that inhabit every great
city. They were all moved by a common cause and a
common emotion, and they all did their best.

One who understands anything of the psychology of
man knows perfectly well how he is moved by emotions
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and how one sort of emotion can be sublimated into
another. The use of alcohol is one of the methods that
men take for exultation. It's not the only one. Religi on
sometimes has the same effect. Strong devotion to
social and political schemes ministers to the same need.
The mass psychology accompanying war, with a deep
desire to win and the excitement incident to the greatest
adventure known to man, leaves little need and little
room for other stimulation.

This condition continued in 1919 and 1920, when th
war was over and the boys overseas began returning.
Then the camps were disbanded and gradually all kinds
of men in and out of the war returned to their normal
life and normal psychology.

Then the use of intoxicants, in spite of the difficulty
in getting them, began to increase and doubtless has
increased ever since. To be sure, the high price of
liquor, the difficulty in getting it, the barbarous penalties
attached to it, the insane efforts to stop its use, have no
doubt had something to do with its consumption. But
as, people have found new ways to get it and learned to
make it themselves, these difficulties have been overcome
and what Prof. Fisher calls "gains since prohibition"
which could more properly be entitled "results of pro 
hibition tyranny"-have been gradually and steadily
overcome.

Practically the same situation and the same reasons
that apply to Table 10 apply to 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, I I, 12, 13,
14, IS, 16, 17, 18, 19, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, and 37. In
the main these tables treat of the question of arrests for
drunkenness, diseases which are supposed to be connected
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lth liquor, conditions in certain cities, towns, and states,
d other alleged facts more or less directly connected
ith the use of alcoholic liquor. They all tell practi
lIy the same story. Each one of them shows the

mpossibility, to say nothing about the foolishness and
ranny, of seeking to enforce a criminal statute which
utterly obnoxious to a large proportion of the Amer
n people.
Chart I shows an effort to prove that there has been a

ssening in the number of first offenders since prohibi-
i n. It is obvious that this has no value and is utterly
rrelevant to any attempt at statistical discussion. The
ote on page 21 shows the absurdity of including it in
ny book meant to give information clearly.

This chart pretends to reveal the situation in regard
1 first offenders from 1914 to 1916, but it is perfectly

bvious that there was no evidence whatever that any
ffenders in these years or any other years were first
ffenders. It is very seldom that a Court makes any
uch inquiry in reference to trivial offenses, as being

intoxicated was. once considered. There was nothing
whatever to base this on prior to 1913, and nothing to
indicate that every person shown in this chart up to
1918 was a first offender. It is extremely improbable
that when one was arrested for drunkenness the Court '
took pains to examine the records to find out whether
here were previous finger-prints taken of the same

person. No finger-prints were made of these offenders
before 1913. No police officer would take the finger
prints of a man who was arrested for drunkenness.
Probably this sort of thing was introduced by prohibi
tionists. (See page 2 I. ) This is likewise utterly
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inconsistent with the other charts which have already
been discussed.

It might be noted in passing that Prof. Fisher repudi
ates Mr. Shirk, who did the investigating for the
"Moderation League, for no reason that is obvious
except that he isn't a prohibitionist." He likewise gives
a certificate of competency to Mr. Corradini, whom he
certifies as a "careful statistician." He seems to believe
he is careful because Mr. Corradini has for a long time
been gathering statistics for the "World League Against
Alcoholism." This is sufficient, in the eyes of Pro f.
Fisher, to make a good statistician of the wildest guesser.
Mr. Corradini has shown his guessing powers in his
opinion that the total consumption of alcohol since pro
hibition is not more than 3 per cent of the pre
prohibition consumption. This is given without any
sort of figures to base it on, as admitted by Prof. Fisher.

If the total consumption is 3 per cent of the pre
prohibition time, one would think that Prof. Fisher
would not take pains to write his book and work himself
into a white heat over the liquor interests and their
wickedness. I f in six or seven years the use of liquor
has decreased to 3 per cent of pre-prohibition days, we
might well look forward to its near demise.

However, incidentally Prof. Fisher might look into
this guess of thi s wonderful statistician in connection
with the tables that he has himself prepared and to which
we have just referred.

This expert, Mr. Corradini, appealed so strongly to
Prof. Fisher that the Professor carried Corradini 's
guesses into charts. If anyone interested in Mr.
Corradini's guess has Prof. Fisher's charts, he should
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nmine Chart 8, which is the result of Corradini's
s ses. It will be seen by Chart 8 that from the time
went into the war in 1917 there was a regular, con

lilt, and marked decrease of alcohol drunk clear down
the present time. If Prof. Fisher had been able to

rry it one year further, the alcohol trail would probably
ve run into a hole in the ground. On the other hand,
ry single one of the other tables referred to, amount-

19' to 15 or 20 in number, covering statistics of
runkenness, shows a constant and pronounced increase

the consumption of alcohol from 1920 on-such a
I nstant and important increase that in many instances
h . so-called gains of the preceding years are almost, if

t quite, wiped out.
Why on earth Prof. Fisher should present Chart 20,

more than one can even guess.
This chart purports to show that arrests for auto

iobile traffic offenders have increased away beyond
rrests for drunkenness. Well, what of it? Every

11 dy knows that traffic accidents and traffic violations
have grown to an enormous extent and are growing
very year. These have no relation to drunkenness, and

it is not pretended that they have. If they had any
r 'lation to drunkenness, then Prof. Fisher could not
how that drunkenness decreased while automobile

•ccidents vastly increased. I f this table proves any
thing, it proves that Prof. Fisher and his fanatical
prohibition allies had better get busy with the deaths and
accidents caused by automobiles instead of worrying
about prohibition.

The astounding number of deaths by automobiles and
the great number of accidents growing out of their use
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does not disturb Prof. Fisher. If he and his allies
would turn their scent to gasoline instead of alcohol,
they might possibly save a great many lives.

Prof. Fisher passes from charts showing the use of
alcohol and arrests for drunkenness,etc., to collateral
questions. These collateral matters in his opinion show
that prohibition is a success.

Charts 21, 22, 23, and 24 are devoted to juvenile
delinquency in New York City, and these should have
been prepared by a statistician interested in children
instead of prohibition, in facts instead of theories.

These charts are prepared on the theory that juvenile
delinquency, or a large part of it, is due to the use of
alcohol; that, of course, it is a drunken father or mother
whose children become delinquent.

There is nothing original in this idea. In the past,
every delinquency, every crime, every false step, every
case of poverty, .has been attributed to alcohol by the
prohibitionists. But let us see about delinquency.

During the last twenty years juvenile courts have
been established in most of the large cities of the United
States. Their work has vastly increased, especially
during the last ten years. Prior to that time a large
number of children were sent to the Criminal Court to
be dealt with in the same manner as adults. These are
now taken to the Juvenile Court, on the theory .that
juvenile delinquency is not so much the fault of the
children as it is of the parents and society. In first
arrests, as a rule, no record is made. This movement,
of course, has appealed to all humane people. .

Charts 21 and 22 have to do with juvenile delinquency.
These two charts are made up from the "Children's
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urt of New York City" and from the Gerry Society.
t will be observed that in the Gerry Society report there

a constant, regular, and very natural decrease in
uvenile delinquency from 1917 to 1924. In 1924 the

linquency was about one-third of what it was in 1917·

11 the chart made from the Court, No. 21 , there has
I en a constant decrease in juvenile delinquency from

17 to 1924, excepting 1922, when it shows a slight
ncrease. The Gerry Society, Chart 22, shows a de
rease in 1922. The table made up from the reports
f the Children's Court in New York City, however,

liffers materially from the Gerry Society report. In
tead of there being a decrease in juvenile delinquency
f two-thirds from 1917 to 1924, there is a decrease
f about one-third in juvenile delinquency.
How much does alcohol have to do with juvenile

lelinquency? Nobody can answer this question with
xactness. Juvenile delinquency first of all has to do

with the financial condition of those in charge of the
delinquent, and everyone knows that where wages are
high and work plenty, there is comparatively little
juvenile delinquency. The condition has existed all the
time from 1917 to the present day.

It needs no fantastic theory to explain these facts.
Tf any reader wants conclusive proof on this matter he
hould compare Charts 21 and 22, which deal with

juvenile delinquency, with all the first eighteen. or ni.ne
teen charts already discussed, and also 29 to 33 inclusive.
Everyone of the eighteen or nineteen charts show a
'onstant and very material increase in arrests for
drunkenness in the cities, states, and the country in
general, and likewise the same is shown by 29 to 33 in-
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clusive; whereas during all this time, while drunkennes,
h~s increased according to the showing made by Prof,
FIsher, the Tables 21 and 22 concerning juvenile delin
quency show a constant and much greater decrease ill
every single year except possibly 192 2 , where it wa:
probably about stationary. It would seem as if a real
expert would have perceived this just by reading the
proofs of his own book.

Nearly the same story is told by Charts 23 and 24.
These charts deal with a more serious class of offenses
than those put under the heading of juvenile delinquency.
They are called "juvenile cases requiring court action."
It is not. qu~te as clear that the delinquency of boys rising
to the .dIgntty of court action is as entirely in the hands
of their parents as the general cases of delinquency.

These Tables 23 and 24, which are supposed to show
j~venile criminality, do not correspond with the first
nmeteen or twenty; and twenty-nine to thirty-three
inclusive of the charts that have been referred to. How
ever, they do not show quite so uniform a decrease as is
shown by the juvenile delinquency. The Gerry repor t
shows a constant decrease up to 1923, when there was a
slight increase. The chart made from the ' Police
Department shows an increase in 1922 and a decrease
in 1923, with another increase in 1924.

Amongst other things both these charts show how
uncertain statistics are and how unreliable the charts
founded on those statistics. Both of them, however,
show a substantial decrease from 1920 to 1924, which is
at sharp variance with the first nineteen charts and
twenty-nine to thirty-three inclusive relating to drunken
ness.
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f course, cases of juvenile delinquency rising to the
J.,'l1ity of requiring court action are largely governed

the condition of the family, and the fact that these,
well as minor juvenile delinquents, have steadily

creased shows simply that the conditions of living
I ve been much improved since the time the World War

gan.
These four charts do not add to Prof. Fisher's argu

1 nt; rather, they show how incorrect his theories are.
till more they show how eager he is to grasp any

taternent, however remote or doubtful, and construe it
. having a bearing upon prohibition.

On pages 94 and 95 Prof. Fisher states that he
presents charts depicting a decreased number of New

ork offenders in crimes related to liquor. These are
hown by charts 25, 26, 27, and 28. Of all Prof.
isher's amazing work this part is easily the most
tounding. Not content with presenting the kind of

harts that we have discussed, most of which deal
directly with cases of drunkenness and the consumption
( f alcohol, Prof. Fisher undertakes to show by tables
that the good that prohibition has done is further exem
plified by the decrease in crimes naturally connected with
ilcohol. What are these crimes and what do the figures
how?

Calling attention first to Chart 26 : On this is. placed
the heading in large caption, "Disorderly houses VIrtually
disappear in New York City." This shows that begin- .
ning with 1913 there has been a constant decrease in the
number of disorderly houses in New York with the one
xception of 1922, when there was a slight increase. At

the end of 1924 they were almost wiped out.
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Wartime Restrictions went into effect in 1917 and
prohibition in 1920. From 1913, according to Prof.
Fisher's figures, to 1917, before there was anything ill
the way of either prohibition or restriction, nearly hal f
of the disorderly houses were wiped out in New York.
In fact, according to Prof. Fisher's tables, the move
ment to suppress disorderly houses began in 191I.

In 1911 there were 421 arrests for maintaining dis
orderly houses in New York. In 1913 there were 399.
In 1916 there were 239, or only about half the number
of 1911. In 1917, when the same movement to sup
press them was going on, the arrests had fallen to 142.
All of this is shown by Prof. Fisher in his chart and
makes absolutely certain what every well-informed
person knows,-that this movement commenced long
before prohibition and worked entirely independent of it.

There has been no such progress in getting rid of these
places in any year since 1917 as there was before. The
greatest progress took place in 1915, before anybody but
the Anti-Saloon League ever dreamed of prohibition.
This movement has been carried forward to the present
time, but most of the work was done several years before
there was any prohibition.

Why is this chart paraded in this book? Prof. Fisher
surely knows that the campaign in the various cities of
the United States to suppress disorderly houses began
years before prohibition and was entirely separate from
it; that it was mostly accomplished before prohibition,
and that the destruction of disorderly houses had nothing
whatever to do with prohibition.

If anyone cares to see the fairness with which this
question is approached, he needs simply to read part of
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note to Table 26. This reads as follows: "With the
assing of the saloon another age-long evil, that of
nstitutionalized social vice, has all but disappeared.
oth in their existence and in their destruction the two

viis are inseparable. Note how closely the curve of this
hart of arrests for keeping disorderly houses parallels

the curves .of reduced alcoholic consumption. These
rrests to-day are only 3 per cent of what they used to be
nd 97 per cent of disorderly houses are eliminated,
ihiefly due, in all probability, to National Prohibition."

Not alone on the face of this chart is Prof. Fisher
hown to be absolutely incompetent or hopelessly prej

udiced, or utterly unreliable, but the same thing is shown
hy comparing this table with the first nineteen and
twenty-nine to thirty-three inclusive, that already have
been referred to.

In all 0 f these charts there has been a steady and
material increase in the use of alcohol since 1920, and
in Chart 26 there has been a constant decrease in dis-

rderly houses with the exception of 1922, when there
was a slight increase, and yet Prof. Fisher brazenly tells
us that "the curve of this chart of arrests for keeping
disorderly houses parallels the curves of reduced
• lcoholic consumption." Prof. Fisher cannot deny a
deliberate attempt to deceive except by pleading the
grossest incompetency. .

In spite of all that has gone before, Prof. Fisher has
reserved for the last the most astounding specimen of
his zeal in the sacred cause of prohibition. In picking
out crimes that are connected with alcohol and inferring
from the decrease of these crimes to prove the decrease
in the use of alcohol, he has taken four specific things.
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Chart 25 shows crimes against chastity in New Yor k
City; Chart 26, "Arrests, disorderly houses, New Yark
City." Chart 27, "Moral tone of metropolis improves in
New York City." Improvement of the moral tone is
shown in the diagram, which reads as follows: "Pro
fanity in New York City." Chart 28, "Cases of assault
and battery decrease in New York City."

This, then, is the array of crimes connected with
alcohol whose decrease Prof. Fisher relies on to prove
that drinking alcohol has gone out of style.

Chart 25 is characterized as follows: "Crimes related
to drink reduced." "Computations made from data
obtained from the Police Department of New York
City": "The Police Department has found it necessary
to arrest only two-thirds as many offenders for crimes
against chastity since prohibition as were arrested before
prohibition. The marked benefit appeared immediately
after the advent of National Prohibition, and after a
slight reaction in the second year thereafter it became
yet greater."

The number of these crimes under Chart 25 before
1916 is not shown . However, according to the chart,
in 1916 there were 5,594 arrests; in 1919 there were
5,049 arrests. Not much of a change after Wartime
Restrictions, with all the pains that were taken in this
regard.

In 1921 there were 4,408 arrests; in 1924 there were
4,166. The change of conditions as to restrictions
touching this very question in the preparation for war
and during the war is amply sufficient to account for the
reduction without seeking to introduce any fantastic
theory.

HAT PROFESSOR FISHER'S CHARTS PROVE

But what were these crimes? We have 'no informa
tion at all .upon that subject except in a general heading,
II rimes Against Chastity." This furnishes no informa
tion. As a rule most of such crimes have no connection
with intoxicating liquors, and it is plain that they show
110 such relation in this case.

It might be further remarked that from 1921 to 1924

there was a constant decrease in this class of crimes,
whereas in the first nineteen and twenty-nine to thirty
four charts there was a constant and very material in
rease in the use of intoxicating liquors.

I f there could be any possible doubt about the
decrease in the use of alcohol from 1917 to the present,
this doubt is removed by the perusal of Prof. Fisher's
illuminating Chart 27. This chart represents. the acme
f logic, discrimination, and the statistician's art. There

is no occasion for anyone to be "wet" after perusing this
hart. This chart shows the number of arrests for pro

fanity in New York City. We very much doubt
whether there was ever any connection between profanity
and the use of alcohol. But we are quite certain that
there has been considerable connection between profanity
and prohibition, and the charts ought to show, if they
how anything, that profanity has increased instead of

diminishing.
But this chart is in the book and it demonstrates that

there is nothing too silly for an advocate of prohibition
to use, even though the advocate is a college professor
and a statistician. This chart shows a constant decrease
in profanity in New York City from 1916 to 1924 until
in 1924 there were 1,695 arrests for profanity as against
7,383 arrests in 1916; 1,695 "swears" in a year in
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New York means one oath a year to be divided amon g
3,000 people in what Prof. Fisher calls the "wettest and
wickedest city in the United States." We wonder if the
Yale faculty would show any more restraint. Every
single year from 1916 to 1924 showed fewer arrests.
There were four and one-half times as many "swears"
in 1916 as in 1924. Surely New York City is looking
up. This table ought to give courage and hope to the
prohibitionists.
. It's useless to observe that while cases of arrests for
profanity have gone down from 3,602 in 1920 to 1,695
in 1924, less than half, in the same period the use of
alcohol as shown by the first nineteen tables and twenty
nine to thirty-four has gone up amazingly. There, is
but one answer we can think of, and that is that the first
nineteen tables are wrong. I f there are fewer arrests
for swearing in New York than there once were, surely
there must be less alcohol consumed.

There is something else decidedly wrong with Prof.
Fisher's Charts 19 and 27. It seemed strange, when we
looked at them and compared them with Chart 18,
"Drunkenness in New York State," to see that drunken
ness in New York State mounted far higher than
drunkenness in New York City since prohibition.

We knew there was a reason for it, but it didn't strike
us at once. The intelligent reader who cares to be at all
right will see that the drunkenness in New York City as
shown by all of the charts, some fifteen or twenty in
number, was far less than anywhere else in the United
States since prohibition; this in spite of the fact th at
Prof. Fisher characterizes New York as the "wettest
and wickedest city in the United States."
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Statistics on arrests may not show anything about
the number of offenses committed. They may only
how the attitude of the police and the authorities to
ard those offenses.
If New York is the wickedest and the wettest city in

he United States, the chances are that the police would
ay very little attention to arrests for drunkenness and,
hcrefore, show the lowest number anywhere in 'the
nited States. Compare Chart 19, for instance, with
hart 14, which shows the drunkenness of their neigh

11 ring city, Philadelphia.
As to the marvelous and astounding Chart 27, which

ttempts to prove the thoroughness of prohibition en
forcement by proving that the people of New York
have stopped swearing-somebody must have spoofed
the guileless Professor. . Instead of looking up these
igures himself-for which we perhaps should riot blame
him, excepting that 27 ought to strike any person of or
linary intelligence (to say nothing of a college profes
or) with its utter absurdity-instead of doing this

himself, some one else probably did it for him.
What are the facts? New York is a pretty big place

nd there is a good deal going on there-some things
that are important, more important than drunkenness
r even swearing. So for a number of years, the Po

lice Department has given directions not to arrest people
for drunkenness unless it was some flagrant case, and
not to arrest people for swearing at all except on com
plaint.

One doesn't need to be a college professor to know
that if the Police Department were to hunt up cases of
wearing, they would be obliged to watch almost every
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citizen in New York and, of course, would have no
time for even such important matters as smelling peo
ple's breath and patrolling the streets.

Neither of these charts is calculated to deceive any
person not anxious to be deceived, but they do show the
prejudice with which this book was prepared and the
carelessness of the workmanship.

We know that Prof. Fisher is a very learned man ,
which may be one reason why he is not competent fully
to understand the connection of profanity with other
social movements and deficiencies. If New York City
is engaged in the business of arresting people for pro
fanity, it's the only town or city we have ever heard of
that carries on any such campaign.

The last of this series is No. 28, entitled "Cases of
assault and battery decrease in New York City." One
can't help wondering whether Prof. Fisher ever saw this
and some of the other charts that have been referred
to; or whether some zealous fanatic might not have made
these out and handed them to him, he failing to examine
them . Or, whether, which is still more likely, some
wicked .wet smuggled them in. If there is one chart in
the whole number submitted that sustains his theory, we
have failed to find it.

But let us look at this No. 28. This chart shows that
in 1913 there were 2,858 arrests for assault and battery
in New York City. There was a constant reduction of
these up to and including 1916, when there were 2,039.
Up to that time there was no prohibition or even war
time restriction.

In 1922 there were 1,481 cases of arrests for assault
and battery. In the three years, from 1913 up to and
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including 1916, when no prohibition was thought of,
the number of arrests for assault and battery had de
reased to 2,039, or practically one-third. Five years
fter 1917, in 1922, there were 1,481 arrests for as
auIt and battery. The decrease in numbers and in

proportion was less in these five years under prohibition
than in the three years before prohibition. There was a
very slight reduction in arrests in the years between
1917 and 1922, and a slight reduction after 1922, but
this shows conclusively that assault and battery in the
years shown by these tables have no relation to alcohol.

Again we would suggest that this Table 28 be com
pared with the first nineteen, and twenty-nine to thirty
three, inclusive, which show a persistent and large in
crease in the use of intoxicants, while this table shows
virtually the same number of arrests for assault and
battery.

This completes the effort to show that from the de
crease of crimes connected with alcohol it was to be
inferred that less alcohol was consumed. So here it is.
In an effort to prove that drink has decreased by prov
ing that associated crimes have decreased, we are given
these absurd statements in reference to crimes against
chastity, disorderly houses, profanity, and assault and
battery, everyone of which militates against Prof.
Fisher and his friends, and none of which has any con
nection with the liquor traffic. Yet we are told that
because crime has decreased, people haven't been drink
ing.

Compare this paltry list 'of inconsequential "crimes"
with the Criminal Code of New York State, and the
criminal ordinances of the City of New; York. These
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would fill a good-sized volume, and -from that list of
"crimes" Prof. Fisher and his friends have singled out

four that have no possible connection with liquor and a.
to them proved nothing, and yet they have asked us to
believe in the benefits of prohibition on the strength of
these crazy tables.

What other crimes are there that one can call to mind
immediately, and why have we no information on those?
We have heard of murder, of robbery, of burglary, of
larceny, of forgery, of arson, of obtaining money under
false pretense, of passing worthless checks, of crime.
almost without number. Do these show an increase, or
did Professor Fisher fail to examine in relation to them ?

Within the memory of all of us the prohibitionist has
stoutly maintained that every crime was the result of
intoxicating liquors, and yet when our jails are as well
tenanted as ever and crime keeps its old place, an at
tempt is made to prove decreased use of liquor by this

pitiful exhibit.
Charts 34, 35, and 36 deal with deaths due to cirrhosis

of the liver in various parts of the country. Under
Chart 34 is the following caption: "Two-fifths of deaths
from cirrhosis of the liver eliminated in the United
States." It will be observed in this chart that, begin
ning with 19I1, there was a decrease up to and in
cluding 1920 when it began increasing. In 1911 there
were 7,892 deaths; in 1917, 7,641. All of this bef ore

prohibition.
While the figures in Chart 34 under 19I1 seem to

show 7,392, it was evidently a mistake and should be
7,892 . This is verified under the next caption, "Deaths
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r million population," which shows that 1911 was the
i rhest number that the chart gives.

From 1917 there seems to be a steady decrease to
20, when it remains stationary or rises, but not mate

ially different. This again should be compared with
ther tables. For instance, with Table 33 on the op-
site page, which shows deaths from alcoholism in New
ork City. Deaths from alcoholism have steadily in

reased from 98 in 1920 to 682 in 1925, so whatever
I nppened to cirrhosis of the liver, deaths from alcohol
i m have increased faster than they had diminished in the
previous years , until they practically reached their pre-

prohibition point .
Chart 34 again may be compared with Table 32

,

which shows deaths ·due to alcoholism in New York
tate. These increased steadily from 1920, when they

were 123, to 1.924 when they were 569. .
Again it can be compared with Table 31 , "Deaths due

to alcoholism in Connecticut." This state is put down
by Prof. Fisher, where, by the way he lives, as a partic
ularly hilarious one. In 1920 deaths from alcoholism in

onnecticut were 14. In 1924 they had steadily risen to
63. What can possibly be the matter with cirrhosis of

the liver?
Cirrhosis of the liver can be compared also with

Table 30, "Deaths due to Alcoholism in the United
States," where they have risen from the low point of 873
in 1920 to 3,098 in 1924. Why is cirrhosis lingering?

Or compare it with Table 29, "Deaths due to Alcohol
ism in the 'Wet' States." There again 1920 was a
low level, but from 1920 to 1924 deaths due to alcohol-
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h subject, but it has not increased in Conn~cticu~. In
mity due to alcoholism decreased matenally In the

'wet" states from 1913 to 1917. It decreased less in

onnecticut.
In the tables showing insanity due to alcoholism in

he "wet" states there was a very material decrease from
91 2 to 1916 , before even restricti~n was i~ force, a~d
still more marked decrease under Wartime Restric-

ions before prohibition was "invented," and after 192 0

up to 1925 a very constant increase. ""
We wonder if the same brain and hand prepared the

able 37 and the Table 38 on opposite pages covering the
arne subject, and whether even a proofreader ever

looked at them before they were put so close together

in this amazing book,
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ism in the "wet" states rose so enormously that he re
fuses to give any figures. Cirrhosis should hurry up.

What is true of cirrhosis in the United States as
shown by 34 is practically shown by 35 and 36 upon
the same subject, although there are variances in each
one of these charts.

Not being doctors or expert statisticians, we are un
able to determine how "cirrhosis fell off and drunken
ness and the use of alcohol leaped during the same time.
We might hazard a guess that in the first place cirrhosis
is not entirely due to alcoholism. A considerable part
of it is due to syphilis and other causes; the "campaign
against syphilis began many years earlier; and we are
also inclined to think that cirrhosis does not show itself
so quickly as drunkenness, or arrests for drunkenness,
or many other things that are directly connected with
liquor.

We are getting tired of these charts, but there are
two more to which we have not referred: 37 and 38.
Even a prohibitionist who examined these tables should
be ashamed of them.

Thirty-seven is insanity due to alcoholism in "wet"
states. Thirty-eight is insanity due to alcoholism in
Connecticut.

We have already been informed that Connecticut is
a "wet" state, but without going into the question in de
tail, we wish to call the attention of those who care to
look to the lack of uniformity in these two tables cov
ering the same subject.

Drunkenness due to alcoholism in "wet" states has
constantly increased as has insanity in wet states since
1920, as is shown by practically all the charts dealing with
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CHAPTER VII

BREWERS, DISTILLERS AND PROHIBITION

SMALL as Prof. Fisher's book is, he manages to de
vote a considerable amount of his -space to attacks on
brewers and distillers because of their alleged activities,
open and subterranean, in . opposition to prohibition.
The brewery interests, he says, have not been destroyed,
and he quotes Senator Arthur Capper of Kansas as
saying that the liquor interests are still alive. Moreover,

4 the 40 or more anti-prohibition organizations which
have sprung into existence since the advent of prohibi
tion are warned against insidious efforts of the liquor
interests to use them for the furtherance of the lowest
selfish aims. Professor Fisher thinks it highly im
proper for any distillers' or brewers' organization to
buy and circulate the pamphlets or circulars that are pre
pared and issued by such organizations as the Moder
ation League, the Association Against Prohibition,
Amendment to the Constitution Liberty League of
Massachusetts. Indeed, Prof. Fisher accuses the brewers
and distillers of

License they mean when liberty they cry.

Now it is perfectly logical for a writer who has re
ligious and profoundly moral objections to the use of
intoxicating beverages to condemn the liquor interests
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dangerous enemies of all that is good and worthy in
ur social, Christian civilization. On the other hand,

l any unprejudiced person endowed with common sense
t is equally plain that the brewers and distillers have the
gal and moral right to fight prohibition, to carryon
ducational and other activities in opposition thereto,
nd to avail themselves of any evidence, regardless of its
ource, that favors their position. There is no reason

whatever why the brewers and distillers should meekly
•ccept defeat or submit to confiscation of their property

rights. .
Bankers, manufacturers, meat packers, merchants,

mployers' associations, trade unions and profession~l
associations have the right to protect and defend their
respective interests, to work for the repeal o! le~islation
adverse to such interests, or to promote legislation that
would be beneficial to them. Why, then, in the name of
reason or fair play should the brewers and distillers vol
untarily renounce their rights of citizenship? Brewers
and distillers are as respectable as any other class or
organized trade interest in the country. Some of them
may have resorted to illegal and vicious r:n:ans of s:lf
protection, but so notoriously have privilege-seeking
manufacturers and bankers. The wholesale denuncia
tion of distillers and brewers in Prof. Fisher's book is, in
itself, an evidence of hopeless bias and inability to take
a sane and sensible view of the prohibition problem.
Has Professor Fisher heard of the lobbies at Washing
ton and at the state capitals? Has he heard of the hun
dreds of trusts, monopolies and other illegal combina
tions in restraint of trade and fair competition? Has
-he heard of slush funds and the corruption of electors
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in political campaigns? If he has heard of these things,
his virtuous indignation at the liquor interests is de
cidedly Pecksniffian.

Prof. Fisher quotes Senator Arthur Capper as say
ing that the liquor interests are "deeply concerned ill
the success of the campaign now being waged" to modi fy
and liberalize the Volstead Act, and he jumps at the con
clusion that these interests seek and favor license when
they encourage movements against sumptuary legisla
tion. This conclusion, however, is obviously arbitrary
and illogical. The brewers no more seek and favor
license when they directly or indirectly promote the
movement to liberalize the Volstead Act than do the
hundreds of thousands of persons who are not brewers
or distillers and who oppose prohibition because they
believe it to be unwarranted, unnecessary, mischievous
and unenforceable. If these citizens are not chargeable
with advocacy of license, then clearly the brewers and
distillers are equally exempt from that charge. It is a
familiar and shabby trick to call license 'that which you
do not happen to favor while appealing to the sacred prin 
ciple of liberty in defending some habit or practice which
you do favor. No man of science permits himself the use
of this transparent and futile trick.

Prof. Fisher asserts in several places that the "per
sonal liberty" slogan is in origin and effect little more
than a camouflage for the liberty of the brewers to re
sume their parasitic traffic, and the only concession he is
willing to make to those opponents of prohibition who
are neither distillers, brewers nor financial or other allies
of brewers or distillers is found in the statement that
"a few wealthy and influential men persist in joining
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ith the liquor interests in the cry of personal liberty."
Now, the assumption that only a few wealthy and

nfluential men oppose prohibition in theory and break
he prohibition laws in practice is so manifestly contrary

t notorious facts that it can be characterized only as
ridiculous. If Prof. Fisher had taken the trouble to
make a little investigation, even among his personal
friends, colleagues, neighbors, and acquaintances, he
would have found that the number of wealthy and in
fluential men who violate prohibition laws and have
bsolutely no sympathy with them is by no means so .,;
legligible as he implies. He would find, too, that among
the middle classes, including the professional, scientific
nnd artistic elements of the nation, disregard of prohibi
tion is widespread and persistent. It is therefore,
imply absurd to say that these millions of persons are

deceived by any camouflage on the part of the liquor
interests. It is perfectly safe to say that if all the dis
tillers and brewers in the country were suddenly con
verted to prohibition and completely suspended all their
fforts to bring about its repeal or modification, such

wholesale conversion to Prof. Fisher's notion of good
ness' and virtue would not produce the faintest impres
sion on the millions of determined opponents of pro
hibition who have never had the slightest connection
with the liquor interests.

Here we may note Prof. Fisher's equally fallacious
statement that "alcoholism among the rich merely car
ries on in a democracy one of the outdated traditions of .J
feudalism, when drinking was a lordly luxury."

Prof. Fisher is an economist, not a historian, but this
does not excuse his amazing ignorance of the customs
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and habits of all ranks and conditions of people through
out the ages. Do not the peasants of Europe and of
Central and South America drink intoxicating bever
ages? Do not the mechanics and wage workers drink
such beverages? Have not the men of science, poets,
artists, and professional men always consumed such
beverages, and is not the literature of Europe and Amer
ica full of glowing praise of wine and spirits? The
truth is, it is prohibition and not alcoholism that ob
viously bears the taint of aristocracy and plutocracy. In
the United States many of the captains of industry who
preach prohibition do not practice it in their own homes
or in their Clubs. This is why many labor leaders con
demn prohibition as class legislation. The rich man can
pay high prices for liquor and get it in abundance from

~ his bootlegger, while the workman is forced to buy
much adulterated and poisonous stuff at the prices he
can afford to pay, or make his own liquor, or else practice
total abstinence.
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THE ALLEGED ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF PROHIBITION

PROFESSOR FISHER is "inclined to believe that prohibi
ion has saved and added much more than the $6,000,

0,000 [that he has] estimated as a safe minimum." Ig
loring Prof. Fisher's "will to believe," let us see how
. establishes the claim that six billion dollars is a safe

ninimum estimate of the savings effected by prohibition.
First, he assumes that each daily glass of beer reduces

productivity 2 to 4 per cent. Then he draws the
onclusion that the productivity of labor would be in
reased by prohibition from 10 to 20 per cent. Yet,
n his own showing, the experiments cited in his book
ierely demonstrate that the "equivalent of two to four
lasses of beer a day will impair the work done in type-
ctting by 8 per cent," and that the "capacity for mental
ork was lessened by from 25 to 40 per cent by the

quivalent of six to eight glasses of beer a day."
It is simply childish to deduce from these figures the

further conclusion that a daily glass of beer will reduce
1roductivity by from 2 to 4 per cent. This is not
casoning, and the students of economics at Yale are

to be pitied if the same sort of reasoning is applied to
problems in political and social economy. Th ere is no J
proof whatever that a glass of beer reduces productivity
even ;i of I per cent. The probability is that it tends
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to increase productivity slightly, as any other food would
if consumed at the proper time and in the right quanti: I

We are told that in Russia productivity in textile mill
increased 8 per cent after the prohibition of vodka,
while in the mining districts of Russia, accordin g to 111
Russian Mini ster of Finance, the increase in productivit
amounted to 30 per cent. In the first place, these claim
have not been verified by any impartial student, and it j

ridiculous to cite them as "proof." In the second place,
Russian drink habits are notoriously different from til ·
drink habits of American mechanics and wage earner..
The Russian is known to be impetuous, impulsive and
prone to overstep the limits of moderation; the average
American is steady, orderly, industrious and even-tern

pered.
Professor Fisher next tells us that F. W . Taylor, the

chief apostle of scientific management, favored prohibi
tion because he believed that it would promote industrial
efficiency. Can anyone take this sort of "proof" seri
ously? Mr. Taylor is dead and cannot be called as a
witness as to the actual effect of prohibition on industrial
efficiency. Similarly, a Connecticut manufacturer who
claimed to have made a careful estimate before prohibi
tion of the cost of drunkenness among his employees
assured Professor Fi sher that the elimination of drunk
enness alone without elimination of moderate drinking
"would increase his factory output over 20 per cent."
It is strange that Professor Fisher did not take the
trouble to ask this same Connecticut manufacturer
whether or not prohibition had increased the output of
his factory 20 per cent. Can the mere beliefs of un
known manufacturers, who might or might not be preju-
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d, expressed prior to the advent of p~ohibition be
pted as evidence in favor of the economIC bene~ts of

hibition? Has ever a man of scientific reputatIOn or
inding ventured to advance such preposterous

proofs" !
But Professor Fisher has what he calls "other eco-
mic evidence" in support of his claim that prohibition
rs saved the nation at least $6,000,000,000 a year. Let

glance at this other evidence. He tells us that. be
cen 1892 and 1919, inclusive, "real wages" remamed

Imost stationary, whereas such wages increased 36 per
nt between July, 1914, and January, 192 5 ; the most
£ this sudden improvement coming immediately after
rohibition . But does it necessarily follow that prohibi
ion was the cause of this sudden improvement? The
o-existence of two phenomena has never been consid
red conclusive evidence of a causal relation between

those phenomena. Yet Professor Fislie~ does not. even
attempt to establish any such causal relatI~n. He slt~ply
indulges in guess-work and cites certam expressIOns
{rom other writers who likewise indulge in guess-work.
Thus he quotes Herbert Hoover, Secretary of Commerce
in President Coolidge's Cabinet, as saying that American
productivity or efficiency has increased by from ~5 to 30

per cent in the last several years, whereas the increase
should not have exceeded IS per cent if it were due en
tirely to the increase in population during the same
period. As to the factors which account for this 10 to IS
per cent increase in efficiency, Mr. Hoover names ~ou~
namely, elimination of waste through standardIzatIOn
and otherwise; improvements in methods of manage
ment, notable advances in science, and prohibition. HoW;
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much of the increase is attributable to prohibition, Mr.
Hoover did not venture to guess, and the claim that P ro
hibition is one of the factors in the increase under con
sideration rests on no evidence whatever.

Professor Fisher also quotes Professor T. N. Car vel'
of Harvard University as saying that he cannot explain
"the amazing signs of prosperity among our working
classes without bringing in prohibition as a contributing'
factor." How much that factor is supposed to have
contributed, Professor Carver did not undertake to esti
mate. It would be interesting to know if Professor
Carver has really tried to explain prosperity or whether,
like Professor Fisher, he is so obsessed . of prohibition
as to ignore every other fact or reason beneath the sun.

~ In matters of this sort nothing is easier or cheaper than
an opinion.

Has it not occurred to Professor Fisher, Mr. Hoover
and Professor Carver that the "amazing signs 'of pros
perity among our working classes" may be due chiefly
to virtually uninterrupted employment for several year s,
especially during the period of the World War, at very
high rates of wages? Has not the severe restriction of
immigration under the new American policy been an im
portant factor in providing employment, doing away
with the ups and downs in many industries, and enabling
the wage workers to command exceptionally high rates
of pay?

Professor Fisher further tells us that "just as pro
hibition increases prosperity, it decreases poverty." How
marvelous! One wonders whether this is the first in

~ stance in history when an increase in prosperity also de
creased poverty. Does not an increase in prosperity
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can a decrease in poverty? The extreme guilelessness
lid naivete of Professor Fisher is further illustrated by
he following quotation which he makes from a speech

livered by the late Warren S. Stone, in which he said
hat "prosperity, happiness, and sunshine where formerly
here were only squalor and misery, are a result of Pro
ibition." As if the United States had never before
njoyed "prosperity, happiness and sunshine," and as if
• qualor and misery" have now totally disappeared from
he country and are not to be encountered anywhere. Of
ourse, prosperity means new accounts in 'savings banks,
ell-fed children, better housing, and the enjoyment of
arious forms of recreation; but such prosperity had
en repeatedly enjoyed by the American people before

rohibition and will continue to be enjoyed long after
rohibition is nullified or repealed.

For instance, according to the report of the Comp
roller of the Currency, the total deposits of the savings
anks of the country increased from $2,449,547,885 in
goo to $4,470,486,246 in 1910. Again, between 1900
nd· 1917 the increase in the number of life insurance
olicies amounted to $8,405,650. Prohibition obviously

had nothing whatever to do with the rising curve of
prosperity indicated by the foregoing figures, and it is
impossible to doubt that if prohibition had never been
nacted into law, the same curve would have continued

its steady upward trend, had industrial and commercial
onditions continued favorable.

An economist should know that American prosperity
md American high living and wage standards have been
scribed for many decades by all schools of political
conomy and political science to America's vast natural
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resources , America's relatively free institutions, the
youth and vigor of the country, the absence of social
castes and rigid class lines, the system of uni~eI;sal and
elementary education, and the abundant facilities fOI'
vocational and other instruction. If these well-known
major features were sufficient to account for American
prosperity and exceptional industrial-financial strength
before prohibition, why have they ceased to be adequat .
to account for the prosperity enjoyed since prohibition ?

In short, Professor Fisher has not offered a scintilla
of proof to support his assertion that prohibition has
added $6,000,000,000 a year to the wealth and income
of the United States. In fact, he has not proved that
prohibition has added a dime to such wealth or income.

In the same chapter Professor Fisher asserts that,
"prohibition has replaced a parasitic industry by con
structive industries," and that "breweries and saloons
have given place to something . more valuable." It is
hardly necessary to point out that when he calls the
liquor industry a parasitic industry he is guilty of ques
tion begging. It is a parasitic industry from the stand
point of prohibitionists, while to the opponents of pro
hibition it is one of the legitimate and wholesome in
dustries-certainly as legitimate and useful as tobacco,
chewing gum, candy, jewelry, golf equipment, automo
biles and hundreds of others. Professor Fisher says
that on the Bowery, in New York, 3 ,000 former saloons .
have been replaced by such essential and desirable estab
lishments as restaurants, shoe stores, grocery and butcher

~ shops, hardware shops, banks, etc. Pray what else could
have replaced the saloons? It is perfectly natural that
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ne business establishment should be replaced by an
ther of the same general sort; a comer that is good for
saloon is equally good for a restaurant, candy shop,

r pool room. Professor Fisher forgot to mention,
however,some other not in the least useful establishments
which have replaced some of the vanished saloons
namely, speak-easies, dubious so-called ice-cream parlors, .
drug stores that make at least part of their profits by .J
elling liquor and patent medicines, garages, automobile
tores and gambling joints.

The large gain which has taken place since 1920 in
the number of savings bank deposits and in the amount
of the deposits in such banks is usually attributed to
prohibition by the supporters of the Eighteenth Amend
ment and Volsteadism. They sometimes quote the off
hand statements of bankers and other business men in
'support of that unwarranted claim. It is hardly worth
while to undertake an elaborate refutation of that arbi
trary claim; but any intelligent person who has paid some
attention in recent years to the discussions of thrift
savings and investments in the United States since the
war is well aware of the fact that several distinct fac
tors are jointly responsible for the steady gain in savings
bank deposits. The major features only may be men
tioned here. They are these:

(I) The government war and post-war thrift cam
paigns.

(2) School savings.
(3) Bankers' thrift campaigns and popular. adver

tising.
(4) The high wages received by all kinds of workers

during and since the war.
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(5) The practical disappearance of unemployment for
a period of years.

In an address on the "History of Thrift in America,"
published in I925, Fred W. Ellsworth, vice-president of
the Hibernian Bank & Trust Company, of New Orleans,
wrote as follows:

"The growth of thrift in America during the past
dozen years has been much greater than in all the previ
ous history of our country. Part of this had been due,
of course, to the natural increase in our wealth. The
war, with its necessity for economy, helped materially ;
but there can be no doubt that the improved style of
teaching, of salesmanship, of advertising that is now
employed by all banks have been large factors in this
development."

According to W . E. Albig, deputy manager of the
Savings Bank Division of the American Bankers' Asso
ciation, in a report on savings deposits in the United
States for the period of I9I2 to I925 :

"Almost one-fourth of the gain in the number of
savings accounts can be attributed to the growth of
school savings," and school savings, Mr. Albig regards
as a by-product of the systematic instruction in the pub
lic schools in the value of thrift.

The economic good has been a topic of temperance
lectures and propaganda within the memory of man.
More work can be done if men are not permitted to
drink. Possibly this is true. There is no way to find
it out for certain, because the human machine is only
capable of so much, and if one kind of relaxation is
taken away, most likely another will be found. The mis
take of many prohibitionists in this field has always been
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that they regard man simply as a working machine. If
he is not good for that, he is not good for anything, and
if he can work, there is nothing else that he should do.

Professor Fi~her has adopted the very bromidic slogan
invented by some organization in Kansas, probably a

otary Club. This he copies on page 336. "Better
oys and Better Business." Why boys and .business

. hould have been coupled together we do not understand,
unless that both begin with B. Of course, he assumes
that good boys and lots of business naturally go to
gether. Professor Fisher is not wanting in idealism.
Outside of this amazing book he has shown it in
various causes, and inside of this book he cannot conceal
the fact that he has idealistic emotions. Still, he falls
into the adoption of the Kansas slogan, "Better Boys
and Better Business." A whole chapter is devoted to
better bu~iness, and the whole book reeks with it.

We must expect, he says, that the use of alcoholic
beverages will slow down the human machine , and since
the human ~achine is the most important machine in in
dustry, we should expect the use of alcoholic beverages to
slow down industry. We should expect prohibition, if
enforced, to speed up industry.

Let us see how much there is in that statement. We
presume even Professor Fisher and his prohibition
friends would not say that the human machine should
be kept at work producing "better business" for twenty
four hours a day. They would not say that it
should never be slowed down. In fact, the tendency
of labor saving machines, of labor organizations and
their modem methods has been to slow down the human
machine. The daily hours of labor have been reduced
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from an average of perhaps twelve hours thirty years
ago to eight to-day. Gradually workmen have added to
this the Saturday half-holiday. A moveme~t is now
on foot, which has already made considerable progress
and which will surely win, for a five-day week.

In most people's lives, eight hours of sleep are ill
dulged in daily, during which time the human machine
is slowed down to the vanishing point. The other eight
hours not spent in sleep or in work are likewise given to
slowing down the human machine. This is done by
means of games and sports, entertainments and readin g,
music, cards, movies, prayer-meetings, and any other
ways the individual may choose. If a part of an enter
tainment consists of a drink, why should not that be the
proper method of slowing down the human machine and
a proper recreation while the human machine is slowed
down?

Professor Fisher, in order to sustain his fantastic
figures, assumes that a certain amount of intoxicating
liquors are drunk and that such certain amount would
naturally slow down the human machine a certain de
gree; assuming that the intoxicating liquors should be
drunk in working hours; assuming that every laboring
man drank, then and in that event it would mean that
a certain amount of wealth was not produced which
would have been produced if the working man did not
drink beer; then, in addition thereto, a large amount of
money would be saved by transferring labor from unim
portant industries, like making alcohol, to important
industries, like making flying machines or sealskin coats,
and in this way prohibition would be a great boon to the
human family.
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It is utterly impossible to analyze such statements.
hey are made of assumptions piled on assumptions, and

f they were true, the question would still remain, "What
f it?" Need the human race have any substantial fear

that enough goods will not be produced?
Not long ago, the President of the United States, dis-

ussing the dire straits of the raisers of cotton, suggested
.crtain ways to handle the crop already produced, but
warned the Southern planter that he must not raise so
much cotton in the future. The farmers have been
warned to raise less wheat, less oats, less corn, less
tobacco, less live stock, etc. The steel mills close when
they have enough on hand and there is danger that the
amount of steel will be excessive, thus lessening the
price. There seem to be enough lawyers, doctors, pro
fessors and preachers to supply the demand. In all lines
of industry the question of production has been solved
and so thoroughly solved that the captains are as much
engaged in not producing as in producing.

Unless some different form of distribution is provided,
the struggle will always be to limit production rather
than increase it; and if some different form of distribu
tion should be provided, the hours can be much more
substantially reduced. No intelligent person believes that
men should stop drinking beer or wine or alcohol in any
form, in order that production may be greater.

Let us see how really sincere the Professor's argument
is. If a saving of energy could be made by not produc
ing alcoholic beverages, it could be made equally well by
no longer making chewing gum or by not raising tobacco
and making cigars and cigarettes. It could be done by .
stopping the production of automobiles, which are used
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for pleasure and for nothing else. It could be done by
making no more silk stockings or silk dresses or fur
coats, or producing no more diamonds or expensive food
or gasoline. It could be done by closing the movies or
the theaters, which was once done in obedience to the
same motive that has sought to take drink from the
people. It could be done by dispensing with baseball
grounds and keeping at work the throngs who now pack
our parks. It could be done by plowing up expensive
golf fields, and using them for the production of food .
It could be done in a thousand different ways, where tim e
is wasted, if in fact it is really wasted by recreation, by
the use of luxuries, by pleasure, by doing anything ex
cepting work.

The fact that so much is produced to-day that it can
not be readily sold is shown by reading the ads in every
newspaper and magazine, on every barn and fence; by
letters that flood the mails; by noting the efforts made
in every conceivable way, calling upon the public to buy
something that it does not want, that it has never thought
of before, and that some profitmonger desires to sell.
Many of these products cost the seller several times more
for advertising and seIling than for production. There
is no sense, logic, decency or sincerity in the argument
that the time used in making alcoholic beverages or
drinking them is needed for production. No economist
or prohibitionist can defend this thesis for a single
moment. He always runs from the attack, and takes
refuge in some such statement as this: that these other
forms of pleasure do not make widows and orphans and
bring disease and death. The economic reason is the
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heerest nonsense and hypocrisy. It is hard to maintain
patience and temperance · in discussing st(~.tements so
plainly hypocritical as those that are used m reference

to economic good. .
Does Prof. Fisher really believe that while the saloons

were on the Bowery, there were not plenty o~ other
places where groceries, candy, shoes, hardware, Jewelry
and silks and satins could be bought? Does he not know
that as saloons were closed, some other businesses too~ ,(
their place, no matter how crowded those other busi-

. htbe ? Does he not know that the laws of tradenesses mIg . . h
in the end regulate the number of all of these estabhs .-
ments that can possibly survive? Did it do any economIC
good to substitute a restaurant that could not sell beer

for a restaurant that could sell beer? I
But more amazing still is th. e statem~nt. made on pages

182 and 183. We wonder just what did induce the Pr~-

fessor to write this trash and publish it in a book. DId " '/ I

he really not know better, or did he think t~at only ~ro- ) V
hibitionists would read and enjoy it, or did he believe
that no one thinks and , therefore, would not know bet-

ter? Here is what he says:
"Kentucky, the home of more distilleries and brew-

eries than any other state, was reported by Mrs. H.elen

B h irman of the Law Enforcement CommItteeruce, c at
of that state, to be happy, prosperous and sober. .The
great whisky lobby was gone. The ~aloons had disap
peared. Kentucky's streets, full of high-powered auto
mobiles and trucks, were no longer dangerous. Its
factories had ceased to be empty on Mondays, but filled
with clear-eyed men (page 182). Patrick H. Callahan,
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~anufacturer o~ ~ouis~i11e, Ky., said that when prohibi
tlO~ .came the .dIstIllers Immediately put their money into
~egItI.m~te business. Un skilled labor formerly employed
In distillery work at poor wages, found more staple
employment at better pay, increasing their purchasing
power for the benefit of tradesmen. The flood of new
money invested in skyscrapers and other buildings .
L . '11 111OUlSVI e had produced a new skyline A. ssessments
for t~es rose fro~ ~I22,000,000 in 1920 to $319,000,
000 In 1925. BUlldI~g permits increased from $2,179,
158 to $29,9IO,000 In the same period and national
?ank deposits from $68,000,000 to $92,~00,000. Sav
Ings bank deposits went up from $30,000,000 to $44 
000,000.. Population grew from 234,000 in 1920 to
305,000 In I92S-a growth which, under old conditions
would have taken seventeen years. But police record~
showed arrests for drunkenness reduced from 6,172 in
1919 to only 2,462 in 1924" (pages 182-183).

No doubt Prof. Fi sher knew that Mrs . Helen Bruce
and Patrick H. Callahan had for many years been in
te~se prohibitio~ workers, but does he know or care any
thing about their means of observation? Does he not
k~~,: hi~self that to attribute these conditions to pro
hibition IS so absurd that to place it in a book containing
any argument or any fact would discredit the book?

Is the condition of Louisville, Kentucky, any dif
ferent. from t?at of any other city in the Union? If so,
what IS the difference, and if different, it cannot be on
account of prohibition, because that has extended over
all the land.

Did ~rs. Helen Bruce examine the eyes of these
Kentuckians, to find that they are "clear-eyed" or that
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heir eyes were any different after prohibition than
cfore? Does Mr. Callahan know that unskilled labor
ormerly employed in distillery work at poor wages
ound more staple employment at better pay increasing
heir purchasing power for the benefit of tradesmen, and
if so, was that a part of the general condition that came
from the higher wages growing out of the war, or was
it distinctive to Louisville, Kentucky? Is the building
boom in Louisville, Kentucky, any different from that
in Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago, or any number of Amer
ican cities, and is it not due to the fact that during the
war, constructing new buildings was forbidden, until
there was a veritable famine in housing and office and
factory space? Is he not aware, too, that the con- .
struction of new building is falling off very generally?
Does he not know that this is regulated by supply and
demand and does not depend on whether the working
man drinks beer? Does Mr. Callahan or Prof. Fisher
think that Louisville or any other city in the United
States is benefited because the assessment of taxes in
creased threefold in five years? Does such a condition
show impr~vement or political and business graft and
reckless extravagance growing out of the war? Is it
due to prohibition that population increased 30 per cent
and during the same time assessed values made for
taxation increased 300 per cent? Will there not be a
general reckoning on account of the madness that has
created these debts in every great city?

If all that the marvelous machines that the last half
century has produced, if the organization of industry and
the unbounded natural advantages of the United States
cannot make it possible for men to shorten their hours
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of labor, increase their games and sports and recreations
of all sorts, relieve their minds and bodies from tension
a~d make of themselves something other than what Prof:
FIsher calls human machines, then civilization needs
"hunching up."
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CHAPTER IX

THE ALLEGED SOCIAL GOOD OF PROHIBITION

IN a chapter entitled the "Social Good," Professor
Fisher makes the following claims:

That in the opinion of social workers "twice as many
children to-day would be victims of improper bringing "
tip becauseof liquor if the dry law were not effective."

That, according to the department of the Salvation
Army having charge of rescue work for women and
girls in New York, 50 per cent of the aid that used to
be furnished in homes prior to prohibition had to be
furnished because of drunkenness, and that this cause
has been reduced since prohibition to 1 per cent of
the total.

That, according to Doctor Ellen C. Potter, of the
Pennsylvania Department of WeI fare, prohibition has
greatly lessened the demand upon charitable relief, has
lowered mortality in general, and from alcoholism in
particular, has lessened mental illness due to drink and
has decreased illness from drunkenness in general.

That, according to several employers of labor, pro
hibition has cleaned up undesirable neighborhoods in
which their establishments were located, wage workers
are better off financially, real estate values have risen,
and social conditions generally have improved materially
since prohibition.
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That there have been fewer prison commitments and
there has been a decline in the prison population of the
country because of prohibition.

It is hardly necessary to point out that Professor
Fisher does not consider it necessary or fair to quote the
testimony of a single official, social worker, charity ad
ministrator, visiting nurse or priest or probation officer
who has publicly expressed himself or herself in opposi
tion to prohibition. There is an enormous amount of
such unfavorable testimony, and much of it was given
before the congressional committees before which Pro
fessor Fisher himself appeared, and of which he writes.
It will be noticed further that many of the claims made
by the advocates of prohibition are based upon opinion
and not upon facts ascertained by investigation worthy
of the name.

We shall give here some extracts from the testimony
of opponents of prohibition who are, to say the least, as
well qualified to testify as are the witnesses cited by
Professor Fisher. Before doing so, however, we may
call attention to notorious facts-namely, that not a sin
gle county jail , state penitentiary, state prison or other
correctional or reformatory institution has been closed
or dismantled because of prohibition; that not a single

~ charitable organization has gone out of existence. If
-calls for charity are in fact fewer, it is because of the
great financial prosperity ofthe last ten years. Hospitals
and clinics are still overtaxed and urgently in need of
additional equipment and space. Further, there has been
a steady increase instead of a decrease in the number of
patients daily applying for examination and treatment at
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the venereal disease institutions and clinics throughout (
the United States. The annual crime wave has .not
failed to make its punctual appearance, and there 1S a
demand among the reactionaries and Babbitts for more
drastic penal laws, longer penitentiary sentences for p:o
fessional criminals, and more executions. When chanty
is asked in cases where the applicant drinks, the pro
hibitionist at once attributes his poverty to drink. A..s
a matter of fact the applicant may have wasted his
money for many things that bring no adequate return,
but this is true of rich and poor alike.

Had the confident predictions of prohibitionists been
fulfilled in the last 6 or 7 years, the United States to-day
would be a veritable Utopia so far as crime, the social

.evil and consumption of narcotics are concerned. ~ut,

as everybody knows, those predictions have been f~ls1fied

in every direction and in every particular, and if :ny

improvement has taken place in the mental ~r physical
health of the nation, such improvement 1S due to
prosperity on the one hand, and, on the other, to ever
increasing attention to _and appropriations for the pro-

motion of public health. ..
Weare told, for example, by the health authonttes

f Chicago and Illinois that Chicago is the healthiest
o . t
large city in the world to-day. Yet .Chicago 1S no ~-

riously one of the wettest cities in the country, and it

would be far more logical to assert that the excellent
health enjoyed by Chicago is attributable to ~rink than
that the improvement in mental and phys1cal he~lt~

throughout the United States is due mainly to prohibi-

tion.
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Among the social benefits attributed by Professor
Fisher to prohibition is' this-that, in the words of ex
Congressman Edward Keating of Colorado, the editor
of an official organ of a railroad brotherhood, "sin ce
prohibition the public has the advantage of dealing with
the liquor industry as an outlaw, a hunted thing fightin g
for its life," it being easier to regulate the outlawed
traffic than it was to regulate the licensed distillery, brew
ery and saloon. What a paradoxical and wild stat e
ment! Is it easier to regulate thousands of illegal stills,
to watch and apprehend tens of thousands of professional
bootleggers and smugglers, and to prevent or control
home brewing, than it was to regulate licensed estab
lishments? This question, like so many others raised by
Professor Fisher or the witnesses he cites, answers it
self. Nobody can possibly know the extent and pro
portions of the present outlaw liquor industry and traffic,
and hence nobody can possibly know whether or not the
problem of dealing with them is simpler and easier than
the problem of dealing with the lawful liquor industry
before prohibition. .

Another social good claimed for prohibition is that in
certain districts of Pennsylvania the traffic in habit-form
ing drugs has largely disappeared since prohibition, be
cause such drugs had formerly been purveyed chiefly
through the saloons. Of course, if the saloons in any
given district or section purveyed narcotics, that par
ticular traffic naturally vanished with the closing of thos e
saloons. But no evidence is produced to show that the
same habit-forming drugs are not being sold in those
districts of Pennsylvania by speak-easies, blind pigs,
pool rooms or soft drink establishments, as is the case
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otoriously in many other parts of the country. Nar
tics are known to be sold even to the inmates of jails

nd penitentiaries, and it is but reasonable to assume
that prohibition has increased instead of lessened the
cmand for habit-forming drugs. There is nothing con
tructive about prohibition, and, as every student of the
ocial sciences should know, to deprive any considerable
lement in the population of an article they long for and

have long been in the habit of consuming, is not to
radicate the demand for that article, or for some seem

ingly satisfactory substitute therefor. Many of those
who cannot obtain liquor in any form have become
habitual users of narcotics, as every physician, charity "
bureau or social worker is well aware.

Still another social good claimed for prohibition is
the reduction in the death rate from alcoholism. Such
reduction did occur immediately after the passing of the
Volstead Act. But what is the situation to-day? Some
time ago the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company re
ported that among its 17,000,000 industrial policy hold
rs the death rate from alcoholism was higher in 192 6

than in any year since 1917. In fact, the death rate
from alcoholism in 1926 was six times as high as that
of 1920, the .year of the lowest rate ever recorded. The
report declares that if the present trend continues the
death rate from alcoholism will be as great in 192 8 as
during the worst of the pre-war and pre-prohibition
years. It is true that Professor Fisher, with his incalcul
able enthusiasm for prohibition and equally and ~tter dis
regard for all scientific canons and principles, hastens
to claim that the death rate from alcoholism and cirrhosis
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of the liver have increased fastest where "nullification
..has been greatest" and in particular in New York and
Maryland, which have no set prohibition enforcement
laws. But Professor Fisher himself is bound to admit
in the same statement that Indiana, which has the most
rigid prohibition enforcement law, also shows a steadily
increasing death rate from alcoholism. If one wishes
to gauge the value of Professor Fisher's statement as
to cirrhosis of the liver, we need only turn to Professor
Fisher's three charts on this subject-Nos. 34, 35 and
36. These show that while the use of alcohol had vastly
increased from 1923 to 1925, cirrhosis of the liver has
stood still or decreased. If "nullification" explains the
present death rate from alcoholism in New York or
Maryland, what explanation is there for the same phe
nomenon in Indiana? No, it is absurd to blame New
York and Maryland for the growing contempt for Vol
steadism. The increase in the death rates in question is
due to increase in the consumption of bootleg liquor-an
increase admitted by General Andrews himself. This
increase is no doubt partially due to the substitution of
whisky for wine and beer.

Professor Fisher makes several casual references to
the venereal diseases, and without directly saying so,
seeks to create the impression that prostitution and the
social diseases are concomitants of the consumption of
alcohol. In one place he says that " Strong drink and
prostitution are Siamese twins." In another he quotes
the saying of Reich that "Alcohol plays an undoubted
part in the acquisition and spread of venereal diseases."

No doubt, writers on the social evil have always
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laimed that there is a close connection between liquor
and prostitution. This claim must have been based on
the notorious fact that prostitutes and their patrons use
alcohol. But there has never been any really scientific
study of the relation between prostitution and the
venereal diseases on the one hand and moderate consump
tion of alcohol on the other. The Interdepartmental
Social Hygiene Board at Washington in its report for
1920- declared that according to the investigations of
the surgeon general of the Federal Public Health Serv
ice, a large number of cases of venereal disease in the
army were not contracted by association with commer
cialized prostitutes. One report from an army post to
the surgeon general stated that "men who contract
venereal disease are usually infected by women or girls .
who work in the mills, and So per cent of the men are '"
said to pay nothing to these women for their associa
tion."

Further, the Interdepartmental Social Hygiene Board,
after investigating many cases of delinquency among
women and girls, declared that "in general, the girls
come from poor homes and have had limited oppor
tunities. They are poorly educated and started to work
early at unskilled labor."

And what has been the effect of prohibition on
venereal disease? Superficial readers of Professor
Fisher's book would undoubtedly conclude that prohibi
tion had caused a very material decline in venereal dis
ease cases. It is perfectly safe to say that had there been
such a decline, Professor Fisher and his friends ' would
have credited prohibition with that "social good." Alas,
the figures show no decline! From the reports of the
. [ 127 ]
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State Boards of Health to the United States Publi
Health Service the following table has been prepared :

Year
June 30 Total Gonorrhea Syphilis Chancroid

1920 326,II7 172,387 142,869 10,861
1921 434 ,704 203,281 217,817 13,606
1922 333,718 152,959 171,824 8,935
1923 338,681 156,826 172,238 7,777
1924 363,063 160,790 193,844 8,429
1925 372,813 165,523 200,584 6,706
1926 389,231 166,655 215,547 7,029

(The foregoing statistics are given in the Annual Re-
ports of the United States Public Health Service: for
1920, p. 316; for 1921, p. 367; for 1922, p. 290; for
1923, p. 257; for 1924, p. 251; for 1925, p. 255; and
for 1926, p. 271.)

It is passing strange that these figures show that the
cases of venereal disease were about one-third higher in
1.921 than in ~ny other year. This was after prohibi 
tion had been m force for a year and at a time when all
of Professor Fisher's charts show that drunkenness was
lower than in any other year except 1920; in fact, drunk
enness and the use of alcohol from the Professor's charts
was less than hal f as much as in the succeeding years.
The student who carefully examines Professor Fisher's
charts can easily see that they destroy practically every
statement he makes.

. ~~ose who, like Prof~ssor Fisher, assure us that pro
hibition has greatly improved the morals of the nation
would do well to read such a report, for example, as that
of John Clarence Funk, Director of the Pennsylvania
State Bureau of Protective Social Measures. This re-
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port notes the disappearance of the lower type dance
halls since the advent of prohibition, but calls attention
to a new type of dance hall known as the "closed type,"
in which women and girls are kept by the management
for assignation purposes. One such resort, raided near
Tacoma, Washington, contained women and girls from -l
16 to 30 years old, and medical examination showed 97
per cent of them to be diseased.

Summaries of statements made before the Sub-com
mittee of United States Senate:

John Sullivan, president of the New York State Fed

eration of Labor:
"I am the father of a large family myself, and I have

always preached temperance since the first day I came
into this labor movement. I shall continue to do it, but
I believe most honestly, it is my firm conviction, that
the Volstead Act and the rSth amendment have set back
temperance in America at least 50 years.

"The situation is becoming worse day after day. Boys
and girls drink together out of the same flask. Hun
dreds of men who never touched hard liquor before pro
hibition are drinking it now. Every man I have come
into contact with has stated that, if he had his glass of ..
beer, as before prohibition, he would never take the stuff
sold by bootleggers."

William J. McSorley, President of the Building
Trades Department of the American Federation of

Labor:

"I have been national president of the building trades
organization for twenty-five years and have traveled in
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every city and hamlet in this country, as well as Canada,
and I am frank to say that the great majority of the
building trades mechanics of the country are in favor
of modification of the [prohibition] law... . The de
partment I represent believes that the law should be
modified, so that the working men who desire to have
wine and beer may procure it at reasonable prices. Modi
fication of the Volstead Act would make for temperance,
sobriety, as well as for better morals, because I know of
numerous instances where men are now drinking whisky
who never before drank it in their lives, and they would
not drink it now if they could have good beer."

Andrew Furuseth, President of the International Sea
men's Union of America:

"The condition under prohibition as regards drinking
is worse than it ever was, because the stuff men now
drink is worse than it ever was. Drinking among sea
men has got worse because of prohibition. If men were
permitted to go into a restaurant and get a glass of beer
or claret with their lunch or meal, they would not bother
with anything else. Not 10 per cent -of them would be
looking for hard liquor."

James O'Connell , President of the Metal Trades De
partment of the American Federation of Labor:

"My observation is that the Volstead Law is being
flagrantly violated on every hand. It is creating a state
of affairs that is anything but safe or elevating. No
matter how much money Congress may spend for en
forcement of prohibition, or what additional laws it may
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nact, or what additional punishments it may provide
for the Volstead Act cannot be enforced. It is against,
a man's own instinct. The Volstead Act is a failure and
always must be a failure."

Father Francis Kasaczun of Sugar Notch, Luzerne
County, Pa., in the heart of the anthracite coal industry,

says :

"In my little town, Sugar Notch, all the saloons are
still open. In additi'on'they have opened up pool rooms,
cigar stores, lunch rooms and candy ' stores where they
sell hard liquors. Private families make and sell liquor.
In some cases families sell it to the saloons. Children
fourteen years old drink hard liquor. Because of hard
drinking many workmen lose their health and employ
ment. Ninety per cent of the liquor consumed in my ..(
community comes from private stills. There is no
trouble in getting liquor in the entire anthracite region.
You can get liquor at any place and at any time if you
look half decent and are not suspected of being a revenue

man."

John T . Frey, President Ohio State Federation of

Labor:

"Judging by my personal experience, there is no diffi
culty in Ohio in securing all the home-made liquor that
you want. The trade union movement in Ohio has dis
cussed the question in its conventions, at district meet
ings and at city meetings, and the sentiment is over
whelmingly in favor of modifying the Volstead Law so
as to make it possible to secure wholesome beer and light
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wines at reasonable prices. I f this were done, working
men who are. drinking hard liquor would give it up.
The still would go out of existence and moonshine would
become a mere tradition."

William Roberts, representing President Green of the
American Federation of Labor:

"I have traveled about 3°,000 miles throughout the
United States. I have met people in all walks of life.
Everywhere there is plenty of distilled liquor, but little
real beer. The homes of the peope have been turned into
breweries and distilleries . Women as well as men drink
dangerous stuff because they cannot get wholesome beer.

~ The American Federation of Labor has repeatedly de
manded modification of the Volstead Law so as to per
mit the manufacture and sale of wholesome beer. In
seven years, not half a dozen letters of protest have been
received by the Federation from its four million mem
bers against the position taken by it on the prohibition
question."

Mrs. Viola M. Anglin, deputy chief probation officer,
city magistrates' courts of New York City:

"Intoxication cases have not decreased in the family
court. Children and wives are suffering more than they
did before prohibition. The 16 probation officers under
my supervision tell me that there are from 100 to 200

stills in each of their districts. In many instances the
.1 backroom of a former saloon is used as a still or speak

easy, and the whole neighborhood knows of it. Stills are
operated not only in cigar stores, delicatessen stores and
similar places, but also in the homes of the people who
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live in tenements. The windows of the small shops of
the district are full of corks, test tubes and tops for bot
tles. These, as everybody knows, are not there for dis

play only."

Henry F. Hilfers, Secretary New Jersey State Feder

ation of Labor:

"Since prohibition we have a distillery in practically
every home in our state, and lately they discovered a so
called community distillery in one of the exclusive sub
urban towns near Newark. Thousands of workmen who
had never touched hard liquor before prohibition drink
it now and make it in their own home. Their wives and
children have acquired the habit of consuming hard
liquor. Disrespect for the prohibition law is practically
universal in New Jersey from the highest element in the
population to the lowest. Prohibition has increased
crime. It has endangered the Iife and limb of those
using the public streets. Statistics show that drivers
of automobiles arrested for drunkenness have in
creased 100 per cent in the last few years. The ques
tion is not where can you get liquor, but where can't

you get it?"

Finally-and the unkindest cut of all-the NeW' York
Committee of Fourteen, an anti-vice agency of excep
tional efficiency, states in its last annual report that the
Volstead law has been responsible for an increase in com
mercial vice, and that immorality thrives in night clubs "
and speak-easies and cabarets, because the conditions in
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these establishments are more inviting th th .
the old saloons! an ey were III

. Suc~ testimony as the foregoing might be multi lied
mdefi~ltely, but no purpose would be served by fU~he r
quotations of the same purport and t Wt ha enor. e may
~o e t t Prof. Fisher's book contains no such quota-
tions and no comments on them.

[134 ]

CHAPTER X

IS ALCOHOL A POISON?

"ALCOHOL," says Professor Fisher, "is always a life

hortener and nothing else."
This assertion is so dogmatic and positive that many

redulous readers might infer that it is based on abundant
and scientificaIIy valid evidence. In truth, however,
there is absolutely no scientific evidence to support the
assertion. Men of science differ widely and notoriously
on the question, and it would be easy to cite as many
alleged authorities on one side as on the other. So far
there has been very little truly scientific investigation of
the effect of alcohol on longevity and health.

In 19
10

the late Professor Hugo Miinsterberg, of
Harvard, in a volume of essays entitled "American
Problems from the Point of View of a Psychologist,"
devoted two chapters to the question of temperance
versus prohibition, and the foIIowing quotation from
the second chapter is as pertinent and sound to-day as it

was at the time it was written:
"Of course, there are not a few' who are convinced

that alcohol is ruinous for every one, even in moderate
quantities; and it has become the fashion to support this
belief by the results of scientific investigation. I am
convinced that there exists no scientifically sound fact
which demonstrates evil effects from a temperate use of
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alcohol by normal adult men. Every claim on the one
side has been disproved by just as important experi 
ments on the other side. Even on physiological ground,
everything is uncertain. Dr. Williams, of New York,
tells us that alcohol is never a food; and Dr. Dana, of
New York, the president of the New York Academy of
Medicine, tells us that alcohol is always a food . Dr.
Williams writes that alcohol always lessens the power of
work; and Dr. Dana writes that, as proved by recent
experiments, alcohol has no effect, one way or the other,
on the capacity to work if given in moderate daily doses.
Dr. Williams writes that alcohol is the greatest evil of
modern society; and Dr. Dana writes that the immediate
removal of alcohol from social life would lead to social
and racial decadence.

"But I, as a psychologist, am naturally more interested
in the mental side. Dr. Williams and so many others
dogmatically assure us, for instance, that alcohol cuts
off the power of mental production. But is a psycho
logical laboratory really necessary to demonstrate the
hollowness of such general statements? I know scores
of men who never produce better than after a moderate
use of alcohol, and it is well known that this is true in
exceptional cases even where immoderate use is indulged
in. I had to hypnotize only recently a well-known New
York author whose secret trouble is that he has never
written a page of his brilliant books except after intem
perate use of whisky.

"Dr. Williams assures us that moderate use of wine
and beer reduces the powers of intellectual activity; and
again the psychological experiment is said to have proved
that. Here I must instinctively think of my teacher who
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has given .o the world the methods of the psychological
xperiment, the greatest living psychologist. He is

.eventy-seven years old, has written about forty volumes
which are acknowledged the world over as the deepest
ontributions to psychological thought, wrote last year

an epoch-making book; and yet for sixty years has taken
beer and wine twice a day with every meal. Two sum
mers ago I attended a number of international con
gresses and saw there at many banquets the leaders of
thought from all nations. I watched the situation care
fully but did not discover any abstainers among the
sharp and great thinkers of any nation.

"To demonstrate that the abstainers enjoy clearer
methods of thinking than such drinking scholars would
indeed be an interesting experiment, but from the pro
hibitionist literature I cannot gain the impression that
clearness of thinking is their particular strength. Typical
of their lack of clearness is the way in which they draw
arbitrary conclusions from real experiments. For in
stance, it is quite right to claim that alcohol makes our
mental associations slower, but they interpret it as if
that involved a destructive crippling of our mental life.
They do not even ask themselves whether or not this
retardation of association of ideas may not be a most
helpful and useful relaxation of certain brain centers.
With the same logic they might demonstrate to us that
sleep is a most ruinous invention of nature, as it para
lyzes our brain centers still more; and they have not the
slightest understanding of the fundamental fact that
such an inhibition in certain parts of the brain belongs to
every single act of attention. They do not take the
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trouble to ask whether or not our associations are also
changed through the digestion of a dry meal.

"With such careless misinterpretations of isolated ex
periments we could most easily demonstrate that every
hour. of physical exercise is ruinous for the higher men
tal Iife ; or that the fatigue from .the hearing of one
hour's lecture makes mental cripples out of all of us.
The fear of those who want to cut off a bottle of light
beer from the evening meal of a hard-working laborer
on account ~f the psychological experiments is compa
rable o~ly with the fear of the bacteriophobists. They
would like to see every man live isolated in the middle
of the ocean because in every other place the laboratory
can demonstrate numberless microbes and bacteria.

"The only reasonable argument against moderate
drinking by .no~a~ adult men is a fear that they may
transcend WIse Iirnits , Yes, in the pamphlets written
against my essay I confess the only word which made
an impressio~ on ~e was one contained in a Chicago
pamphlet, which said we must consider that Americans
are reckless and carry everything to excess. But can
that real~y be the .a~titude of a civilized nation? To legis
late as If the citizens were irresponsible children, in
capable of moderation, would mean a degradation of the
"":h~le country. With the same justice we might pro
hibit every sport because it becomes ruinous to the or
ganism if carried to an excess. To be sure the Ameri
cans are reckless and excessive; otherwise we should not
have ten times more railroad accidents than Europe and
gambling and an absurd chase for money all over the
land. But the only sound consequence is that every re
former should educate toward moderation in all fields."
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The latest and most painstaking study of the subject
is that of Professor Raymond Pearl, Director of the In
stitute of Biological Research, Johns Hopkins Univer
sity, published under the title of "Alcohol and Longev
ity." While Professor Pearl admits that the number of
cases which he was able to study was unfortunately in
sufficient to warrant absolutely certain conclusions, he
points out that no more comprehensive or sci.entifi~ study
of the subject has been made by any other mvestigator.
He emphasizes the difficulties of social experiments, since
human beings are not rats or guinea pigs. Indeed, he
expresses the opinion that it will be necessary to c.ondu:t
experiments on animals rather than on human beings In

order to ascertain fully and definitely the effects of alco
hol on longevity and health. At the same time the data
which he was able to analyze and digest amply justified
the limited and cautious conclusions which he feels at
liberty to draw. These conclusions he sums up as fol
lows in the final chapter of his work:

"I. In a fairly large and homogeneous sample of the
working class population of Baltimore the moderate
drinking of alcoholic beverages did not shorten Iife. On
the contrary, moderate steady drinkers exhibited some
what lo~er rates of mortality, and greater expectation
of life than did abstainers. This superiority is not great
in the male moderate drinkers, and may not be significant
statistically. But it certainly gives no support to the
almost universal belief that alcohol always shortens life,
even in moderate quantities.

"2. Those persons in this experiment who were heavy
drinkers of 'alcoholic beverages exhibited considerably
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increased rates of mortality and diminished longevity,
as compared with abstainers or moderate drinkers.

"3 . If both moderate drinkers and heavy drinkers ill
this sample of the population are pooled together, and the
resulting heterogeneous group is compared with abstain
ers, the drinkers, as a class, have higher rates of mortal
ity and lower expectation of life than the abstainers as
a class. This result is in agreement with the experience
of life insurance companies. But it is fully demon
strated in this book that this result appears only because
the impaired heavy drinker risks are pooled with the
actuarily superior moderate drinkers, and bring down
the resulting pooled average."

Some writers, including Professor Fisher, have criti 
cized Professor Pearl's methods and infererices, but
most of their criticisms are trivial and captious. Thus,
it has been alleged that the statistics collected over many
years by actuaries and medical experts of certain life
insurance companies yield results that are in conflict with
those arrived at by Professor Pearl. As a matter of
fact, Professor Pearl's data are more extensive than
those of the insurance companies, having regard to the
all-important matter of lifetime habits, as is pointed out
by Professor H . M. Parshley in a communication to the
Saturday Review of Literature.

It will be time to challenge Professor Pearl's results
when some other competent statistician and biologist has
presented more extensive studies on the same question.
Moreover, Professor Pearl quotes at considerable length
from four or five works of investigators like C. R. Stock
ard, K. Pearson, C. H . Danforth, E. C. MacDowell,
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. Root and G. Wolf, F. Bilski, A Pictet, J. W. H. Har
ison and M. C. Mann, whose experiments on animals
ppear to demonstrate that alcohol does not shorten life

or seriously affect health.
We may quote here some of the very brief summaries

f these results as given by Professor Pearl:

"I. The racial effect of alcohol is prepond~rantly
ither beneficial, or at the worst, not harmful. This is

true for characters depending upon general vigor in
inea pigs (after early generations are passed), fowls,

rats, mice, rabbits, insects, and probably frogs .
"2. This beneficial racial effect appears to be the re

ult primarily of the fact that alcohol acts as a definite,
but not too drastic selective agent, both upon germ cells
and developing embryos, eliminating the weak and leav-

ing the strong.
"3. The only racial effects of alcohol which can pos-

sibly be regarded as harmful which have yet been brought
to light by this mass of experimental work are:

" (ay The production of defective offspring in early
generations by alcoholized guinea pigs (Stockard). This
result'is peculiar to the guinea pig and is not confirmed,
even for, that animal, by Pictet. No such effect has been
noted in any other animal: either the fowl (Pearl, Dan
forth); rat (MacDowell, Hanson); mouse (Gyllens
ward, Nice, Bluhm); rabbit (Rost and Wolf); frog
(Bilski) ; or various insects (Pictet, Harrison, Mann).

"(b) A possible slight reduction in activity and abil
ity to learn of the offspring of white rats (MacDowell).

" (c) A reduction in fertility following the adminis
tration of alcohol. But as this marks one element of a
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selective process which "ultimately is beneficial to th
race, it is questionable whether it should be reckoned a
racially harmful effect at all."

At the end of these quotations, Professor Pearl is
careful enough to point out that the application of the
experiments made upon animals to man is to be made
very cautiously, but he truly remarks that "it is an ex
tremely satisfactory thing to have such a large body of
critical experimental results, so consistently agreeing in
regard to their main, broad conclusions."

Professor E. H. Starling of University College, Lon
don, in his book entitled "The Action of Alcohol on
Man," published in 1923-a work in which the author
had the cooperation of men of learning and experience,
such as Dr. Robert Hutchison, Physician to the London
Hospital, Sir Frederick W. Mott, pathologist to the
London County Council Asylums, and Professor Ray
mond Pearl of Johns Hopkins University-after impar
tially and scientifically considering the evidence pro and
con, reached the following conclusions:

( I ) Alcohol is without doubt a food. It is necessary
in most cases to limit the intake of alcohol to such a small
amount that as a food it can form only a small propor
tion of the total diet.

(2) The ease of absorption of alcohol and the fact
that it does not require digestion makes it useful as a
food in the weakness of old age and in some cases of
disease. .

(3) For the normal individual ' the food value of
alcohol is of no importance. In most cases it is not as a
food that alcohol is consumed, but rather to add to the
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Icasant taste and enjoyment of food and so to promote
Iigestion and assimilation. The justification of wine has J
Iways been that it makes glad the heart of ~an.

(4) While alcohol is unsuitable for the highest men
tal efforts or during the performance of prolonged rnus
ular feats, to individuals who need relaxati.on rather

than increase of attention, or of nervous eXCitement, a
mall dose of alcohol may result in improvement of
fficiency. Thus, a man's play at golf may be improved

by a glass of whisky, and a shy man may be emboldened
to make a speech or to comport himself naturally at a

ocial gathering. .
(5) The narcotic action of ~lcohol. on the highest

centers of the brain is of value in freemg a man from
the cares and worries of the day's business, enabling him
to digest and assimilate his food and to restore his ability

to sleep. . '
(6) A glass "of wine or beer taken With lunch Will

not interfere with the carrying out of the afternoon work
of a normal healthy individual.

(7) When the work of the day is finished, a greater
freedom in the use of alcohol is permissible. Half a
bottle of light wine, a pint and a half of ale, three ounces
of whisky, or a quarter of a bottle of port may safel.y
be consumed by a normal healthy individual when his
work for the day is over. It is even probable that the
amounts given might be doubled on occas.ions.

(8) Such quantities of alcoh?l mlg~t b~ taken
throughout adult existence without mt~rfenn~ Wlt~ bod
ily health or efficiency, and are suffiCient to o~tal~ ~he
beneficial results and the increased pleasure m living .
which are the enjoyment of alcoholic beverages.
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We may note that, in the preface to the work, Pro
fessor Starling says that while the evidence presented by
him might not convince all unbiased readers, it con
vinced him that "in a civilized society such as ours th ·
abolition of all alcoholic beverages from among our
midst, even if carried out by universal consent, would be
a mistake and contrary to the permanent interest of th .
race." And he adds: "If it were enforced by legislation
against the wishes and convictions of a large proportion
of the members of the community, I believe it would be
little short of a calamity."

There is indeed a widespread opinion, which is sup
ported by a number of medical and statistical gentlemen
employed by certain life insurance companies, that statis
tics gathered and properly interpreted by such insurance
companies have demonstrated that even the moderate use
of alcohol measurably shortens human life and is injur
ious to health. Possibly the insurance statistics in ques
tion possess some value, but that value is exceedingly
small. Professor Pearl justly says that "the evidence on
which the current statements [on behalf of the insurance
companies] are based would not be accepted by anyone
trained in the critical valuation of statistical and biologi
cal evidence as 'proving' anything."

Professor Pearl, in fact, rejects that material as quit e
useless for any scientific study of the alcohol problem,
and he gives the following reasonable grounds for his
adverse conclusion:

" I. There is no definite knowledge of the alcoholic
habits of the individual over' any significant portion of
his life. The only knowledge an insurance company has
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of an individual is (a) the statements of the individual
himself when he applies for a policy; (b) the continu
ance of his life evidenced by payment of premiums, and
(c) his death, as evidenced by a claim under the policy
contract. Now, granting that every applicant told the
truth when he applied, the picture of his alcoholic habits
then set down is, and can be, only of that time .and the
immediate past. But nothing is more certain than that
the drinking habits of many individuals change fr~m

what they were at the comparatively early age at which
insurance was applied for. These habits may and ?o
change in both directions. Some persons become heavier
drinkers, others less heavy, than when they applied for
insurance. So then, in fact, it may be taken to be the
case that in the non-abstainers section of insurance ex
perience such as we have cited, there. is a mixture, in
wholly unknown proportions of (a) persons who; for
the major portions of their lives, have be~n tot.al ab
stainers ; (b) moderate drinkers; (c) excessive d:mke:s.
There will also be the same three classes, again in quite
unknown proportions, represented in the abstainers' class
in the experience of all companies except those , like the
United Kingdom Temperance and General Provident,
which require an annual statement from the policyholder

as to his continued abstention.
"2. Since most insurance companies ~re known to

discriminate against persons using alcohol as a beverage
in more than a certain (to the applicant unknown)
amount or degree, an incentive is at once created for the
applicant to understate the amount of his alcoholic in
dulgence. The discrimination may tak~ the form of a
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refusal to accept the risk, or an increased premium rat e,
or a reduced participation in so-called bonuses or divi
dends. But in either case there is a powerful incentive
f?r the ap?licant to make out as favorable a case as pos-
sible for himself." .
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HOW MUCH ALCOHOL IS NOW CONSUMED?

How much alcohol is really consumed in the United
States to-day, is one of the questions put by Professor
Fisher and answered as follows:

"It seems safe to conclude that the total consumption
to-day is certainly less than 16 per cent of pre-prohibi
tion consumption, probably less than 10 per cent, and
possibly less than 5 per cent."

How does Professor Fisher arrive at his final esti
mate?

He quotes Doctor J. M. Doren, chief chemist of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, as affirming that the diver
sion of industrial alcohol for beverage purposes is prob
ably between thirteen and fourteen million gallons a year,
and he hastens to point out that this quantity is only from
8 to 9 per cent of the pre-war consumption of beverage
alcohol. Then he deducts from the amount given the
gallons which are recaptured and confiscated by the gov
ernment, as well as the estimated total lost through leak
age, breakage and evaporation. The conclusion then
emerges that a good deal less than 8 per cent of pre
prohibition consumption of alcoholic beverages is con
sumed to-day.

How about the alcohol -smuggled into the country
from Canada, Mexico, Cuba and the Old World? And
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how about the wines, beers and whiskies distilled and
brewed in the millions of homes which notoriously re
sort to such distilling and brewing? How about the
millions of gallons of hard cider consumed on the farms
in the country, nature being permitted to produce the
desirable amount of alcohol in that beverage? Professor
Fisher does not entirely ignore these sources, but he
naively remarks that "all experts agree that, all put to
gether, they constitute a minor part of illegal liquor,
far less than that from diversion of industrial alcohol,
that is, far less than 8 per cent of pre-prohibition
consumption."

Few experts are quoted by Professor Fisher, and we
are informed that one Robert A. Corradini has made an
independent estimate to the effect that the total consump
tion of alcoholic liquor is to-day less than 3 per cent of
pre-prohibition consumption. Obviously, the Corradini
estimate is too absurd even for Professor Fisher to adopt
as his own, and therefore he hesitates between 16 per
cent and 5 per cent of pre-prohibition consumption.

Of course, his own estimate is almost equally worth
less. Not only does no one know "absolutely" how
much alcohol is smuggled into the United States and
how much is manufactured in illicit stills and in homes. ,
but no one has the slightest dependable evidence on either
of these important points. No one knows whether the
amount of alcohol now consumed is equal to 16 per cent
or . 66 per cent of pre-prohibition consumption. Such
wild guesses have no place even in a quasi-scientific book
on prohibition. They can be dismissed with unmitigated
contempt.

The writers of this book will not venture to offer any
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estimates of their own, but they will call attention to
certain significant facts upon which estimates may per
haps be based by those who care to venture into the

realm of speculation.
Writing for the Independent, Colonel L. Brown in an

article entitled "The Paradox of the Vineyards" states
that whereas in 1918 California shipped only 6,000 car
loads of wine grapes and 12,000 carloads of table grapes,
in 1925 California shipped 60,000 cars of wine grapes
and I 5,000 of table grapes. He adds that "this [192 6]

season the railroads are planning on a 90,000 carload
movement, which means close to 75,000 cars of wine
grapes ." This relates only, to grapes, but all kinds of
fruits and vegetables can be made and are being made
into alcohol.

Colonel Brown states that "a carload of grapes should
yield between 1,5°0 and 2,000 gallons of wine, a fair
average being 1,800' gallons." Where are these gallons
of wine made and consumed? Colonel Brown answers
this question as follows:

"The market for the wine or 'juice' grape crop lies
principally in the leading centers of population. Half of
last season's vintage was consigned to five large cities.
New York City alone received nearly a fourth of all the '
grapes shipped from California; Chicago, Boston, Phil
adelphia and Pittsburgh were the next biggest markets
in the order named. Moralists who are wont to decry
metropolitan depravity have a strong case if we accept
the premise that juice-grape consumption is an index to
wickedness. New York City was the destination of close,.
to 17,000 carloads of California grapes last season, com-
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pared with 2 ,300 in '1 9 18 , according to the official rec
ords. Although bananas and apples are rightly consid
ered indispensable, New Yorkers managed to subsist
with only 14,000 cars apiece of these fruits. Orange
consumption amounted to a scant 12,000 carload s.
Grapefruit, peaches, and pears combined barely rivaled
California grapes. Potatoes were the only product of
the so-called perishable group which exceeded grapes in
volume, and even the redoubtable tuber did not far out
distance the grape."

No wonder Colonel Brown is of the opinion that
"Andrew Volstead should be regarded as one of the
patron saints of the San Joaquin Valley" and well may
he point to the intere sting "phenomenon of endless cars
of wine grapes rolling swiftly back again out of this
same desert to relieve the thirst of the arid East."

It is hardly necessary to point out that California is
not the only state which produces wine grapes , and hence
Colonel Brown's modest estimate of the wine production
at about two gallons per capita, most of it by amateur
wine makers , is mani festly far below the accurate figure.

Doctor H. Bundesen, health commissioner of Chicago,
estimated that ten million dollars was expended by the
people of that city on alcoholic beverages for Christmas
day alone, and he deplored the fact that a very insig
nificant fraction of that liquor was wholesome or fit to
drink. More than 90 per cent of the liquor thus con
sumed, according to Doctor Bundesen, was of the poi
soned or adulterated varieties. If Chicago consumed ten
million dollars' worth of liquor on Christmas, how much
did the whole country consume on that day alone?
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Clearly, Doctor Bundesen, the health commissioner of
the second city in the United States, does not agree with
Professor Fisher's or Mr. Corradini's estimates of the
total consumption of liquor to-day.

Assistant United States Attorney N. J. Harben, who
resigned recently from the prohibition enforcement staff
of United States District Attorney Buckner, was quoted
in the New York press as saying that "in its present form
the Volstead Prohibition Act cannot be enforced in the
City of New York, or any other large city."

Clearly, Mr. Harben is also unable to accept the
Fisher-Corradini estimates of the amount of alcohol
consumed to-day.

Neither is General Lincoln C. Andrews able to accept
the Fisher-Corradini estimates, for in assuring Congress
that "secret service methods and under-cover men are
absolutely necessary if prohibition is to be enforced," he
added the following significant admission: "It must be
recognized that violations are nation-wide in their occur
rence and almost without number."

I f the amount were really equal to no more than 5
per cent of the pre-prohibition consumption, there cer
tainly would be no occasion for discouragement on the
part of prohibition enforcement officers, or for their
saying that the Volstead Act cannot be enforced in any
large city.

Two rather important sources of illicit consumption
of alcohol are completely overlooked by Professor Fisher,
as well as by Mr. Corradini-first, the amount diverted
not from industrial alcohol, but from medicinal, and
second, the amount diverted from the wines withdrawn
on permit for sacramental purposes.
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Who does not know that hosts of physicians, includ
ing some of the first rank, lightly issue liquor prescrip
tions to their relatives, friends and acquaintances, merely
because they do not take the Volstead Law seriously?
And who does not know that thousands of druggists
sell liquor on such fake prescriptions, or even without
them? Would it be rash to suppose that at least one-

o half of so-called "medicinal liquor" is consumed, not by
patients who really need it, but by perfectly well per
sons, who manage to induce their physicians and drug
gists to sell it to them? 0

In a speech before the medical education section of
the American Medical Association, Dr. A. D. Bevan,

J
chairman of the Council, made the following statement
in the course of a vigorous attack on what he called
medical bootleggers:

"More than 99 out of every 100 prescriptions written
o ~ for a pint of whisky are bootlegging prescriptions and

are a disgrace to the great medical profession."
Very likely Dr. Bevan, as an uncompromising sup

porter of prohibition, indulged in some exaggeration,
but even if 50 out of every 100 prescriptions for whisky
are bootlegging prescriptions the liquor thus diverted
from medicinal to beverage purposes cannot be over
looked by prohibitionists who congratulate themselves
and the country on the relatively insignificant amount of
liquor now consumed.

As to the so-called "sacramental wine" which finds
its way into illicit channels, we cannot do better than
to quote the following paragraph from the report pub
lished in September, 1925, by the department of Re-
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earch and Education of the Federal Council of tne
hurches of .Christ in America:
"One phase of the wine question is undoubtedly seri

ous. The withdrawal of wines on permit from bonded
warehouses for sacramental purposes amounted in round
figures to 2,139,900 gallons in the fiscal year 1922;

2,503,500 gallons in 1923, and 2,944,700 gallons in 1924.

There is no way of knowing what the legitimate con
sumption of fermented sacramental wine is, but it is
clear that the legitimate demand does not increase 800,- J
000 gallons in two years. It is probably safe to say
that not more than one-quarter of this wine is sacra
mental-the rest is sacrilegious. 'Literally hundreds' of
fictitious Jewish congregations, Commissioner Haynes
testified before the Senate Committee which investigated
the Bureau of Internal Revenue, had been found engaged
in fraudulent schemes to secure the release of 'sacra
mental' wine."

Finally, the sale of so-called "medicated" wines for
beverage purposes, such wines containing a negligible
amount of really medicinal ingredients but a very gener
ous supply of spirits or alcohol in one form or another,
is not to be overlooked in estimating the total amount
of alcohol consumed under prohibition. Many such
"medicated" wines have been declared by government
officials to be merely preparations of alcoholic liquors
masquerading as tonics and patent medicines.
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CHAPTER XII

WHY DO MEN DRINK?

THROUGHOUT his book Professor Fisher assumes
th~t, apart from its medicinal uses, if any, alcohol is a
poison, which, in his own words, is "out of place in the
human body." Accordingly, he makes no distinction be
tween drunkards and dope fiends, on the one hand, and
moderate consumers of alcohol on the other.

On page 136 he writes as follows :

"W~ateve: degree of power alcohol still possesses is
kept ah~e chiefly by the inertia of old traditions; by the
assumpnon that so prevalent a practice must have vir 
tue; by the fear of individuals to break away from cus
to~, and by the well-known difficulty of emancipating
one s self from any drug habit."

Professor Fisher ha~ no hesitation in characterizing
consum:rs of alcohol In any quantity as conscious or
unconscious drug addicts; and any argument in favor of
alcohol as a beverage is regarded by him as a mere effort
to " rationalize" or justify a practice which is inherently
wrong and unjustifiable.

This position is practically the same as that which the
late William]. Bryan took in regard to the use of alcohol
a~ a beverage, and which he summed up in a phrase in
hIS spee~h on prohibition at the National Democratic
ConventIOn of 192 0 . That phrase created a sort of
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ensation in journalistic and other circles and was re
garded by the prohibitionists as embodying an irrefutable
argument. Mr. Bryan exclaimed to the thousands in
convention assembled: "If you don't want to get drunk, i.
why do you want alcohol at all?"

Now, common sense has no difficulty whatever in dis
posing of this alleged convincing argument. Millions
of people drink, and always have drunk, not because they
wished or wish to become intoxicated, but because they
seek or sought in alcohol a certain exhilaration, relaxa
tion, and stimulation to sociability.

Psychologists of note have not been unmindful of this
fact, and, indeed, some have argued that even if the con
sumption of alcohol could be shown to have slightly
deleterious effects, these would be more than counter
balanced by the beneficial effects of increased sociability
and good-fellowship caused by alcohol when taken in
season and in moderation. To tell all consumers of
alcoholic beverages that they are drug addicts, and that .
they merely invent excuses for pernicious and demoral
izing habits when they argue against prohibition or
against total abstinence, is obviously to beg the most vital
question in the whole controversy.

It is possible, to be sure, that the human race and all
of its civilized and educated members throughout the
ages have been grievously mistaken in their view of the
desirability and net wholesome effect of the moderate
consumption of alcohol. . That may be granted for the
sake of argument. But it certainly cannot be admitted
that either Professor Fisher or William ]. Bryan,
or any of the authorities or pseudo-authorities cited by
Professor Fisher, have produced conclusive and con-
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Obviously, to those who believe that Jesus was the
son of God, or as some theologians would have it "the
very God of the very God,"the foregoing quotation
from the gospels absolutely and finally settle the ques
tion. The orthodox Christian cannot consistently be a
prohibitionist or a total abstainer. I f God, or the son
of God, put alcohol into his system, then alcohol cannot
be a poison that has no place in that system. God, or
theson of God, would hardly set so vicious and criminal
an example to the race he is supposed to have come to
save. Since, however, this is not the only inconsistency
of which many self-styled Christians are guilty, we do
not wish unduly to stress this argument. Besides, it is
common knowledge that the belief in the divinity of
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[The last sentence seems to indicate that this wine
was not unfermented grape juice, as some preachers

claim.].

"Jesus saith unto them, Fill the waterpots with water.
And theyfilled them up to the brim.

"And he saith unto them, Draw out now, and bear
unto the governor of the feast. And they bare it.

"When the ruler of the feast had tasted the water
that was made wine and knew not whence it was: (but
the servants which drew the water knew;) the governor
of the feast called the bridegroom,

"And saith unto him, Every man at the beginning
doth set forth good wine; and when men have well
drunk, then that which is worse: but, thou hast kept the
good wine until now."

THE PROIDBITION MANIA

vincing evidence in support of the assertion that alcohol
is a poison that has no place in the human system, and
that prohibition, therefore, is a great hygienic, as well as
economic and social, reform.

They mayor may not ultimately make out a case, but
for the present it behooves them to be modest and toler
ant and to admit that the overwhelming majority of
educated and cultivated people do not take their view of
alcohol and have not so far found in their arguments any
valid reason for that view.

In this chapter we shall quote the opinions and ex
pressions of some men of genius and wide and deep
learning on the question under discussion. These men
were not all physiologists or chemists, but they have led
and influenced scores of millions of the most intelligent
of human beings, and not even Professor Fisher, or the
followers of William J . Bryan, would venture to deny
their claim to high authority in morals and in social
and political thought.

We do not know whether or not Professor Fisher is
a Christian, in the ordinary sense of the term. He may
or may not believe in the divinity of Jesus, but we as
sume that he certainly regards the founder of the Chris
tian religion as a man of exceptional genius and insight.
We know that religious people do not like to be re
minded of the actions and words of Jesus in connection
with the consumption of alcohol, and they have very
good reasons for squirming when their attention is
directed to those acts or words. Still, it cannot be im
proper or illegitimate to quote Jesus, whether God or
human prophet and moral teacher, in a discussion of
prohibition, or total abstinence.
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Jesus is rapidly dwindling and that most intelligent peo
ple look upon him as simply a seer, idealist and insurgent
against tradition and convention in religion and in ethics.
As such, he might have been mistaken in his own view of
alcohol. But it is not without significance to note that
the same "mistake" has been made by thousands-even
tens of thousands-of other learned, gifted and enlight

ened men.
We may append here the following additional quota-

tions from the Old and the New Testaments:

"Lay hands suddenly on no man, neither be partaker
of other men's sins; keep thyself pure.

"Drink no longer water, but use a little wine for thy
stomach's sake and thine often infirmities."

I Tim. 5: 22, 23·

"He causeth the grass to grow for the cattle, and herb
for the service of man; that he may bring forth food out
of the earth;

"And wine that maketh glad the heart of man and
oil to make his face shine, and bread which strengtheneth
man's heart."

Psalms, 104: 14 and IS·

."Then said the trees unto the vine, Come thou, and
reign over us.

"And the vine said unto them, Should I leave my wine
which cheereth God and man, and go to be promoted over
the trees ?"

Judges 9: 12 and 13·

. Every writer represented in the Bible drank wine and
the Fundamentalists assure us that the Bible is inspired!
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Finally we may quote from Professor Hugo Munster
berg's "American Problems" several paragraphs in which
the effects and benefits of alcohol taken in moderation
under suitable and proper circumstances are discussed

reasonably and persuasively:

"Certainly every glass of beer has an influence on the
cells of the brain and on the mind; so has every cup of
tea or coffee, every bit of work and every amusement,
every printed page and every spoken word. Is it cer
tain that the influence is harmful because an overdose of
the same stimulants is surely poisonous? To climb to
Mt. Blanc would overtax my heart: is it therefore in
advisable for me to climb the two flights to my labora
tory? Or course, under certain conditions it might be
wise to take account of the slightest influences. With
out being harmful, they might be unsuited to a certain
mental purpose. If I were to take a glass of beer now in
the morning, I should certainly be unable to write the
next page of this essay with the same ease; the ideas
would flow more slowly. But does that indicate that I
did wrong in taking last night, after a hard day's
fatiguing work, a glass of sherry and a glass of cham
pagne at a merry dinner party, after which nothing but
light conversation and music were planned for the rest
of the evening? Of course, alcohol before serious in
tellectual work disturbs me; but hearing a hurdy-gurdy
in the street or thinking of the happy news which a letter
has just brought to me or feeling angry over any inci
dent, disturbs me just as much. It is all the same kind
of interference; the brain centers which I used for my
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intellectual effort are for a while inhibited and thus unfit
for the work which I have in hand. When the slight
anger has evaporated, when the pleasurable excitement
has subsided, when the music is over, I can gather my
thoughts again, and it is arbitrary to claim that the
short blockade of ideas was dangerous, and that I ought
to have avoided the music or the pleasure or the wine.

"Of course, if we consider, for instance, the prevention
of crime, we ought not to forget that some even of these
slight inhibitions may facilitate a rash, vehement deed
and check cool deliberation. In times of social excite
ment, therefore, alcohol ought to be reduced. But again
this same effect, as far as the temperate use of alcohol
is in question, may result from many other causes of
social unrest. The real danger begins everywhere with
intemperances, that is, with a lack of that self-discipline
which is not learned but lost under the outer force of
prohibition.

"Psychologically the case stands thus: alcohol has in
deed an inhibitory influence on mind and body. The
feeling of excitement, the greater ease of motor impulse,
the feeling of strength and joy, the forgetting of sorrow
and pain-all are at bottom the result of inhibition; im
pulses are set free because the checking centers are in
hibited. But it is absurd to claim from the start that
all this is bad and harmful, as if the word inhibition
meant destruction and lasting damage. Harmful it is,
bodily and socially, when these changes become exag
gerated, when they are projected into such dimensions
that vital interests, the care for family and honor and
duty are paralyzed; but in the inhibition itself lies no
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danger. There is not the slightest act of attention which
does not involve such inhibition. If I read in my study
the mere attention to ,my book will inhibit the ticking
of ~he clock in my room and the noise from the street,
and no one will call it harmful. As soon as my attention
increases and I read with such passion that I forget my
engagements with friends and my duties in my office, I
become ridiculous and contemptible. But the fact that
the unbalanced attention makes me by its exaggerated
inhibition quite unfit for my duties is no proof that the
slight inhibition produced by attentive reading ought to
be avoided.

"The inhibition by alcohol, too, may have in the right
place its very desirable purpose, and no one ought to be
terrified by such physiological statements, even if inhibi
tion is called a partial paralysis. Yes, it is partial paraly
sis, but no education, no art, no politics, no religion is
possible without such partial paralysis. What else are
hope and belief and enjoyment and enthusiasm but a re
enforcement of certain mental states, with correspond
ing inhibitions-that is, paralysis-of the opposite
ideas? If a moderate use of alcohol can help in this
most useful blockade, it is an ally and not an enemy. If
wine can overcome and suppress the consciousness of the
little miseries and of the drudgery of life, and thus set
free and reenforce the unchecked enthusiasm for the
dominant ideas, if wine can make one forget the fric
tions and pains and give again the feeling of unity and
frictionless power-by all means let us use this helper to
civilization. It was a well-known philosopher who
coupled Christianity and alcohol as the two great means
of mankind to set us free from pain. But nature pro-
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vided mankind with other means of inhibition; sleep is
still more radical, and every fatigue works in thesame
dir~ction; to inhibit means to help and to prepare for
action.
. "And. are those who fancy that every brain alteration
1S an evil aware how other influences of our civilization
hammer on the neurons and injure our mental powers
far beyond the effects of a moderate use of alcohol ?
The vulgar rag-time music, the gambling of thespecu
lato~s, the sensationalism of the yellow press, the poker
playing of the men and the bridge playing of thewomen,
the mysticism and superstition of the new fancy
chu:ches, the hysterics of the baseball games, the fasci
nation of the murder cases, the noise of the Fourth of
July and on the three hundred and sixty-four other days
of the ~ear, the wild chase for success; all are poison for
the brain and mind. They make the nervous system and
the will endlessly more unfit for the duties of the day
than a glass of lager beer on a hot summer's evening.

. ':What would result if prohibition should really pro
hibit, and all the inhibitions which a mild useof beer
and wine promise to the brain really be lost ? Thepsy
chological outcome would be twofold: certain effects of
alcohol which serve civilization would be lost ; and, on
the other hand, harmful substitutions would set in. To
begin with: the nation would lose its chief means of
recre~tion after work. We know to-day too well that
physical exercise and sport are not real rest for the ex
hausted brain-cells. The American masses work hard
throughout the day. The sharp physical and mental
labor, t~e constant hurry and drudgery produce a state
of tension and irritation which demands before the
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ight's sleep some dulling inhibition if a dan~erous ~n-
st is not to set in. Alcohol relieves that dally tenslOn X

lost directly.
"Perhaps no less important would be the loss on the

motional side, at least for the brain of man. The
oman's more responsive psychological constitution does

not need such artificial paralysis of the inhibiting cen-
t rs. The mind of the average woman shows by nature
that lower degree of checking power which small alco
holic doses produce in the average man. Without the
artificial inhibition of the restraining centers the life of
most men becomes a matter of mere business, of prac
tical calculation and prosaic dullness. The ;esthetic side
of life cannot come to any development because it is
suppressed by the practical cares. The truly artistic
mind, of course, does not need such artificial help . The
finest enjoyment of art, of literature and of music de
mands a mind in which the suggestion of beauty sup
presses by itself all selfish and practical ideas . But the
mass of . mankind is differently organized. They need
some kind of help to open their minds to the message of
the unpractical and unselfish . Without such help their
instinct would lead them only to trivial and vulgar
amusements. Truly, the German, the Frenchman, the
Italian, who enjoys his glass of light wine and then ,i0y
ful and elated makes his pilgrimage to the masterp1eces
of the opera serves humanity better than the New Eng
lander who drinks his icewater and then sits satisfied
at the vaudeville show, world-far from real art. Better
America inspired than America sober, if soberness is to
mean absolute abstaining! In the middle way between
this kind of sobriety and intemperance lies that emo
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- PROHIBITION THEORIES AND THE REAL REASON

IN view of what we have said in this volume concern
ing the silliness and futility of prohibition, some will
undoubtedly ask the question-Why does anyone favor

prohibition?
An analysis of the tolerably intelligent elements of the

literature on prohibition will, we submit, disclose the
fact that the supporters of prohibition plant themselves,
consciously or unconsciously, on one or another of the
following two theories-the Sacrifice theory, as we may
call it, and the Poison theory. The adherents of the
Sacrifice theory maintain that, although the moderate
consumption of alcohol may not injure health, or shorten
life still it is incumbent on the millions of moderate con-, .
sumers of alcohol to sacrifice a comfort and a solace 111

order to promote the welfare of those of their fellow
men who lack self-restraint and who drink alcohol ex
cessively, with results both materially and morally detri
mental to themselves, their families and their dependents.
In other words, since I per cent or 2 per cent of the
population drink to excess, waste their substance, abuse
their families, and perhaps beat their wives, therefore,
in order to deprive this I per cent or 2 per cent of alco
hol, it is necessary that the other 98 per cent or 99 ~r

cent of the population be deprived by law of alcoholic

beverages.
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tional stimulation which for the hard-working masses
is an element of true civilization. Can we forget th at
in almost all parts ofthe globe even religious life began
with cults of such artificial inspiration? For the Hindus
the god Indra was in the wine, and for the Greeks Dio
nysus. It is the optimistic exuberance of life, the emo
tional inspiration which alcohol has brought into the
dullness of human days, and the history of culture shows

_on every page the high values which have resulted from

it."

In the light of the foregoing citations and quotations,
does it not seemsilly for Professor Fisher and other dry
fanatics to assert that science hascondemned alcohol as
a poison which shortens life, injures health and is out

of place in the human body?
Professor Thomas Huxley defined science as "organ

ized common sense." We know the verdict of the com
mon sense of civilized mankind on the total abstinence
and prohibition question. We now find that the real
sober-minded and impartial men ofscience have arrived
and arrive now at precisely the same verdict. The
fanatical drys, therefore, cannot appeal either to science
or to common sense. Practically all their statements
are appeals to prejudice and ignorance and are based on

quackery masquerading as science.
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Those who expressly or tacitly advance this theory
seem to think that there is nothing unreasonable in their
demand. They point to other prohibitions and restric
tions which the majority of m~nkind accepts because it
is willing to sacrifice personalltberty for the sake of the
weak and unfortunate. They speak of the sacrifice de
manded by prohibition as a, contemptibly small thing.
But, as a matter of fact, that sacrifice millions of
humane, sympathetic, educated and cultured human be
ings will not make and cannot be coerced into making.
Society, they point out, cannot send. the well to the
hospital because some membe:s of society are sick. It
cannot deprive reasonable bemgs of the privilege of
operating motor cars because some owners of such cars
are reckless, selfish, inconsiderate and perverse. It does
not prohibit people -r: using gas because some persons
commit suicide by mhahng gas. It does not deprive us
of knives because some people take their own life by
means of table or pocket knives. It does not impose
sex abstinence on all of us because som~~consort with
prostitutes and contract venereal disease. L In short, the
Sacrifice theory of some of the prohibitionists has never
been applied in any other. directi~n, and could not be so
applied. If drunkenness IS a senous offense against the
general welfare, then let drun.kenness be punished as
severely as society may deem WIse. Let drunkenness be
made a misdemeanor and let the drunkard who beats his
wife and neglects his children, or makes a nuisance of
himself in public, be heavily fined or even imprisoned.
Let the abuse in question be attacked directly, and let the
attack be leveled at those who misbehave themselves and
inflict injury upon others by their misconduct. To
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punish the innocent for the offenses of the guilty is to
ommit a monstrous and intolerable injustice-an in

justice to which the innocent will never submit.
The second theory, or as we have called it , the Poison

theory, is that frankly adopted by Professor Fisher and
other recent advocates of prohibition. Without reject
ing the Sacrifice theory, these writers apparently realize
its inadequacy and seek additional support in the second
theory. Alcohol, they say, is a poison that ,ha~ no place
in the human system, and to take it is to commit a griev
ous sin-to shorten one's life and injure one's health.
Society, therefore, has a perfect right to prohibit the
manufacture and sale of poisonous alcoholic beverages.

We have already seen, in previous chapters, that this
poison or Sin theory utterly lacks scientific or common
sense support. Alcohol consumed in moderation is not
injurious to the human system and cannot be treated
as a poison. Alcohol taken in excess is undoubtedly
poisonous, but so are many other foods when taken in
excess. The theory is purely arbitrary and fanciful, and
most of those who advance it must know that it is arbi

traryand fanciful.
Dr. Fisher is psychologist enough, no doubt, to

know that practically all the questions that he discusses
in his book have no value in settling the issue of prohibi
tion or non-prohibition, and that, likewise, most of our
replies have no such value. The Eighteenth Amend
ment and the Volstead Act were not passed because any
body thought that the use of alcoholic drinks was waste
ful in its manufacture and wasteful in its consumption.
Nobody knows and few care. The only way one could
tell whether it was wasteful or not would be to deter-
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Prohibition being a ghastly farce and failure, its more
fanatical friends will have their hands full for years and
will not be likely soon to undertake another "holy
crusade." But let no one suppose that if prohibition
were a success, its defenders and supporters would rest
contentedly on their laurels. No , indeed; they are al
ready planning another campaign-a campaign against

tobacco in all its forms.
We do not know whether the prohibition of the pro-

duction and sale of tobacco will ever be compared, as a
wonderful social and moral reform, with the abolition of
slavery. Since the prohibition of alcohol as a beverage
has been thus compared by enthusiastic drys , prophecy
in connection with the next crusade would be rash. At
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uld cause men to live longer or shorter. All this
nnot be determined from the nature of things. Neither
n it be determined whether a few days, a few weeks,

r a few years of extension of life, with thi s sacrifice,

ould be worth the while.
For those that believe that life could be extended and

that the extension is worth while , the opportunity is
mple. All they need to do is to choose their own way
f livinz and leave the rest of us to go our way unmo

b

1 sted by their meddling.
There is probably no argument that Dr. Fisher

raises against liquor that he cannot raise against tobacco,
tea and coffee, and many other articles of diet. Most of
the professional prohibitionists, including Prof. Fisher,
have raised them against tobacco and are raising them

THE PROIDBITION MANIA

mine whether other things would be produced if alcoholic
beverages were not made; and , if so, what things; what
food or liquor would be eaten or drunk or what means
taken to kill time if men drank nothing that contained
alcohol. This, of course, is absolutely impossible to
determine. '

To find out the effect of alcohol on crime, it would be
necessary to determine the number of crimes committed
and the people who were responsible for them, to ap
praise the physical system of each offender, the condi
tions under which the act occurred, and the inducing
causes thereof. This, of course , never has been done
and never can be done.

To determine the effect of alcohol on society, it would
be necessary to consider everything that this mythical
society makes and consumes, the relative value of the
various things made and consumed, the definition of
value that is to be adopted for a starting point, and the
various kinds of values that different people attach to
different things. This never was done and never can
be done.

To determine its effect on longevity, it would be neces
sary to find out the effects of different kinds of alcoholic
drinks on different kinds of people; what they would
eat or drink if they did not drink intoxicants; what they
would do if they did not use alcoholic beverages on social
occasions; to determine the course of life that one would
take if he were shut off from any alcohol ; of how far
the human system has been adapted through the ages to
its use; above all, of what sort of sports or social enjoy
ment would take its place, or, if none would take its
place, whether the drab and cold world that would result
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any rate, the school or wing to which Prof. Fisher be
longs would be ready to embark upon an anti-tobacco
campaign to-day if they could count on any measure of
sympathy and aid from the great public, rural or urban.

What their arguments would be we know from certain
p~mphlets, notes and chapters written by Prof. F isher
himself or by his personal and professional friend, Prof.
Henry W. Farnam, also of Yale. -The latter gentleman'
was a co-worker with Prof. Fisher's department of the
war board, which used those perilous days to make the
world safe for Autocracy. He is the author of "Notes
on the Nicotine Question" in which we find the following
utterance:

"The head of a theological seminary in the South af
~er speaking of the prohibition of the liquor traffic, s~ys:
The next great crusade here must be against tobacco.

In no part of the United States is the habit so fatal a
scourge, for even women and little children are addicted
to it by thousands.' "

.Prof: Farnam is in complete and fervent agreement
with this unnamed theologian as to the necessity and im
portance of a campaign against the use of tobacco. He
refers wit~ satisfaction to the uncompromising anti
tobacco attitude of the Salvation Army, the Methodist
church, the Y. M. C. A., the W. C. T. u., various clergy
men and other "moral" forces of the nation.

Prof. Fisher is not ready to announce the next crusade
but he has written feelingly on the alleged menace of
tobacco and has ' demonstrated to his own satisfaction
that tobacco never does anyone the least good while in
flicting much physical and mental injury on all who use
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it. Every charge he makes against alcohol he makes
gainst tobacco, including poisoning, life-shortening, and

waste of land and capital.
We do nqt care to examine the "arguments" offered

by these crusaders against tobacco. Some of the pseudo
arguments, we may remark in passing, are so silly and
farcical that only cranks incapable of perceiving their
own total lack of either sense of humor would ordinarily
use. Thus we are told that art and beauty suffer
grievously from the ugly bill-board advertisements of to
bacco manufacturers or tobacco merchants, advertise
ments that deface the landscape in the vicinity of every
city or town in the country. As if tobacco advertise
ments were more offensive than advertisements of
pickles, catsup, rubber tires, chewing gum, gasoline,
near-beer, bathroom appliances, and what not!

We suppose that millions of prohibitionists love their
pipes or their cigars, and would denounce a campaign
against their tobacco habits as monstrous and imbecile.
Well, let these millions beware! They will soon be
called drug addicts, self-poisoners, perverse and wicked
creatures, deluded or insincere defenders of a life-short
ening and health-destroying vice. They wiII be told that
all prostitutes smoke, and that no good man or woman
can afford to cultivate a habit that wiII bracket them
with unclean and immoral outcasts. Why, Count Leo
Tolstoy-who could talk the wildest nonsense on occa
sion-actually made that point and has been quoted with
approval by Prof. Farnam!

The consistent meddler and prohibitionist cannot stop.
He hates pleasure and considers it a sin. His criteria
ignore the principle of rational human happiness. He
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lives, moves and has his being in anti-joy crusades.
Tobacco is undoubtedly his next objective.

It is idle to discuss the economic effect of alcohol, to
bacco, face powder or any other luxury upon the country
or the individual.

The only reason that men labor is to produce some
thing that they need or want. Labor is not a blessing
in and of itself. Intelligent people do not work from
the love of work; they work because they want the fruits
of toil; it therefore follows that in order to prove the
economic good itwould be necessary to know what
would be done under prohibition with the labor that is
put into al~ohol.

It would likewise be necessary to determine how many
hours in a day, and how many days in a year it is best
for men to work, and the kind of work they should do,
to produce the greatest comfort and happiness to man.
None of these are possible to know. The question could
not be answered, and if it were answered, it would make
no difference in the feelings of human beings on this
subject.

The question of prohibition has been arrived at in a
larger way than this. For generations, an open, covert
and persistent campaign has been waged in the United
States against the use of alcoholic drinks. This cam
paign has been in the nature of a religious crusade. It
has been religious in that it concerned the human emo
tions, in that it talked of sin, and in that it was conducted
in the same manner las religious revivals. Men and
women have been taught that it was sinful to drink, and
have been moved to pass prohibition laws as they would
pass laws against burglary, robbery and larceny. Some
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.d was given to this movement by business in the hope
hat it would produce more wealth which business would

1. Still, whatever help this has added has been casual,
nd doubtless most of it came from the men connected
ith big business who were prohibitionists for quite
ther reasons.
The long campaign on the issue that the use of liquor
sinful has really produced results. Clever politicians

ith plenty of money at their command have been able
o organize these results and to scare legislative bodies

into carrying out their will. Of course, everybody knows
hat prohibition is an infringement on human liberty.

II the criminal statutes, as Dr. Fisher says, are infringe
ments on the liberty of the individual to do certain things
he wants to do, but infringement should not be decreed
unless the thing forbidden is calculated to result in direct
injury to some one else.

Every thinking man must recognize the difference be
tween taking a drink and picking a pocket, and yet the
ordinary prohibitionist would make the penalty greater
for drinking than for larceny. The average prohibition
ist would revel in the idea that one may be convicted
twice for taking a drink, and only once for larceny. If
there are no lines that can be drawn between the matters
which are the proper subject of criminal statutes and
those which are not, then any band of fanatics may make
any conduct a crime. They may forbid the eating of
meat, the playing of all games on the Sabbath, and on
every other day; legislate against theaters and theater
goers; pass statutes determining the religious belief of a
citizen, an.dmake penalties to correspond. There is noth-
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ing that they cannot do. The majority have the power
to act. The minority can only be protected from injus
tice by a spirit of tolerance or by constitutional inhibi
tions. No thinking man is with the maj ority on all
questions, and for this reason criminal legislation should
touch only matters that the great mass agree are wrong.

This whole subject is one of public policy and publi
policy alone. Noone pretends to believe that excessive
drinking is good. No doubt the excessi ve use of alcohol
is injurious, as is the excessive use of anything else.
The excessive use of alcohol has affected only a small
minority of the people. The excessive use of food has
always affected most of them . So long as alcohol is
drunk, a few will drink too much ; so long as food is
eaten, many people will eat too much. If a proper
autopsy were performed on every human cadaver and the
operator had the power to tell what he found, he would
find infinitely more people whose death had been hastened
by the use of food than by the use of alcohol.

Eminent physicians have stated this over and over
again, and deaths all around us are constantly proving
that it is true. Many a man who would send other peo
ple to jail for moderate drinking sends himself to the
grave from the much coarser vice of overeating. Over
working also has caused the death of many. Work of
itself is not vicious, but overworking is injurious, and
Americans are an overworked people. The pursuit of
money is a prolific cause of insanity, disease and death.
The high pressure that is used in the effort to get rich ,
without knowing just what constitutes being rich, is
undermining health, destroying peaceful life and reaping
a harvest for institutions for the insane.
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till, if one wishes to die from too much work, or
.m too much attention. to business, or too lively a pur-

lilt of wealth, or too intense an interest in pleasure,
hat of it? The world is made up of all kinds of people,
nd nobody has the intelligence, the toleration, the
r adth o~ view, to make. himself the arbiter of every
ther man s conduct. ThIS whole question is one that
hould be settled by each individual Upon hI'S tti. ,own a 1-
Ide toward Ii fe.

If he is. broad, tol~rant and considerate, he would
nter fere WIth others Just as little as he possibl Id
f
.., y cou .

he IS Ignorant, bigoted and cocksure he I'S a' t, nxious 0

flict his ways of Iivi~g upon every other man. It is the
ld, old story that has con:e to us through the ages, the
ffort. of man to contr~1 hIS fellow-man instead of leav
ng him to work out hIS destiny for himself.
~0 man can read history without understanding the

am and cruel:y that this effort has caused to the human
race. The bigoted are always aggressive and ti
Thev hesi ac rve,ey hesitate at nothing. Intolerance has al b. ways een
too common a VIce. Now, as ever eternal "1 •

. . 'VlgI ance IS
the pnce of liberty, Men should consider that th r

. di id leeareno two in IVI ua s who can honestly agree u. pon every
subject . Human structures are diffel'\ent Hu. . . man en-
vironments are different, human experiences are differ-
ent. What a man believes is made up of an infinite
number.of things which-he cannot fully realize himself,
and while men may agree on a few points, no two men
can ever agree on all.

So long as this is true and so long as we must live
together, if we wish to live, every man should be taught
tolerance above .all things else. He should lea hi

[]
ve IS
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~eighbor free to live as he desires, unless he directly
interferes with the freedom of some one else

If .one views the history of the race, ther~ can be no
quest~on that ~his is the wisest policy and the surest way
to bnng happiness and contentment to all,
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CHAPTER XIV

DOES CONTEMPT FOR PROHIBITION BREED CONTEMPT

FOR OTHER LAWS?

MANY of the supporters of prohibition, as well, it
must be admitted, as many of its opponents, are wont
to assert that evasion and violation of prohibition in
evitably produce disrespect for and indifference to other
laws of a far more fundamental character. Professor
Fisher, for example, says that if the wets were to suc
ceed in bringing about the nullification or "laxity of
enforcement" of prohibition, they would enormously in
crease "the very disrespect for law which they profess

to deplore." .
In an impassioned and vehement address before the

City Club of Chicago in support of prohibition,
Raymond Robins, for many years an ardent temperance
agitator and one of the leaders of the Progressive party
in 19

12
and 1916, declared that "In an hour such as this

it is the duty of all citizens, without regard to personal
preference, to rally to the support of the social order at
the point of the greatest strain, which is the Volstead
Act and the Eighteenth Amendment." Mr. Robins fur 
ther contended that "obedience to valid law is liberty,"
and he heaped contempt and scorn upon those citizens
who "join with criminals and bootleggers in betraying

the prohibition law."
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Familiar as such assertions and claims are, there is
not a serious and informed student of social and political
sci~nce who does not know that they are all utterly fal
lacious and baseless. Disrespect for one particular law,
or a group of particular laws, does not necessarily breed

X contempt for other laws of a different character and
different origin. It is a truism that any statute which
lacks effective support in public opinion and sentiment
speedily becomes a dead letter, and it has never been
contended by impartial thinkers that these dead-letter
statutes react fatally upon other statutes enacted and re
tained ,":ith the sanction and support .of public opinion

- and sentiment, Each legislative act sinks or swims sur-. . '
VIves or penshes because of its own intrinsic qualities.
!~e obnox.ious and foolish law is violated just because
~t IS obnoxious and foolish, while the necessary sane law
IS observed because it is necessary and sane. This in a
nutshell is the law: and the prophets of lawmaking and
law observance.

Significantly enough, Professor Fisher himself, in an
other place, admits that "success [in prohibition enforce
ment] is purely a question of public sentiment," and ex
presses his entire agreement with those who maintain
that "we cannot enforce a law of this kind without a
st~ong public opinion behind it." Nay, more, Professor
FIsher adds that "practically, among independent Ameri
cans, we do r: get far merely by shouting, 'Obey the
law because It IS the law, even if it is a bad law.' The
voters resent any idea of 'theirs not to reason why!' "

The foregoing admission may be commended to those
~~bbitt.s or professional and good-natured "joiners" who
jom WIth the conscious hypocrites in shouting "Obey
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the law, because it is the law, even if it is a bad law I"
This shouting is intellectually dishonest as well as utterly
futile. Intelligent and self-respecting men never have
obeyed bad laws just because they were laws and never
will obey them, and they will not be misled by the absurd
pretense that violation of a bad and foolish law neces
sarily encourages disrespect for sane and wise laws. The
man who regards prohibition with contempt does not,
after indulging in a drink of an alcoholic beverage, rush
out and pick the pocket of the first person he encounters.
Neither does he forge a check or conspire with profes

sional thieves to blow up a bank safe.
In the South, which is notoriously the most conserva-

tive section of the United States, the 99 per cent of
white citizens who have successfully evaded or violated
the constitutional provision for negro enfranchisement
have not, as a consequence of that course, displayed any
marked tendency to violate the laws against murder,
manslaughter.. burglary, theft, arson and commerc~al
fraud. Despite the nullification of the Fourteenth, FIf
teenth and Sixteenth Amendments, the South has re
mained the most religious and conventionally moral sec- ./
tion of the country. Contempt, therefore, for one set
of laws does not breed contempt for other laWS.

Another conclusive illustration of the willful absurdity
of the charge that disregard of prohibition must in
evitably lead to disregard of other laws is supplied by
the well-nigh universal treatment of the so-called "gen
eral property tax" in the several states which still cling
to that impossible and obsolete form of taxation. Com
missions and individual writers on taxation without num
ber have in the last 30 or 40 years condemn~d the gep,-
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eral property tax as being essentially unfair and dis
criminatory, unsuited to modern conditions and unen
forceable. Everybody knows that the taxes on intangi
ble personal property as .well as the taxes on certain
forms of tangible personal property are evaded and
dodged by millions of otherwise conservative and law
abiding persons. These people have not been accused
of breaking the important and sane criminal laws of
state and nation as a necessary consequence of their
total disregard for antiquated and confiscatory tax laws.
Curiously enough, not even the fanatical prohibitionists,
who tell us that as good citizens we must obey the Vol
stead Act as long as it remains on the statute books,
have ever been known to make like emotional and hysteri
cal appeals to the evaders and breakers of the tax laws in
question.

Similarly, in the states which stilI retain old "blue
laws" against certain forms of recreation on Sunday,
the men and women who constantly break those blue
laws are not implored to refrain from such conduct be
cause of the imminent danger of losing their moral sense,
their sense of proportion and their ability to discriminate
between laws that are necessary and useful and laws
that are mere survivals of a superstitious past or present
fruits of inveterate fanaticism and obscurantism.

The gentlemen who beseech us to obey law as law
cannot be as ignorant of history and contemporaneous
facts and tendencies as they profess to be. They must
know that nullification is not a modem phenomenon.
They cannot have forgotten the disregard for the fugi
tive slave laws throughout the North. They cannot be
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unaware of the widespread and wholesale violations of
the general property tax laws. They cannot be unaware
of the solemn farce occasionally staged in New Jersey,
South Carolina and elsewhere by overzealous and mis
guided states' attorneys who, for purposes of their own,
seek to revive the dead blue laws. Knowing these things,
their plea for the observance of prohibition by those who
regard it with unalloyed contempt cannot possibly be
serious or sincere.

Even a short and utterly inadequate sketch of the
method employed by the people in modi fying or over
throwing unjust constitutional provisions and statutes
ought to be illuminating.

Most laws grow out of the customs and habits of the
people. When they do grow out of such customs and
habits, they are generally easy to enforce, because most "
people have already conformed to the idea. Now and
then a law or a constitutional provision is placed upon
the books that has never received popular approval. In
that case, there is a constant conflict, until the constitu
tional provision or law becomes a dead letter, or until the
people are convinced by reason and judgment or sub
dued by tyrannyand oppression. This kind of modifica
tion and repeal of laws can be traced as far back as we
wish to go. Christianity in its early years was taken
to the Roman Empire. It met with all sorts ofopposi
tion and most stringent laws. Penalties for teaching or
professing Christianity, like the penalties attaching to
most religious laws, ·were cruel and severe, including
death in every hideous form, by torture, by wild beasts,
and by burning. The Christians, however, did not obey
the law. Had they done so, Christianity would never
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~ave s?r:ad to Western Europe or become the prevail 
mg religion of the United States.

For several hundred years, not only in Rome, but
throughout Europe, Christians suffered death and tor
ture, because they would not obey the law. Many of
these were citizens of the country where the persecutions
ra.ged, but no one except the rulers ever urged the doc
tnne that whatever the law, it is the duty of a citizen to
obey.

Later, under the Inquisition, for three or four hun
dred years, Christians were persecuted by other Chris
tians. They were persecuted and put to death in fiendish
~ays, be:ause they would not obey the law and worship
m a special way. Many millions of human beings were
put to .death by the judgments of courts and by war,
for maintaining their right to think for themselves in
spite of statutes. When Protestantism finally triumphed
in Great Britain, the same sort of laws were passed
against Catholics, who did as men of intelligence and
courage will always do, stand up for their freedom to
worship as they pleased; and, in spite of fire and sword
and death in every conceivable way, they refused to obey
the law.
. Suppo~e these same sort of statutes should be passed
in Amenca to-day. Suppose the Catholics should pass
an act to put to death everyone who professed Prot
estantism, or the Protestants pass a law to confiscate the
property of the Catholics, and to send them to prison or
to death . How many of the votaries of the forbidden
religion would obey such laws?

One needs only to consider the laws against witch
craft, which literally consigned millions to death in
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Europe millions who were inoffensive and innocent, to
"now how foolish is the statement that it is necessarily

wicked to nullify laws by disobedience. . ..
Those who so glibly bludgeoned the anti_prohlblt10

n-

i ts to-day owe their right to their religion, their right
to their foolish opinions and dishonest statements, to
th'ose who suffered imprisonment for defying u.nj~st
laws. The laws against witchcraft died because Junes
refused to convict, and intelligent and human judges
would not pass sentence. This in spite of the fact that
preachers as great and idealistic as John Wesley stated
that to doubt witchcraft was to doubt the Bible, and the
most eminent judges in England and in continental

Europe had sustained the laws. .
Those laws against witchcraft spread to Amertca.

Women were hanged in New England upon the cha~ge
of witchcraft, which all people to-day believewas an Im
possible crime. But the intelligent at last revolted
against it and the juries refused to convict, and in that

way the laws were overthrown.
Would our modern prohibitionists have approved the

burning and hanging, the torturing and maiming of
millions of innocent people charged with heresy and
witchcraft, when they themselves do not believe such a
crime possible? Would they have stood by the fi:e or
the gallows and piously folded their arms and said so
long,as the statute was on the books it must be obeyed?

A long code of laws in America, which have pass.
ed

into history under the name of "Blue Laws," were tn

spired by religious zeal and fanaticism. Many of their.
punishments were severe and oppressive to the last d~-

hei haIr
gree. These laws forbade women to dress t elf
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in a way to attract attention, or to wear ribbons, or to
attend theaters ; they forbade traveling on Sunday ex
cept to church; made it a criminal offense to sleep in
church; or play any sort of game on Sunday. Diet was
strictly regulated by law. It was made the duty of men
to deliver offenders to the police for punishment. They

)f. encouraged citizens to be spies and informers, as does
prohibition. They forbade dancing, forbade children
to walk on the streets or in the fields on Sunday, for
"they misspent their precious time, which tends to dis
honor God and the reproach of religion, grieving the
souls of God's servants."

Parents were required to punish children for these
offenses and report to the authorities in case punishment
did not accomplish results. The Massachusetts Colony
provided death for cursing or striking parents, if done
by a boy or girl over sixteen years of age.

All of that class of Puritans that assumed that they
were saviors of society supported these laws and urged
their full enforcement. Many of these laws have been
repealed. Many have not been repealed. Many of them
were dead years before they were repealed. People
finally became too humane and intelligent to obey them,
in spite of the committees which sought to keep them on
the books. Nearly all statutes of this category, are dead
whether repealed or not .

There was a time in New England when the Blue
Laws were so well obeyed that to visit a theater, a New
Englander had to go to New York. Just as many Amer
icans go to Havana, Canada, Mexico, and Europe for
a drink. But finally under various pretenses and dis
guises, theaters were bootlegged into Boston, as religious
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inions, and good things generally have always been
ootlegged allover the world, against the laws passed

the bigoted, arrogant and cruel. . .
It has been less than one hundred and fifty years since

orne two hundred offenses were punishable by death in
,ngland. These included smuggling, pocket picking,
heep stealing, poaching and the like. These laws w~re

never repealed , until English juries refused to convict,
no matter what kind of evidence they had before them .
The people were the humanizers of th~ E~glish. Penal
Code, as they are of all laws and constitutIOns. .

Men and papers that so loudly disclaim that a law IS
sacred and must be obeyed surely know something about
the endless number of laws that are not obeyed .an.d
have not been repealed in the United States. If It IS
law obedience they want, why should they not now and
then tum to some other law than the Volstead Act?
It is not law obedience that interests them. It is that
through training and bigotry they have come to regard
the use of alcohol as a most heinous offense, and that
with it by comparison almost any other crime is insig- .

nificant.
Let anybody read the statutes on Sunday observance

in the state where they live, and see how many pro
visions are uniformly violated in most of the states: to
work on Sunday; to sell any goods or merchandise; to
play any games; to go to a theater or ~ny place of
amusement; to play golf or baseball; to drive for. pleas
ure ; to go on Sunday excursions on boats or tr~ms; to
operate street cars and railroad trains; to pubh~h and
circulate newspapers; in fact, to do almost anythmg on
Sunday but go to church is a criminal offense. Why
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should not some of the prohibitionists give us wets a
rest and turn their attention to the enforcement of these
obsolete laws which are still on the books?

No one could possibly enumerate all the laws that
have been killed, and that have been repealed, because
they did not fit the time or were unwise at the start, and
people would not obey them. ,

When a law concerning such matters as Sabbath ob
servance or prohibition is once placed upon the books,
it is almost impossible to have it repealed. There are al
ways committees to go to legislative bodies to urge that
it be retained. There are always newspapers and pe
riodicals of all kinds devoted to the cause. The wary
politician interested in votes is afraid of these commit
tees and these periodicals, so the statute stays upon the
books until it has ceased to function.

It seems inconceivable that men of intelligence can
have the effrontery in the face of all the facts, in the
face of all the history of the past and the experience
of the present, in the face of their own conduct and at
titude in reference to the law, to "parrot" the foolish
expression that while a law is on the books, it must be
obeyed.

Perhaps the most notable case of what prohibitionists
are pleased to call nullification was the attitude of the
North just before the war.

The Fugitive Slave Law permitted the owner of a
slave who was carried into a free state, so-called, to
pursue his slave to such state, no matter what were the
laws of the free state in reference to slavery, and to
bring such slave back to captivity. As almost every
body knows, under this law, a slave named Dred Scott
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was taken to Illinois, a free state, and he applied for a
writ of habeas corpus to prevent his removal from Il
linois. This was carried to the Supreme Court of the
United States, which held that the master had the right
to reclaim his slave, wherever he might be found.

Did these virtuous, law-abiding people of the North
respect this law because it was a law? It was as much
a law as the Volstead Act is a law. In the greater
part of the North, it was not respected in the slightest
degree. The whole Republican party was against it.
The New York legislature denounced the Supreme Court
of the United States by resolution. The New York
Assembly passed a bill declaring that neither race nor
color should prevent any person becoming a citizen of
New York, and enacted a law making it a felony to hold
a negro as a slave on the soil of New York.

These bills nullified the Constitution and the law, as
Chiei Justice Taney had interpreted them. Horace
Greeley in the New York Tribune declared that the
people were the interpreters of the Constitution. Wil
liam Cullen Bryant in the New York Evening Post
declared that the North would never submit to the slave
holders' constitution.

To enforce a law which is utterly obnoxious to a large
percentage of people is to create disrespect for law. It
shocks the sensibilities of those called upon to enforce
it. It lowers their estimate of legislative bodies who
will put such laws upon the statute books and expect
self-respecting men to obey them.

It would be difficult to find any lawyer who has made
any sort of study of this question who failed to come to
the same conclusion about unpopular laws. This was
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well put by James C. Carter of New York, on
of the ablest of American lawyers, in a lecture delivered
before the Harvard Law School. Mr. Carter used th e
following language:

. "When a.law is made decl~ing conduct widely prac
tIc~d and Widely regarded as Innocent to be a crime the
~vI1 consequences which arise upon attempts to enforc '
It. are apt to be viewed as the consequences of the for
bldd~n pract~ce, and not of the attempt to suppress it;
an~ It IS behe~ed that the true method of avoiding or
doing away With these consequences is to press the ef
fort~ at enforcement with increased energy. But when
a ~Istake has been made, its consequences can not be

. avol~ed by a more vigorous persistence in it. . .. An
e~p~clally pernicious ~ffect is that society becomes
divided between the. fnends. and the foes of repressive
laws! .and t~e opposmg parties become animated with a
h?stIhty which. prevents united action for purposes con
sidered beneficial by both. Perhaps the worst of all is
th~t the general regard and reverence for law'S are im
paired, a consequence the mischief of which can scarcely
be estimated."

As a matter of fact, social groups were organized long
?efore there were laws, and instead of social groups be
Ing patterned on the law, the law has been patterned on
the social group.

Upon this subject, Mr. Carter In the same address
said:

':The popular estimate of the possibilities for good
~hl~h may b~ :ealized through the enactment of law
IS, In my OpInIOn, greatly exaggerated. Nothing is
more 3:ttractlve to the benevolent vanity of men than
t~e notion that .they can effect great improvement in so
ciety by the Simple process of forbidding all wrong
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nduct, or Jonduct which they think is wrong, by law,
nd of enjoihing all good conduct by the same means;
s if men could not find out how to live until a book were
laced in the hands of every individual, in which the

things to be done and those not to be done were clearly
et down."

A wise ruler studies the customs and habits of his
people and tries to fit laws and institutions to their habits
nd folkways. He knows perfectly well that any other

method would create friction, and that only disorder
and disorganization would result.

Man came before laws and laws are for the good of
man, and they should be fitted to communities and
groups much as clothing should be fitted to the in-

dividual.
There is nothing new about all of this. There are

prohibitionists who believe in spying, search and seizure,
and double jeopardy, and every species of hounding and
brutality toward men who have no consciousness of do
ing wrong. They might learn a lesson from Trajan,
the Emperor of Rome, who reigned about the year 112
A.D. Pliny was at that time Governor of a Roman
province, and he wrote to Trajan for instructions as to
how to carryon the prosecutions against the Christians.
He told of the hardships he met in doing it; how as a
rule they fanatically stuck to their religion, whatever
the penalty ; how sincere they seemed to be; and of his
reluctance to follow the prosecutions any further than

absolutely necessary.
The Emperor replied to him in reference to the cases:

"Do not go out of your way to look for them."
Nothing could be more amusing than the recent
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"Technically, nullification is practiced when a state
makes it a crime to enforce a particular Federal law. But
that the object of the movement against the Eighteenth
Amendment is to nullify the intent of the authors of
the Amendment, no candid man can deny. They meant
to prohibit all intoxicating liquors throughout the United
States. It is the intention of the wets to legalize some
or all intoxicating liquors in those states where a major
ity desires it. That is the objective. The method maybe
a gradual failure to enforce the law in wet territory, and
the reduction of the Eighteenth Amendment to the status
of some of the old unrepealed Blue Sunday legislation.
The method may be an amendment to the Volstead Act
permitting each state to define intoxicating liquor.
Many methods are likelyto be employed. Their purpose
is to change the practical effect of the Eighteenth
Amendment even though its language remains the same.

"Only those who have read American history through
rose-colored glasses will be shocked at this prospect.
This is a normal and traditional American method of
circumventing - the inflexibility of the Constitution.
When the Constitution has come into conflict with the
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ur life itself were safely protected by public law be
fore prohibition, and will continue thus to be protected
after the repeal or abandonment of prohibition. It is
impossible for the advocates of prohibition to escape
their vicious circle. Every statement they make begs the
very question they profess to consider.

In this connection we may quote the following para
graphs from an article by Mr. Walter Lippmann which
was published in Harper's MonthJy in December, 1926:

•
THE PROIDBITION MANIA

(eleventh?) decision of the Citizens' Committee of On '
Thousand to launch a vigorous educational campaign
throughout the land, At the meeting at which thi s d '.
cision was reached and gravely announced, nothing wall
said about nullification of the civil war amendments 01'

about nullification of the general property tax laws, nor
about nullification of the blue laws. The only law the
"prominent men and women" of the Citizens' Corn
mittee of One Thousand had in mind was the prohi bi
tion law. The only law they proposed to have strictly
and universally enforced is the same prohibition law.
One wonders what kind of educational campaign they
can embark upon to induce millions of violators of th .
prohibition law to repent and highly resolve to obey
that law. An "educational campaign" which cannot ap
peal to history, to political science, to political ethics or
to the experience of any other community must be a
very curious phenomenon indeed.

Perhaps the Citizens' Committee of One Thousand
intends to place itself on the platform which was kindly
provided for it by President Coolidge in a special mes
sage. In that message Mr. Coolidge declared that the
"observance and enforcement of law was exceedingly
important to the welfare of the nation" and that " it
is scarcely too much to say that our rights, our liberty
and our life itself 'depend for their protection upon en
forcement of public law." These are very safe general
ities, but Mr. Coolidge did not venture to demonstrate

..{ that "all our rights, our liberty and our life itself" are
dependent for their protection on the enforcement of
prohibition. He was ' wise, of course, in not making

. any such attempt, since our rights, our liberty and
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living needs of the nation, and when amendment wa.
impossible, the method of changing the Constitution
has been to change it and then get the very human
Supreme Court to sanction it. The Constitution give~

the Presidential electors the right to use their discre
tion in the choice of a President. They have lost that
right. Yet the Constitution has never been amended
to take away that right. The Constitution says that
no man shall be Senator who is not thirty years old.
Henry Clay entered the Senate at twenty-nine; Robert
M. LaFollette, Jr., was younger than thirty when he
was elected. The Constitution says that Representatives
shall be apportioned according to population as deter
mined by a census every ten years. There has been no
apportionment for sixteen years. The provision that
slaves ~hould be delivered up on demand was consistently
nullified by many Northern States. The provision that
the President shall make treaties only with the advice
and consent of the Senate was disregarded in important

. instances by both Roosevelt and Wilson. The Four
teenth Amendment in so far as it provides a penalty
for denial 'of the right to vote is dead. The Fifteenth
Amendment is nullified in most if not all the Southern
States. If then the Eighteenth Amendment is some
how nullified in certain Northern States, there will be
nothing novel or revolutionary about it."

The absurdity of the pretense that good citizens must
obey any law just because it is law is neatly brought out
in the following short communication from Robert B.
Killgore, which appeared in New York Herald Tribune
on January 28, 1927:
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"Today's Herald Tribune contains the following
tatement by Dr. S. Parkes Cadman: 'Meanwhile, I can
peat that it [prohibition] is the law and should be

beyed.'
"I suppose that if the Reverend gentleman had lived

50 years ago he would have paid his taxes and drunk
is tea because it was the law.
"He would have shipped his goods in English bot-

oms because it was the law.
"He would have bought and used the stamped paper,
cause it was the law.
"He would have been willing to be transported. to

•ngland for trial, because it was the law.
"He would have quartered British soldiers in time of
ace, because it was the law.
"He would have paid taxes without representation,

because it was the law.
"WHat's the use of prating 'It is the law' when the
nited States is in existence to-day because the patriots

efused to obey the law?"
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CHAPTER XV

CAN AND :MUST BONE-DRY PROHIBITION BE ENFORCED?

PROF. FISHER does not doubt that fuller and stricter
enforcement of prohibition is possible and even feasible
provided educati.on and agitation in favor of temper~
ance and teetotalism are systematically invoked in aid 0 f
the law.

It it were true that, as Prof. Fisher maintains, the
amount of alcohol now consumed is probably less than 5
per cent of the pre-prohibition consumption' if further. " ,

. It were true that "the present public sentiment in favor
of going forward, not backward, is, to say the least,
strong and determined"; if the process of converting the
opponen~s of p~ohibition were as simple and easy as
Prof. FIsher believes it to be; if it were true than any
one .who stu~ies the so~ial effects of alcohol on poverty,
efficiency, cnme and VIce necessarily becomes a convert
~o n~tional prohibition; if, finally, it were true that
intelligent and reasonable persons the world over have
reached the conclusion that alcohol "is always a life
shortener and nothing else," then indeed the conclusion
that prohibition is enforceable and destined to become
~opul.ar eve? w~ere the resistance to it is now greatest,
IS quite logical, If not unavoidable.

~nfortunately for the prohibitionists, not one of the
b~lI.e~s ~xpr~ssed by Prof. Fisher and his fellow pro
hibitionists IS supported by any considerable volume
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f valid evidence. With some of those beliefs we have
ealt in preceding chapters, but perhaps the most im
ressive and convincing demonstration of the impossi
ility of full and strict enforcement of prohibition in the
nited States is supplied by the following recital of the

acts concerning the reaction of the world at large to
rohibiti on in general and the American form of it in
articular. An excellent summary of recent and present
evelopments in the field in question was presented by
he New York World in an editorial published in Decem
ber, 1926. We reproduce it in full:

"THE EBBING TIDE OF PROHIBITION ABROAD

"A few years ago dry enthusiasts could issue maps
which showed an impressive part of the globe painted in
the snow white of prohibition: Finland, the Moslem
world, Russia, Siberia, and odd patches of territory
elsewhere. Prohibition writers expatiated on what their
movement, headed by Ludendorff in Germany, by
Lady Astor and Lloyd George, in England, by Gandhi
in India, was about to accomplish. Most of their claims
were deceptive. Islam and Norway, for example, were
never dry. But to-day they stand bereft even of claims.

" ( I) Canada was at one time all dry; even Quebec
adopted prohibition in 1918. Now all but the maritime
provinces have surrendered. British Columbia went to
Government control in 1920; Quebec in 1921; Manitoba
in June, 1923; Alberta in November, 1923; Saskatche
wan in July, 1924. Now Ontario has followed suit.
Newfoundland dropped prohibition in 1924.

" (2) Russia adopted prohibition as a war measure.
[ 195 ]
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The Czar's ukase in 1916 stopped the sale of intoxicants,
but left beer and light wines to local option. In 1921-2_
the sale of vodka with 14 per cent alcohol was allowed.
Next year other liquors were added. In 1925 the sal ,
of 40 per cent vodka and 60 per cent whisky was per
mitted. Russian prohibition is dead.

"(3) Turkey adopted prohibition in 1921. At first it
applied only in Asia, but when the Nationalists took con
trol of Constantinople it was made legally effective there.
The experiment was brief. Turkey formally gave it up
in 1924, establishing a state monopoly of sale, importa
tion and manufacture. The republic is now thoroughly
wet.

"(4) Norway in 1917 stopped the sale of liquors con
taining more than 12 per cent alcohol. Shortly after the
war the legal percentage was raised to 14. Later still
it was made 21 per cent. Last October the Norwegian
people, by a decisive vote, repudiated even this very weak
form of prohibition.

"(5) Sweden does not have prohibition, but the sale
of liquor is under state control. The Swedes in August,
1922, voted against prohibition legislation by a major
ity of 45,000.

"Australia has avoided prohibition; New Zealand has
repeatedly voted against it, the last time by an increased
majority. The movement for it shows little or no ad
vance in Central and Southern Europe, and England has
contented herself with slight restrictions on the hours of
sale. But the cause of temperance in many quarters of
the globe exhibits a steady and hopeful progress that
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ight well be envied by this Nation, in which fanatical
cgislation has done so much to destroy it."

Is there any reason to believe that human nature in
merica is different from human nature in Europe or in

Australasia, or in the Dominion of Canada? The same
sentiment which prompts Europeans, Australasians and
Canadians to oppose prohibition, prompts millions of
Americans to resist the enforcement of the extreme
form of prohibition which has been foisted upon them.

The official and private Mark Tapleys who assure us
that prohibition can, and before long will, be enforced
as effectively as any other law is enforced offer no evi
dence in support of their prophecy or claim, nothing save
dogmatic or loose statements from sentimentalists, fa
natical teetotalers and a certain type of charity or social
workers with whom the wish is often . father to the
thought. Few of the fair-minded and upright persons
who have been closely connected with prohibition en
forcement share those optimistic beliefs, . Here, for ex
ample, is the statement made a few months ago by N.
J. Harben, Assistant United States Attorney for the
District of New York, upon his voluntary retirement

from that office:

"We might as well face the facts in the case and ac
knowledge that so far it has been impossible to enforce
the national prohibition act. The people's taste and de
sires cannot be changed by the passing of the law and it
seems that before the law can be enforced the attitude
of the people must be changed in some way. I believe
that 65 per cent, and probably more, of the people in
New York City have in some way violated the national
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nd cannot be coerced into doing it under any conceiv

ble circumstances.
It may be added that General L. C. Andrews, late
hief of the Prohibition Enforcement Unit and Assistant

Secretary of the Treasury, admitted on the witness stand,
in answer to a question put to him by Julian Codman,
the spokesman of the opponents of prohibition at the
hearing of the Senate Judiciary Sub-committee in April,
19

2 6
, that his difficulties in connection with prohibition

were very serious and well-nigh disheartening, and that
if Congress would modify the Volstead Act to the ex
tent of permitting the manufacture and sale of light
wines and beers, his task would thereby be greatly sim-

plified and facilitated. ..
The Anti-Saloon League was so enraged by General

Andrews's frank admission that some of its representa
tives angrily demanded his resignation or his dismissal
by the President. What reasonable person will pre
fer testimony of the fanatical prohibitionist and senti
mental teetotalers to the testimony of such witnesses as
General Andrews, United States Attorney Buckner, and

Mr. Harben?
We may also quote the following paragraphs from a

long statement on prohibition and its effects which Dr.
Charles Norris, chief medical examiner of the City of
New York, submitted to Mayor Walker of that city at

the latter's request:

"The sources of alcoholic beverages are the following:

"I. Pure whiskies and gin of pre-prohibition date.

"2. Pure medicinal alcohol.
"3. Moonshine and still products, bootleg variety,
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Mr. ~arben hi~self is a believer in prohibition and
teeto~ahsm, ~ut hIS experience in the office just named
~onvmced h~~ ~hat despite the recent rate of padlock
l~g an~ enjoming establishments convicted of selling
liquor tllegally, the task of prohibition enforcement was
absolutely hopeless. He believes that the numb f
sp k . d bl . - er a

~ ea -easies an ind pigs operated in New York Cit
alo~e exceeded 22,000. He knew that new speak-easi~
sprmg up ~s the old ones are discovered and closed.

To be sure, Prof. Fi sher quotes Mr Harben's f
h

. f . . ormer
c ie , United States Attorney E R Buck .h " .. ner , as saymg
t at, personally speaking," he had no doubt "that the
l~w could be ~nfor~:d in his district, if they had the right
kmd of machmery. But , with characteristic unfairness
Prof.. Fisher omits to add that by the "right kind of
machmer " M B k~ r . uc ner meant, as he explicitly stated ,
the esta?ltshment of Federal Justice Courts throughout
the United States, appropriations for prohibition en
force~ent on a scale that no Congress or Nation would
~anctton for a moment; and in his own words, "the send
mg of people to jail in substantial numbers. " In fact
Mr. Buckner's testimony coincided with that of his th '. . en
~SSIS~t, smce the conditions he laid down are obviously
impossible of achievement in a democratic country. A
tyrant or dictator might send people to jail in substantial
numbers for. violation of the prohibition law, but juries
of average intelligence and character will not do this
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prohibition act and therefore have committed a crime,
What .would happen if 65 per cent of our population
was tned and convicted?"
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home distillates, tenement house variety, home-brew
wines, beers and cordials.

"4· Bootleg booze, champagnes, whiskies, gin; dis
tilled alcohol from denatured United States Governm en(
alcohol.

"My opinion, based on actual experience of the
medical examiner's staff and myself, is that there is
actually no prohibition. Instead of licensed saloons,
open to inspection, official and public, there are speak-

.J easies which greatly outnumber the licensed saloons o f
former days. The situation is difficult of control by
Federal, state or municipal authority. .The speak-easi es
are the ulcers or the bed-sores, so to speak, of Our com
munity life. The liquors sold have no municipal cont rol
as to their purity. When the speak-easies are closed,
they spring up like mushrooms in the same field again.
The term 'good bootlegger' is oft heard in these days
and it has a real, practical significance. Furthermore,
experience has taught us, and it is common knowledge,
that at least all people who drank before prohibition are
drinking now, provided they are still alive, leaving
entirely aside the question of whether they drink more
or less. Because of the poor and poisonous quality of
the liquor consumed steps must be taken as promptly as
possible to remedy this public menace . The mortality
from this cause, in my opinion, is larger than the
vehicular accidents and the illuminating gas poisoning
cases combined.

"Careful consideration of the subject startles us with
the lack of knowledge and information that we have
concerning the morbidity and mortality statistics. I
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have no information or knowledge of the number of
insanity cases of alcoholic origin. You, Mr. Ma~or,

have asked me to suggest a remedy for the appallm.g
situation. Until all our citizens take a pled~e, there IS

only one remedy, and that is absolute and stnc,t ,enforce
ment by Federal, state and municipal authon~ies. To
function perfectly, the enforcement o~ the Eighteenth
Amendment must prohibit . importation, compel the
closure of all commercial and private stills .an? home
brews, the eliminating of bootlegging, the es~abhs~ent

of a corps of strictly honest prohibition officials, If any
such can be recruited in the United States. The reverse
of the medallion is that the customs, habits, morals and
the religious observances of millions of .people are to be
altered by some miraculous psychological tran~forma

tion which I have seen, heard or know nothing of.
Appeal to common sense and unity of ideals and
standards seems to me to be the only effective r~edy,

In a democratic country the ballot, after all: is the
determining factor, the solution of a grave public health

"menace.

We are told, however, by Prof. Fisher and other
prohibitionists that there is simply no legal 0: moral
alternative to the policy of strict enforcement, smce the
Eighteenth Amendment cannot possibly be repealed, and
since the same amendment imposed upon C?ngress. the
duty of enforcing its provisions by appropriate legisla-

tion. d '
Perhaps it is true that the Anti-Saloon ~eague an its

allies and adherents have it within their power, and
always will, to prevent the ratification of any amendment
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repealing or modifying the Eighteenth Amendment.
But the further claim that Congress is in duty bound to
enforce the Eighteenth Amendment by some such ex
treme statute as the Volstead Act is gratuitous and based
on a radical misconception. The Eighteenth Amendment
merely provides that "Congress and the several states
shall have concurrent power to enforce this article by
appropriate legislation." It has been pointed out by
several eminent constitutional lawyers and intelligent
laymen that the grant of a power to Congress is a very
different thing from an order to Congress to pass certai n
legislation. The Eighteenth Amendment does not direct
or order Congress to enforce its essential provisions by
appropriate legislation. It is not in any legal sense
mandatory. Congress is under no obligation to pass
prohibition legislation within a specified time or of · a
specified quality.

Further, Congress might exercise only a part of the
power conferred upon it by the Eighteentli Amendment.
Congress might, as a matter of public policy, leave to
the states the enforcement of the Eighteenth Amendment,
or it might provide for the control of the importation,
exportation, and interstate transportation of alcoholic
beverages, and leave to the states the control-of manu
facture and sale of such beverages within their own
respective jurisdictions.

The Supreme Court of the United States has
repeatedly held that Congress need not exercise all of
the power conferred upon it by a given statute, but may
exercise only part of that power, if in its judgment and
discretion conditions do not permit the full exercise
thereof. Those who argue that Congress is helpless
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'Under the Eighteenth Amendment and that the Volstead
Act cannot be modified in a way that would ameliorate
present intolerable conditions do not seem to realize that
'With them the wish is not only father to the thought, but
is the thought. .

Not only is Congress free to repeal or modify the
Volstead Act, but the states are equally free to repeal
their concurrent State Enforcement Acts. The charge
that a state which repeals such an act is guilty of nullifi
cation is too preposterous to deserve serious consid
eration. Those self-styled constitutional lawyers who
make this charge do so for electioneering purposes only.
The power conferred upon the states to pass concurrent
legislation, like the power conferred upon Congress, m:y

or may not be exercised, or may be exercised only m
part. There is no obligation upon the states to pass any
prohibition law at all. The failure to pass s~ch laws
cannot possibly amount to nullification of the Etg?teenth
Amendment since state officials are bound by their oaths
of office to enforce Federal laws as well as the laws of
their respective states. Governor Alfred E . Smith, of
New York, who vigorously advocated the repeal of the
State enforcement law, has emphasize'd in every message
to the State Legislature the duty of the state officials to
use the utmost vigilance and energy in enforcing the
Eighteenth Amendment and the Federal.Pr?hibition ~ct.
No doubt, many of the officials have paid little attention
to Governor Smith's admonitions, but this is a result of
public hostility to prohibition. The public, therefore,
and not the officials of the states that have repealed
their prohibition enforcement acts are nullifying the
Eighteenth Amendment and the Volstead Act.
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Prof. Fisher and his allies may, if they will, return
wholesale indictments against the millions of educated
and intelligent American citizens who thus nullify pro
hibition, but such indictments are futile and provoke
more amusement than indignation.

It is, however, extremely foolish and dangerous for
the prohibition fanatics to harp upon the alleged utter
impossibility of bringing about by legal means the repeal
or reasonable modification of the Eighteenth Amend
ment. Such harping can have but one effect-namely,
to satisfy even conservative and moderate persons that
they have no alternative but nullification. On this point
we may quote from a statement issued in February, 1927,
by Mr . Bainbridge Colby, Secretary of State in the
second Cabinet of Woodrow Wilson. Mr. Colby's
statement was elicited by a political speech made by
William G. McAdoo, a candidate for the Presidency,
on the alleged duty of the Federal Government and the
states strictly to enforce the Eighteenth Amendment
regardless of any and all consequences. Mr. Colby
wrote as follows:

"Mr. McAdoo wraps himself in a frayed-out
syllogism that the Eighteenth Amendment being now a
part of the Constitution, its repeal can only be sought
in the manner prescribed by the Constitution, believing,
no doubt, that this is not only a conclusive retort but

,.'an insuperable barrier to those who would reclaim the
country to sanity and rescue it from its present awful
dilemma.

"He is fully aware of the fact, and quite contented to
reflect, that in pursuing this dubious remedy the will of
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the great majority of the people can be overborne and
set at naught by a relatively inconsiderable minority.

"Here, it seems to me, is the saddest feature of the
nation's predicament. We cannot retrace our steps.
We cannot correct our mistakes. vVe have violated the
spirit of -the Constitution by injecting into it, through
an abuse ~f the power of amendment, a piece of legisla
tion pure and simple, which is incapable of modification
or repeal, as is other legislation, in the light of our
experience and observations of its result and effects,

after a fair trial.
"On no other subject would a nation, claiming to be

intelligent, presume to legislate in this manner. Human
judgment is not infallible on any question. It is prone
to error. The deep convictions of yesterday give way
to broader views of to-day, which, in turn, will yield to
clearer vision to-morrow. There is no guide to sound
action so reliable, certainly, in the field of legislation as

experience. .
"And yet in embarking on the most far-reaching social

experiment which is conceivable, we asserted in effect
that this untried thing was not an experiment at all, and
forthwith proceeded to disable ourselves by casting our
action in irrevocable form and putting it out of our
power to be aided or served by such enlightenment or
wisdom as might come out of our own experience.
Legislation of this sort is almost tantamount to our ..I
suicide ,as a rational and self-competent political state."
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CHAPTER XVI

PILING ABSURDITY UPON ABSURDITY

H. G. WELLS, in a short article on "Woman's Influ
ence in Politics," speaks of "the crowning silliness of
making prohibition a part of the Constitution of the
United States." Silly as that legislation is, Congress
under the unremitting pressure of the Anti-Saloon
League, ' and other dry fanatics, has felt ' constrained to
stretch it and has heaped absurdity upon absurdity and
abuse upon abuse.

In the first place, there is the burning question of the
moral right of a government to poison alcohol which it
well knows will find its way into the beverage market
and be consumed by ignorant and simple-minded persons
who never see or grasp any of the warnings addressed
to the population by the government against the use of
bootleg liquor. All governments use certain denaturants
in order to protect their liquor legislation, whether
regulative or in the nature of revenue measures. But,
surely, there is a limit to the practice of poisoning liquor
regardless of the numbers annually disabled or killed
by the consumption of poisoned alcohol. Many extreme
statements have been made both by the defenders and
the opponents of the policy of poisoning industrial
alcohol. But the following letter, which appeared in the
New York Times on January 5, 192 7, discusses the
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question with eminent fairness and moderation. Inci
dentally, it exposes the hypocrisy of some of the most
voluble and fanatical drys. We reproduce the com-
munication in full: .

"More than twenty years ago the Times commented
editorially on a paper which I had presented at a meeting
of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science upon the adulteration of whisky with methylated
spirits (wood alcohol) ; later you published a letter from
me calling attention to the fact that there were but a few
instances of this abuse and then generally on the part of
ignorant persons who were not conversant with its toxic
properties.

"Those were the days when Dr. Wiley's proposed
Hepburn Pure Food Bill was meeting defeat in the
Senate because its advocates insisted upon such rigorous
safeguards that American manufacturers rebelled. To
complete the setting and to make the contrast of to-day's
line-up in the 'poisoned liquor' agitation, it is significant
to add that the forces which stood at the back of the
government's pure food crusade and spurred Dr. Wiley
on to extremes were much the same 'reforming'
agencies which put through the Volstead Act.

"When I disclosed evidence of the adulteration of
foods and beverages and advocated the more rigorous
enforcement of the .existing laws against adulteration,
these zealots prodded the already zealous Dr. Wiley to
such extremes in forcing upon Congress laws which
would have banned the employment of even the most
minute and innocuous traces of preservatives, such as
formaldehyde, boric acid, and salicylic acid, that I came
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to regret and to be somewhat ashamed of my own part
in bringing on such a crusade.

"Dr. Wiley was led to object even to the use of the
small amounts of creosotes which were being used by
'manufacturers' to give to 'Scotch' whisky its smoky
taste, in spite of the fact that the amounts employed
could not affect the health of an infant injuriously. As
for the employment of wood alcohol as an adulterant
for whisky, these reformers called loudly for punishment
of those who employed it as 'murderers,' and undertook
to have the government surround the manufacture of
liquor with every conceivable safeguard.

"But now that it is the government that is poisoning
alcohol, these same people feel no qualms. In those days
they demanded that laws be framed to safeguard the
user of liquor and protect him from himself, for, in the
case of adulterated liquors just as with adulterated foods,
these were purchased by ignorant people, principally for
the reason that they could be had cheaper than the
authentic article.

"To-day, when the government is employing wood
alcohol to adulterate ethyl alcohol, with the full knowl
edge that it is finding its way into the mouths of a large
proportion of our citizens whether legally or illegally,
these same crusaders invoke the law of 'caveat emptor.'
For the government to endanger human life in 1927 is
in their way of thinking not nearly so culpable as for
ignorant food adulterators to have done it in 1904.

"Yet every observing citizen is cognizant of the fact
that the most diversified beverage use of 'renatured'
denatured alcohol is in the preparation of artificial gin,
which consists almost invariably of alcohol flavored with
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juniper oil, and which forms the base for the cocktails
regularly served throughout the length and breadth of
the land, and that this alcohol base has had its source in
redistilled denatured alcohol which the government had
previously poisoned with methylated spirits.

"At the same time they are utterly oblivious to the
trials and difficulties which manufacturers are expe
riencing in adapting their processes to employ the vile
concoctions which the Internal Revenue Department
hands out to them in place of ethyl alcohol for legitimate
industrial purposes, and that the indignation of legitimate
manufacturers is at par with that of the doctors who are
allowed, under the law, to prescribe less whisky per week
to a pneumonia patient than their judgment deems

necessary in one day.
"(Signed) LEON L. WATTERS, Ph.D.

"New York, Jan. 5, 1927."

Less shocking, though clearly absurd, is the attempt
of Congress to substitute its own judgment for that of
scientific and reputable physicians in connection with the
questions of the amount of alcohol required by patients
in certain cases and under certain conditions. As is well
known, the Volstead Act limits the physician to one pint
of spirituous liquors per patient for every ten 'days ; and
the present regulations of the Prohibition Bureau limit
the number of liquor prescriptions by any individual
physician to 100 in three months. Despite the fact that
the Eighteenth Amendment expressly covers the use of
alcohol as a beverage, the United States Supreme Court
has decided by a five to four vote that Congress had the
power to limit the medicinal use of alcohol as one of the
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means necessary, in its judgment, to prevent the evasion
.J and violation of the essential provisions of the Eighteenth

Amendment.
It is true that the Courlsupposed that Congress had

carefully investigated the whole question of the
medicinal value of alcohol, and that the limitation in

·question was passed in conformity with impartial and
·scientific testimony of physicians and men of science.
This, however, was an error. Congress hid made no
such investigation. It had no more ground for limiting
the amount of alcohol prescribed by physicians to one
pint every ten days than it would have had for limit ing
the amount to a few drops. Be this as it may, the
power of Congress to enact a foolish provision does not
warrant a reckless exercise of that power.

The American Medical Association has protested
against the limitation in question as an unwarranted
interference with the proper relation between the
physician and the patient, and Doctor Samuel Lambert
of New York, one of the most distinguished of our
physicians, has declared that in his judgment, as well as
in that of a large number of experienced and reputable
physicians, it is imperatively necessary to use more
spirituous liquor in certain cases than the Volstead Act
permits.

The climax of absurdity in prohibition enforcement, at
· least up to the present time, may be seen in what is called
the policy of "enforcement by entrapment," a policy
which has been perfunctorily repudiated by the Secretary
of the Treasury and his former assistant, General L . C.
Andrews, but which has been and perhaps still is pur
sued, by district and local prohibition enforcers, especially
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PILING ABSURDITY UPON ABSURDITY

y the so-called "under-cover men" in the prohibition
unit. Not all of the cases of enforcement by e~trap

ment have been exposed, but General Andrews himself
in a report to Congress , in response t? a res?lution intro
duced by Senator Reed of MiSSOUrI, admitted the fol-

lowing amazing instances:

1. That of Director Merrick of New York State,
who in 1924 hired dry agents to b~y liqu?r, pose. as '"
bootleggers and thus act as seool-pigeons m trappmg
liquor runners and dealers in Northeastern New ~ork.

2 That of three agents in Norfolk who estabhshed
in ;926 a bootleg barroom, went into partnership with
notorious crooks and began trapping petty bootleggers "
and policemen. The same men set up d.istilleries in
North Carolina and Virginia as part of their scheme.

3. That of "Lone Wolf" Asher in Peo~ia, Il!inois, .J
who engaged in the liquor traffic to obtain evidence

against liquor dealers.
4. That of the "chief prohibition investigator" in

New York City [A. Bruce Bielaski ?], who orgamzed a
bootlegging agency called the Bridge Whist Cl~b for t~e J '
purpose of betraying liquor smugglers and hquor dis-

tributers.

In short, agents of the government themselves delib
erately violated the prohibition laws by distilling li~uor,
selling it and actually conducting bars and speak-easies. ,J

Had ~ny person predicted such monstrous 'develop
ments before the advent of prohibition he probably
would have been regarded as a lunatic, yet to-day we
find that high Federal officials do not shrink f.rom SU?
porting and defending a policy of systematic deceit,

[2II ]
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corruption and lawbreaking. As well might Unci ,
Sam employ agents provocateurs for the purpose 0 f
exposing and convicting fire bugs, dishonest bankrupts
and other lawbreakers!

As to the employment by the prohibition unit of spies
and snoopers, euphemistically called "under-cover men,"
we have seen that General Andrews, like his superior,
Secretary Mellon, insisted that without such men prohib i
tion could not possibly be enforced. But even so
staunch a prohibitionist as Senator William E. Borah
has felt constrained to protest against the methods
employed by the spies and snoopers. Some of them are
as brutal as they are ignorant of and indifferent to the
constitutional rights of the citizen; some are notoriously
corrupt and take advantage of their official position to
bully and blackmail timid or weak persons. The
methods of these spies and snoopers are indefensibly
objectionable. Some of these, it appears, are using the
"third degree," or certain forms of "Chinese torture."
Yet they confidently count on the indulgence of their
superiors and the apologies tacitly made for them by the
Anti-Saloon League. In the words of Senator James A.
Reed: "These spies and inspectors are swarming over
the United States of to-day as the locusts swarmed over
and plagued Egypt of old." The worst evils of bureau
cratic government, the most inefficient and dishonest of
all forms of government, are being inflicted to-day upon
the American people under the Volstead Act, which, as
we have seen, Congress was under no obligation to pass.

J Reasonable and partial enforcement of the Eighteenth
Amendment would not necessitate the employment of the
low-grade spies and snoopers.
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CHAPTER XVII

SUMMARY

( 1 ) Present conditions are intolerable and must be

d Prof Fisher and his friends contend, but
correcte , as . d b
they can never be corrected in the manner propose Y

the prohibitionists. b
(2) The conditions described as intol~rab~e e~en Y

the prohibitiooists are not, as they maintain, m the
nature of temporary evils, because there is absolutely no

to suppose that prohibition will ever commend
reason . h U it d States
itself sufficiently to public sentiment in t e me.
to permit its enforcement to the degree to which nee-

essa and proper laws are enforced. . '
(~CThere is no evidence that any substanttal net

good results from prohibition. , 1
(4) Prohibition is an outrageous and. sens.e ess

. . f the personal liberty of millions of mtelhgent
invasion 0 hi d erous or
and temperate persons who see not mg ang.
immoral in the moderate consumption of alcohohc bever~

~
:ro say as prohibitionists do, that the persona

ages. , . d b Vol
libe y of such persons is actuall~ mcrease Y -
steadism is an insult to one's inte1hgence. f

(5) The Eighteenth Amendment does not en .orce
itself and Congress may pass laws to enforce all of it or
part of it or may refer the whole ma~ter ~o the states, or
pass no legislation whatever concernmg it,
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(6) An amendment repealing the Eighteenth Amend
ment cannot, in all human probability, be passed in the
normal course of political events, simply because the
Anti-Saloon League and similar agencies are undoubt
edly able by coercion and intimidation to prevent the
ratification of such an amendment by the requi sit

, number .of state legislatures.
(7)(The chief and unanswerable objection to pro

hibition is that it is a legislative lie and absurdity-ill
that it undertakes to forbid and punish as criminal habit s
and practices which neither science nor common sense
regards as criminal, vicious or reprehensible. The fate
of legislation which thus flouts and contradicts both
science and common sense is certain and inevitab~ I f
such legislation is not repealed or substantially modified
to conform with public sentiment it cannot escape

nullificatic§) .
(8) The choice, therefore, before the American

people to-day is not between fuller and stricter enforce
ment of Volsteadism and nullification, but between
reasonable modification or repeal of the prohibition laws
and practical nullification of them. The opponents of
modification or repeal are themselves responsible for the
nullification which they profess to deplore. Their dis
regard of the lessons of history and of contemporaneous
experience is willful and perverse. They cannot plead
ignorance as an excuse, with any show of reason. The
fanatical prohibitionists are the real enemies of temper
ance and moderation, and the authors of the nullification
policy. ( T he lesson of history is plain-reaction begets
revolution. Those who sincerely urge respect for law

[ 2 14 ]

SUMMARY

and government should see to it that law and govern-

t are intrinsically worthy of respect, Those who ~men . ha
d d that laws shall be enforced must see to it t t
eman hibi . .

the laws are ,int rinsically enforceable. Pro 1 ition 1S

not such a law)
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1. DRUNKENNESS DIES DOWN AMONG
FIRST OFFENDERS

in New York City

[ 2 19 ]

(First convicti ons for offense of int oxicat ion per 10,000 population.
Source : Fingerprint Bureau, City Magis trates Court , New York
City .)

This char t shows th at the spread of int emperat e drin king is dying
down among those who are not already addicted. Recru itin g for
th e army of habitual drunkards is faIling off and this is the great
fact to be remembered about Prohibiti on. The addicts themselves
are also dying out rapidly.

1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925

Number of First Convicti ons
12585 11351 10126 7789 4076 3460 3854 4118 5276 5152 4687 3517

Rate per 10,000 pop ulation
and per cent of the 1916 L evel (19.1)

(24.5) (21.7) 19.1 14.4 7.4 6.2 6.8 7.1 8.9 8.6 7.6 5.6
(128) ( 113) 100 75 39 32 36 37 47 45 40 29

--..•••t-.,
•••100

..J
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, I

Hypothetical P ercentage Arrested of all Intoxications
53 53 53 53 53 53 53 64 79 i 90 90

Probable total cases of Intoxication
(per 1000 population)

and per cents of the Pre-prohibition Level (35.8)
36 35 37 35 26 18 13 15 16 16 15

100 98 103 97 73 52 37 41 44 43 42

4. DRUNKENNESS LESS THAN ONE-
HALF OF WHAT IT WAS

in 349 cities selected by the Moderation League
(Arrests for int oxication in 349 citi es. selected by the Modera
tion League, as reported by the police departments in about
3P~ cities and by the Moderation League in the remaining
C!t!es. Also probable number of cases of intoxication in these
citi es, as computed from Robert A. Corradin i's estima tes of
the percenta ge arrested of all cases of int oxicat ion. For the
previously "wet" states this is 40 % in 1920 and previously
55% in 1921, 75% in 1922 , and 90 % in 1923 and thereaft er :
for the previously "dry" states it is 90 % throu ghout. Th e per:
centage here used is a composite series proportionately adjusted
to the wet and dry cities in the group.)
The number of arrests for drunkenness has little significance ex
cept as it thr ows light on the actu al extent of drunkenness that
!S, the total number of cases of intoxication. When the change
m the percentage actually arrested before and aft er Prohibition
is taken int o account, the marked improvement after Prohibition
is clear. -

1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924

Number of Arrests (in thousands)
507 507 539 521 406 298 226 307 413 484 499

Arrests per 1000 population
and per cents of the Pre-prohibition Level (19.0)

18.9 18.5 19.5 18.3 13.8 9.8 7.1 9.3 12.3 14.2 14.1
100 98 103 97 73 52 37 49 .65 75 74
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3. ARRESTS FOR DRUNKENNESS ARE
~UCH BELOW OLD LEVEL

in 349 cities selected by the Moderation League
(T otal number of arrests in 349 cities selected by the Moder 
non League based upon reports from police departments h,
tbout 3pO ctties and . .reports collected by the Modera tion

eague m abo';!t ,50 Cities. The statistics of the nu mber of
arhests d~~e dSb1uk s and c?ver 350 cities including Chicago
w ere isor er y conduct IS not separated from drun kenness'
~he bfigures of arrests per 1000 population and the chart

ave een corrected to exclude Chicago.)

~!'\ dapita bdrunk!'nness is falliug off ·at a rat e which is only
thn e a\? this chart , which compares only arrests before

.e war :v. en perhaps two out of five persons were arrested)
With conditions at present (when nine out of ten b .
arrested) . Yet even in th is obviously unfair comp~~ i~lD~
clear that Prohibition h~s reduced the number of drunken per
sons arrested upon our streets by one out of every four that
used t o. be arrested, Previous charts have already shown that
~ :rowtng proportion of these arrests are for " repeaters" -f Itffua d drunkards-s-and that the new recruits to this class
o a en ers are rapidly disappearing.

100- »:..,....'.'. ,'..\'.'.{: PRE-PROHIBITION LlWEl

~ 90- ~t.j~~{%t~~}'~*~B~%\t G~

1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924

Nu mber of Arrests (in t housands)
507 507 539 521 406 298 226 307 413 484 499

Arrests per 1000 population
and per cents of the Pre-prohihition Level (19.0)

18.9 18.5 19.5 18.3 13.8 9.8 7.1 9.3 12 3 14 2
100 97 103 96 73 52 37 49 65 ~5 Ijl



Hypothetical Percentage Arr est ed of all Intoxications
53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 64 79 90 90

Probable total cases of Intoxication (per 1000 population)
and per cents of the Pre-prohibition Level (33 .6)

30 32 34 36 34 34 36 35 25 19 12 14 15 15 15
89 94 101 106 103 101 107 103 75 56 37 41 44 45 45

7. ENTIRE COUNTRY SHOWS PROBABLE REDUCTION
OF DRUNKENNESS
in records of 626 Cities

(The aggregate number of a'!ests for intoxication !n all cities for which statistics
authent icated by the local police department are available, For 1924, these compn~e
626 cities with a total population of 32 ,000,000 persons scatt ered over 44 states; In
1910 they comprise 514 citi es with a total population of 19,800,000 persons scattered
over '40 states. Th e broken line on the chart shows index numbers of the per capita
rat e of these arrests. While the 350 cities of the previous chart were largely in for
merly "wet " territ ory, about one-quarter of the population of these 626 cities comprises
formerly "dry" populat ion and the figures of percentage of persons arrested are accord
ingly modified. The full line shows the probable total cases of int oxication.)
Far more reliable evidence of the results of Prohibition is to be found in the statistics
for 626 cities than in the figures for 350 cities, particul arly as all of the data for these
626 cities are based upon actu al police reports. Th e above chart therefore shows the
grand total statistics for more than one-quarter of ~e population of the United States,
including more than one-half of the urban population,
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1910 1911 191Z 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 19Z1 192Z ISZ3 lD2.
Number of Arrests (in thousands)

314 351 386 441 445 453 514 532 382 290 194 267 362 429 431

Arrests per 1000 population
and per cents of the Pre-prohibition Level (17 .8)

15.8 16.8 17.9 18.9 18.3 17.9 19.1 18.4 13.4 9.9 6.5 8.8 11.7 13.7 13.5
89 94 101 106 103 101 107 103 75 56 37 49 60 77 76

90

16
37

14.2
83

Hypothetical Percentage Arrest ed of all Intoxications
40 40 40 50 60 70 80 90 90

Probable total cases of Intoxica tion
(per 1000 population)

and per cents of the Pre-prohibition Level (42.6)
40 48 44 18 8 7 8 12 16
93 III 103 42 20 17 18 29 38

40

41
96

16.4
96

100.

90.

SO.

70.

60•..z
'" SO.C)

~

'"'" 40.

30.

20.

10.

O.

1914 1923 1924

5.4 5.4 6.7 6.4 6.4

<.Arrests for into'fication in 1 2 cities having an aggregate popula 
t!0!l of 402,000. m 1920, as reported by police departments in 8
cities and complied by the Moderation League in 4 more. Also
the probable total cases of intoxication in these cities.) ,

Correcting Mr. Shirk 's figures for Indiana by omitt ing Indianap olis
w.e . find that the .state has followed the usual course aft er PrO:
hibit ion, at first w,.t~ a great reduction in the nu mber of arrests ;
then, as pohce activity becomes m~re drastic, an increase in the
rate .«.arrests per capi ta, approaching but not reaching the Pre
prohibition Level, with a peak in 1923 and a renewed decline
thereafter. Applying very moderate estimates of the percenta ge ar
rested. shows us that the probable total cases of intoxication in this
state 18 doubtless no greater than in neighboring states, and probably
amounts to no more than 40 per cent.
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6, DRUNKENNESS PROBABLY RECEDES
IN INDIANA

omitting Indianapolis, for which figures are unavailable



1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1294

Est imated Aggregat e Consumpt ion of Absolute Alcohol (millions of gallons)
154 162 160 168 166 152 154 170 118 85 41 19.3 7.5 7.1 4.4 .1.\1

Estimate d Per Capita Consum ption (in gallons)
and per cents of t he Pre-prohibition Level (4.72)

4.74 4.92 4.79 4.97 4.86 4.38 4.38 4.78 3.27 2.33 1.11 .516 .198 .185 .113 .1IV11
100 104 101 105 103 93 93 101 69 49 24 11 4. 2 3 .9 2 .4 2.1

8. BEVERAGE ALCOHOL REDUCED BY MO RE THAN
NINE-TENTHS

(Corradini's Estimate for U. S.)
(Compu ted by R. A. Corradini from data in Federal Reports)

A s~ewd est imate of the consumpt ion of absolute alcohol in beverage form by the Arnerlcnu
publ ic has. be~n made by .Robert A.. Corradini from data of the Federal Government, showlu
(I) the dlstrlbutl.on of liquor for industrial purposes from the licensed distilleries. and (J'
th e percentage this alcohol comprises of all alcoholic beverages seized by the Prohi bit ion l il li '
revenue a~ents . From these two sources it is, of course, possible to estimate the total volum
of alcoholic beverages, Mr . Corradin i has checked thi s estimate by an entirely Independent
computation 10 which the various amounts of liquor smuggled over the borders from dirre,," \
count ries an~ the probable quantities produced illegally in this country, or manufacturer
legally and IIl~gally diverted, bave all been estimated. This computation closely checks t hn
figures shown 10 the chart above. It would seem clear from the data shown in the text t hll'
th e p~e.sent cons!'mptlon of absolute alcohol must be less than 16 per cent of the prc-wnr
quant itites, that It. IS probably less tha n 10 per cent, and is perhaps less than S per cent n
Mr. Corrallilll estimates It above. •

1910 1911 19lZ 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924

Number of Arrests (in thousands)
57.9 61.2 70.8 71.2 68.0 75.6 81.4 78.0 54.9 42.0 41.0 55.9 64.6 73.4 75.2

Arrests per 1000 population
and per cents of the Pre-prohibit ion Lev el (19.0)

18.1 20.1 19.5 17.9 19.2 20.0 18.6 12.6 9.4 8.9 11.8 13.2 14.6 14.5
96 106 103 94 101 106 98 66 49 47 62 70 77 76

Hypothet ical Percentage Arre st ed of all Intoxications
90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

Proba ble total cases of Int oxicat ion (per 1000 population)
and per cent s of the Pre-proh ibit ion Level (21.1)

20 20 22 22 20 21 22 21 14 10 10 13 15 16 16
94 96 106 103 94 101 106 98 66 49 47 62 70 77 76

9. MARKED IMPROVEMENT AFTER NATIONAL
PROHIBITION EVEN

in states formerly dry
(Arrests for drunkenness in 67 cities with total population in 1920 of 4,616,000, in 24
Dry Sta tes where statistics are available, from 1910 to date , as reported by the police
departments. Full line shows probable number of cases of intoxication.)

Since Prohibition came to the Dry Stat es at various dates. we cannot so easily apply a
correcting factor for police stringency, nor estimate the total number of drunken persons
from the data of arrests. But even assuming that the same str ingency prevailed in these
states before 1920 as after, the record of National Prohibition shows improvement.
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N PROBABLY THREE
11 AFTER STATE PROUHNIKBEITNI~ESSDISAPPEARED
. ' UARTERS OF DR

Q in the states formerly dry
. . 1920 of 4 198 000, in 19 States

f ' • toxicati on in 56 cities ha ving a po~a~~np;;iice departm~nts: Full line shows(~es~adorS~e Prohibition before ~9 15 , as repor

ili~c;robable total cases of Intoxicatlon.) . th dry states unless all sta tistics .for lf~e
, d d of what happened m e h ent dry by adopting e

No clear pibctu~eghl~ fol; :ther, relative to thfethdates uitse~f eS~atewProbibition wherdeverftit ili~
states are ro . ch t ives the story 0 e res . the states before an a er
Prohibi tion. . This ar t n the previous chart com'p~~ng much improvement is shown
tr ied morfe NI~~lfi"fn~%h~b~ion, After ,National hr:b-~lbJtIOlt n~t int eresting to note thdat. th~e
commg a a lOnj dy dry before National Pro I

d
I I?nti" years af ter going dry, an In esince they were a r~. the seventh eighth an mn

states reached ,a p ohm further red~ction of drunke nness.tenth year begin to ow

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
-5 --4 Arrests per 1000 population

ts f the Pre-prohibition Level (18.4) 166 129
and per cen 0 98 11 3 14.1 15.0 15.3 . 70

4 18.5 18.2 16.2 14.0 1
5
°
7
,6 95'0

2 53 62 76 81 83 9017 2 19.0 19. 100 99 88 76
93 103 105 . .

Hypothet ical Percentage Arrest ed of all Intoxications 90 90
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 5~ 75

P bable t otal cases of Intoxication (per 1000 population)
ro and per cents of the Pre-prohib it ion Level (39. 1)

41 40 37 40 39 28 22 13 14 14 13 ~l
1~0 104 101 96 102 100 73 56 34 35 35 33

228 238

15.1 15.7
96 100

40 40

38 39
96 100

PROBABLY TWO-THIRDS OF THE DRUNKENNESS
10. HAS BEEN ELIMINATED

in the "wet" states
. . , [ 'th total populat ion in 1920 of 17,810,.000) in

(Arrests for Drunkenness mr436dcltl '1 m;'ts Also probable total cases of int os ication.)
14 sta tes, as reported by po Ice epar . • sober as they were is one of tho
Th at the former wet states are thr ee tlm'fh asim ortance of th e wet stat es group
most significant facts about frohlbl~lOn:cture eof tle effects of National Proh ibition.
is that in them we t avs ahc e.afi-:;~ncflof states already dry before 1920 operates to
whereas in the total , , t e m it ) of arrests has been reduced by about o~e.
blur this pictu~e. , ~he number 6~er t""rlh:nefit but it must be remembered that pollee
qu art er and thi s m Itself IS a s.u s an ia that ~here formerly only a small part of tho
severity is much greate r than It w~s, 1\0 arrested (the others being helped home) , tho
arrestable drunken persons werel ac ua y ne who is int oxicated partly on account of
police now have to arrest near y ever~ °ths from hootleg pois~n, Of this change in
public opinion and ~artll:'d to pr~{~~~de~~e but the exact percentages arr ested now and
pohce policies tbere IS WI esprea It uld seem to be a very caut ious estimate to say
formerly are of course unknown. t wo arrested to-day and less than two out of every
that probably more than 90 per cen are e fi ures we see that the tota l drunkenn e.~"
five were formerly arres~. From. thes rres~) is probably only one-third of what It
(whether of those arrest ort· escap~~~n~ges were to be used, the fraction would 01used to be. If less conserva ive pe
course be still smaller I

0- 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 I OU

Number of Arrests (in thousands) 226
244 260 256 246 268 266 203 154 95 136 188 218

Arres ts per 1000 popu lation
and per cents of the Pre-prohibition Level (19.6 )

15 6 11 4 8 8 53 75 10.2 11.7 12.015 6 16.3 15.8 15.0 16.0 . . 56 34 48 66 75 77
100 104 101 96 102 100 73

100

..:l

~ 90-

80-

~E70
III
:il 60-

~ril SO-

c:
~
f-o 30-

~
U 20-

re 10-



100-

90-

80'-~--....J.

1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 192~
Number of Arrests (in thousands)

4.7 4.8 5.1 6.0 5.8 5.8 8.9 8.0 6.0 3.3 3.0 3.0 3.9 4.6 4.2

Arrests per 1000 popu lat ion
and per cent s of the Pre-prohibi t ion Level (15.3)

13.4 13.3 13.8 15.8 14.9 14.5 21.7 19.1 14.0 7.5 6.7 65
88 87 90 103 97 95 142 125 91 49 44 42 'lJ ~~ 85~

Hypothetical Percentage Arr ested of all Intoxications
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 55 75 90 90

Probable to tal cases of Int oxicat ion (per 1000 population)
. and per cents of the Pre-prohibition Level (38.4 )

34 33 34 40 37 36 54 48 35 19 17 12 11 1
88 87 90 103 97 95 142 125 91 49 44 31 29 ~8 ~g

12. THREE-QUARTERS OF PRE-WAR DRUNKENNESS
HAS PROBABLY DISAPPEARED

in Connecticut
(Numb er of arres ts for Intoxication in 7 cit ies, having a tota l populati on i
~4t6 .1.6 9t'as )reported by pobce departments. Full line shows probable totanl cas

192
es
O

oOr£
In oxica IOn.

&~n~~~il~~n:s a~~i~~c~~~h~b~i~~P;~so~o P:t~~n~tiilinat at,~tsa:~.:ct;e~~c~:; ~~ ~s s.tate
!¥h the st~e. ~everthele ss it is clear that thi s state has benefited greatly by p~~hib;W~:1

f ~ nUk er 0 arr ""ts for drunkenness has been cut almost in two and the numbe'r
o run en persons IS probably gnly one-quar ter of what it used to ' be prior to 1917.
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1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924

Number of Arrests (in t housands)

4.7 4.1 5.4 5.6 5.0 4.8 5.1 4.6 3.7 2.2 2.4 3.0 3.2 4.4 5.3

Arr ests per 1000 population
and per cents of the Pre-prohibition Level (18.0)

18 15 20 20 18 17 18 16 13 7 8 10 14 17 17

tOO 83 111 111 100 94 100 89 n 39 44 56 78 94 94

H ypothet ical P ercent age Arrest ed of all Intoxications

40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 55 75 90 90

Prob able total cases of I ntoxica t ion (per 1000 popu lat ion)
and per cent s of the Pre-prohibiton Level (45. 0)

45 38 50 50 45 42 45 40 33 18 20 18 19 19 19

100 83 111 111 100 94 100 89 n 39 44 39 42 42 42

13. DRUNKE NNESS PROBABLY LESS THAN . HALF, os
WHAT IT WAS

in Pennsylvania outside Philadelphia
(Arr~ts reported by th e P olice Departments of 6 cities having a total populati on in
1920 of 300,000 inhabitants. Th e full line shows the probable tot al cases of intoxica-

tion.)
The State of Pennsylvania has seen probably 58 per cent of th e usual pre-war , Pre
prohibition drunkenness eliminated since 1918. Th e present level or drunken ness in that
state has been so consistently maintained as to suggest that th e nu mber of new recruits
to drinking is very slight. Arrests for drunkenness have risen under Prohibit ion until
almost as many are arrested now as before, owing to the increased vigilance of the
police with respect to int oxication . In thi s state tw,? favorable c.ircums~a!,ces are
pictured, namely the low level of drunkenness and the mcreasmg police activity.
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23 24
32 32

15. TWO-THIRDS OF DRUNKENNESS HAS PROBABLY
DISAPPEARED
in Massachusetts

~ts in 3
00
57 bcities having a total population of 3 852 356 people in 1920. Fu ll

e ows pr a Ie number of cases of intoxication.) ' ,

N o state in the Union affords I t'from. the .stat istical point of vi:',c,:pth: for~c;lre "of t~~e {esultsf of Proh ibition,
for m P'15 state alone reports of arrests for dy k we s ate b

O
Massachusett s.

extraordinary total of 357 .t i d run enness can e had from the
the rest of the United st~t~ :mbl::iS

' I~ f~oll) morcittor's and cities tha n in all
each individually well authenticated th . IS ~n su arge numbers of reports ,
influence of special conditions in .u:y o~~ ~~ lies Ifor fkar

ng
cdo!'c!usions, II? the

of so large a total. In th is chart the c I Y, IS ~ ley to istort the picture

~1~~cl~\~~:I~r~~tilr~~~1 before Prohibiti~~~~dlSth~ne~~:ll:e::;lar ~~dv~rns~1fn~

191019111912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 ~91~ '1~1~ '1~~~ .~~~~ ..~ ..~;~;.;;~~
Number of Arrests (in thousands)

95.7 99.0 98.7 104.9 108.2 106.1 116.7 129.5 92.8 79.2 37.2 59.6 75.7
84.3 85.9

Arrests per 1000 populat ion
and per cents of the Pre-prohibition Level (29.6)

28.4 28.9 28.4 29.8 30.4 29.4 31.8 34.8 24.6 20.8 9.6 15.2 19.1
96 98 96 101 103 99 108 118 83 70 3 2 5 1 65 2~.: ~;24

H ypothet ical Percentage Arrested of aU Intoxications
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 55 75 90 90

Prob able to tal cases of Intoxicat ion (per 1000 popula ti on)
71 and per ~ents of the Pre-prohibition Level (74.0)

72 71 74 76 74 80 87 62 52 24 28 25
96 98 96 101 103 99 108 118 83 70 32 37 34

916 1917 1918 1919 1920 . . .
28.7 30.S 34.8 39.3 36~umber of Arrests (in thousands) 1921 1922 1923 1924

. :;2 39.2 33.6 26.0 16.8 14.3 21.9 36 3 45 2

d

ests per 1000 popu lation . . 47.H

1 an per cents of the Pr hi .
8.5 19.3 21.6 24. 1 19.0 19 7 22 e-pro ibition Level (20.7)
89 93 104, 116 92 95 11'09 1

993
.3 14.7 9.3 7.9 11.8 193. :71 45 38 57 . 23.8 24.H

14. EVEN UNDER EXCEPTIENNESS PROBABL~N:.tSCONDITIONS DRUNK-
in Philadelphia DECREASED

(Total popul t' .nish d b th a ion m 1920 was 1823779l e y e police department. Fu'u Ii~e h Computations made from d t f
Philad I . sows probable tota l f ' ~ a ur-

f

i e phia shows so great . cases 0 intoxication.)
o arrests per capita . an increase of arr ests i th Inatural result of a ma 15 actually higher than it w.: beast few: r~rs that the rate
probable number of i~~ed. merease m police vigilance wi~ore P rohibition. This is th~
the I~crease in police vi~:l:n~~nsh can

b
be computed from iliiiec\l\drbnkenness. The

wou seem to be only about h t S een no greater than els~wh I e assumed thai
greate r increase than usual in a l of ~~at it used to be" but ' i"~h then drunkenne..
m drunkenness will be seen toP'bIce vigilance, under Gen~ral B~t1 erthe be assumed 11e even more pronounced. er, en the decline

[ 23° ]



.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;t t t .

Number of Arrests (in thousands)
4.9 5.7 5.7 8.9 19.8 9 .4 9. 7 6. 9 6.7 3.6 5.4 6.4 8.1 9 .0

Arrests per 1000 population
and per cents of the Pre-pr ohib iti on Level (18.7)

14.4 16.3 15.8 24 .0 25.1 23.5 23.6 16.4 15.6 7.0 11.7 13.6 16.9 18.4
77 87 85 128 134 126 126 88 83 37 63 73 90 98
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H ypothet ical Percentage Arrested of a ll Intoxica~~ns 75 90 90
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .

Proba ble total cases of Intoxicat ion (per 1000 popula tion)
and pe r cents of the Pre-pr ohibiti on Level (46.7) 19 20

41 40 60 63 59 59 4 1 39 18 21 18I ~ ~ ~ 1m 1M 1~ 1~ 88 M ~ a M ~ «

17 DRUNKENNESS PROBABLY BUT HALF OF
• . WHAT I T WAS

in Washington, D. C.

. . 1920 437571 Computations made from data furn ished
~~o~~ ~~R~a~~;ar~':nent. F":.li line 'sho~s probable tota l cases of .intoxication.)

., ' tal ' typica l of many cities, where arrests for
The experience of the nat''dr s .~~~~ sh~wing a steady increase in the amount of
drunkenness had he:n iliPl

Irohi'bitio'n Amendment. Since Prohibition, the number
dru nkenness, priorb a e t hile the probable amount of drunkenness these repre
of an:es

ts
has not 5 eene~c~~'i" ~f ~h~ average for 1910 to 1916, and only . one-th ird of

sent IS less S:an 0 p If the rising trend before Prohibition be taken IOta. ac.count,
~~ewt3l6~I~naili~~gilie benefits of P rohibition are even greater than here indicated,

t 232]

16. DRUNKENNESS DROPS FROM LARGE AND IN
CREASING FIGURES TO SMALL, DECREASING

PROPORTIONS
in Boston

1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 19 23 1924
Number of Arrests (in thousands)

47.7 46.4 49 .8 55.0 59.2 57.8 65.1 73.4 54 .9 35. 5 21.8 31.0 37 .6 39 .6 39.5
Arrests per 1000 population

and per cents of the Pre-pr ohi bit ion Le vel (78.2)
71.1 68 .2 72.2 79.6 84 .6 81.4 90.4 100.675.3 47 .9 29 .1 40.8 48 .8 51.4 50.6
91 87 92 102 108 104 115 129 96 61 37 52 62 66 65

H ypotheti cal Percentage Arrested of a ll I ntoxicat ions
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 55 75 90 90

Proba ble t ot al cases of Int oxicat ion (per 1000 population)
and per cen ts of the Pre-prohib it ion Level (196. 0)

178 171 181 199 212 204 226 252 188 120 73 74 65 57 56
91 87 92 102 108 104 115 129 96 61 37 38 33 29 29

(Total population in 1920 was 748,060. Computations made from data furnished
by the police department. Full line shows probable total cases of intoxication.)

Boston is typical of many large cities in which the trend of drunken ness was risinK
rapidly before Prohibition, only to drop to very small proportions as soon as Proh ibl

'tion came, and cont inuing to diminish thereafter .

40-

30-

20-

10-
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DRUNKENNESS APPARENTLY
19. FOUR-FIFTHS 0iLlMINATEl?

in New York CIty . hed
. de from data Iurnls5 620048 Computat lOns mal cases 01 intoxica tion.)1 • • 1920 was , , . th robable tota(Total popu atlon m t Full line shows e P th tlon as

by the police departmen. . ,. ed d so closely watch ed by tte ri;r o~ st~o~: I"wet"
'dely critrciz an foreign element rna es I iving local

Few cities are C;'?t WI Here too, the large :sre~1 the Mul len-Gage awtsgllor drunk
is New York . I y 'b u ht' about the repe New York City the atn; s the total
se~timect, ~~'1he led;ral "dry" forc~. asIbelore Prohibition . T~in'::tl::"~~ed police
coopera '~~ now less tha n half as ~~thetical percentag<;s , rlepr~n lack 01 any specla~
:~~~taol drunker ne';i' ~einsa~~ country~nblgenth:l~~~ise~ severity is not as grea
severity , are emp "terk City although pr a y
estimate for New 0
th ere as elsewhere.

115 110 102 105 . Arreste d of all IntOltlcat lOns 90 90
H ypot heti cal P ercent age 40 40 40 55 75

40 4040 ion)40 40 40 40 . ti (per 1000 popula tion
40 Probable total cases of Irrtoxica ~.tion Level (10.3) 2

and per cents of the Pre-pro 3 I 2 2 2 2 2 19
11 10 10 80 6 24 24 19 19 1912 11 10 95 78 63 32

115 110 102 105 98

1910 1911 191Z 1913 19 f Arrests (in t housands) 8.6 10.6 10.9
Number 0 7 1 5.6 5.9 6.2

203 20.2 17.1 13.8 .
22.5 22.0 20.6 21.7 . Arrests Per 1000 population I (4 1)

Prohibition Leve . 1 8 1.8
and per cents of the r; -;: 1 3 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.5 . 44

42 4.3 4.0 3.9 3.2 6'3 32 24 24 27 37 444.7 4.5 . 98 95 78 . .
H thetical Percentage Arrested of all I nt oxicat ions 90 90

W ~ W W W W W W W g . n
w 40 I . t ' (er 1000 population)Probable total cases of ntoxica ion P I)

d ts of the Pre-prohibition Level (18. 5anpercen 76655
18 18 18 19 19 17 ~ :g ~~ 41 36 31 29 30 2101 98 99 103 104 96
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DRUNKENNESS IS CUTWTHOAPTRIOTBAWBALSY LESS THAN18. A THIRD OF
in New York State

. . . I dl New York City , havloM
(Number of a~t!! for92iontmf"'ca7 1~f 5 ~3 ~ ;::~~:tednbYu ~~Ifce departments. Full JIll.t t l populatlOn m 1 0, ., . ' . )
a 0 a th robable total cases of intoxication .

shows e p N w York State can be seen to h.
F or all its exaggerated reputation40 tbf cgr::~ts ;er capita in the tota l populatloll
no worse than its neighbo~o~ts ee~t e and drunkenness itself is probably now . M
has apparently alrefadY

h tP~t used toPbe prior to 1917.than 30 per cent 0 w a I



1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924

T ot a l number of D elinquency Arraign ments (at Children's Court)
7.95 8.04 8.56 8.02 7.90 7.93 5.97 7.23 7.04 6.73 5.83 5.12 4.67 4.58 4.36

Arraignments per 10,000 Juveniles
and per cent s of the Pre-prohibit ion Level (92.9)

98.2 98.1 103. 95.7 93.3 92.6 69.0 82. 7 83.0 75.3 64.6 56.2 57.0 49.3 46.5
106 1015 111 103 100 100 74 89 81 81 70 60 61 53 50

[237 ]

21. JUVENILE DELINQUENCY IS ctrn IN HALF;
in New York City

(Total arraignments for j uvenil e delinquency aged 7 to 15 years. per 10,000 of the
ju venile populat ion. Computed from Annu al Reports of the Childre n 's Court, i1f
New York City .)

N o safeguard against the so-called crime wave in the rising generatio n has yet been
found which seems more effective th an P rohib ition. For th e sake of the city's child ren,
dri nk must go. For every life shown saved in thi s chart is worth many years of the
future. The probable expectation of life of th e avera ge adult saved by Pr ohibition and
th e saving in the lives and morals 9f th e young ha ve increased With every year gf
P rohibition.

(13 5)
30.3
22
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20. TRAFFIC OFFENDERS VS.
DRUNKARDS

in ten cities

(Arrests for intoxication and for all t raffic offenses
as reported by tbe police departments in ten citi es
including five cities in Ohio; and N~w York City :
D allas, Tex.; Washington, D . C.; Philadelphia, Pa.:
a~d Baltimore, Md.. Th ese are in five stat es and the
District of Columbia, and have a combined pop ula-
tion of 8,770,000.) .

In these ten cities, with nearly one-twelfth the
total populat ion of the Uni ted Stat es, the arrests
for drunkenness have become almost. negligible as
compared With t~e arrests .for traffic VIolations. The
usefulness of th is ccmpanson arises from the fact
that the increase in police acti vity of enforcement
has probably proceeded in like ratio for each class
9f offenses.
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~~~~"1~~5 '19~6 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923
Number of Cases

2283 2489 2013 2718 2477 2071 1643.1375 1140 1260
Cases per million population

ts of the Pre-prohibition Level (432)
~d4:r ";;0 506 454 375 292 242 197 2~
104 108 88 117 105 87 68 56 46

~36k~~~l.rt~JIuAJiiT~rNi~I~g~~~
in New York City

d la oblained from reports of
(CompUlationsk mSad.etfrof':;r J,e Prevention of Cruelty tothe New Yor ocie y
Children.)

. t f the Prevention of Cruelty
The Gerry Society &Socd' ~ O\ he period of Na tional Pro
to Children ) findsb at f ur~ of juvenile criminality has
hibition the num ler °thca SO per cent of that in Prefallen sharply to ess an
prohibition years.

[239 ][238 ]

22 GERRY SOCIETY ARRAIGNMENTS
. REDUCED

in New York City

(C ulations made from data obtained from the reports ?f
theo~w York Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Chil
dren.)

Further evidence of reduced delinquency amhong dchihdren i~
New York City is shown in the records, c art~ a ove, 0
the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (Ghrry
Society) of arraignments in th.e C!'ildren 's Court. . T ese
records show that a decline set In WIth the first wartu!!" ,re
t ' ti f drink and continued under National Prohib ition;1:';; l~nsst~adY do~nward trend until, in 192~, more than 70

per cent of the cases formerly handled have disappeared,

- ~~~~ '1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924
Number of Children arraigned at Children's Court by S. P. C. C.
8722 8935 6365 7433 7321 7220 5824 5198 4619 4490 2492

Children Arraigned per 10,000 Juveniles
and per cents of the Pre-prohibition Level (94 )

103 104 74 85 83 73 65 57 50 48 27
109 111 79 90 88 78 69 61 53 51 29

100- mmmilllllil p~t-PMHlaITION LEVEL

~ ... immmimm ~~



ED TO DRINK25. CRIMES ::l;~JED.
in New York City

. ed from thef data obtain(Computations madef Ne~ York City.)
Police Department 0 d lt necessary to

' tment has foun I offenders for
The POhCjydef;~thirds ~ mp~obibition aS

b

wefi~
arr est on , chastity smce h marked e.n

ecrimesed agb'f~;e Prohibiti on. theT advent of NatlOna~
arr est d i~mediatelY aft e]. ht reaction m the sec
apPhe~b~ron and after a

b
s ike yet greater.Pro 1 I I fuereafter It econd year

[241 ]

0- 1917 1918 1919 1920

1916 N mber of Arrests 4155 4166
5~49 3610 4408 4158

5594 5559 5562 million population 60)
Arrests per hibition Level (10
ts of the Pre-pro 718 709 700

a;~r~~':1020 913 ~~2 :;; 68 67 66
100 98 96 86

:ARRESTS OF24. DECREt~~DGIRLS FOR
BOYS ES IN GENERAL
CRI~ New York City

, d from thef data ohtam e(Computations made f rNo;:w York City .)I, . Department 0 P
P o Ice . of National ro-

' aft er the adoption and girls w!'re
Im mediately th i d fewer bo~ In succeeding
hihition one- e~eral criminahtY'h s declined st ill
arrestet.i;o~ro~ortion of ad~~24 a they were .}~:
years til in 1923 an ' average,
furth er,s un 1 cent of the pre-wtar save thousands
than 4 per hibiti n has been ,0
benefit of Pro I I 10 riminal pursuits,!If youngsters from c

[24° ]

d': Illl iiL:.:I:_
80-

60

50

40-

20-

0- '1~16 1917 1918 1919 1920 19

Numb er of Arres~1376 1026 1291
217 2101 2186 1553 119 ,

2279 2 'm n population
! Arrests per tnt 0 hibifion Level (431)f the Pre-pro 1 1 5 190and per cent s 0 5 276 209 238 .17

431 414 386 39 64 49 55 41 44
100 96 90 92



(

27. MORAL TONE OF ME
TROPOLIS IMPROVES

in New York City

(Computations made from data furnished by
police departments.)

Te mperateness in speech would be expect~ as a
consequence of the change of habits followmg the
abolition of the drink t raffic. Drink . and fou\lan
guage are closely associated, and this chart e"!'l
testimony to the passing of profanity as a. public
nu isance. Eighty per cent of arrests for .thlS cause
have been prevented perhaps thr.ough National Prdhib ition. Along with It have dlsapl'!ea.red .the mu
and filth and slums that formerly dlStmgUlshed the
metropolis .

[243 ]

-1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924
Number of Arrests

7383 5504 4436 4350 3602 2360 2115 1717 1695
Arres ts per million population

and per cents of the Pre-prohibition Level (1400)
1400 1030 814 786 641 414 365 292 284
~ ~ ~ 00 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

[242 ]

PItE-PROHIBITION LEVEL

~
GAIN SINCE PAOHIB1TION

1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924

Number of Arres ts
218 421 296 399 406 369 239 142 118 72 38 18 29 13 11

Arrests per million population
and per cents of the Pre-prohib ition Level (66.8)

45.6 86.8 59.9 79.4 79.4 71.1 45.2 26.5 21.6 13.0 6.8 3.2 5.0 2.2 1.8
68 130 90 119 119 106 68 40 32 19 10 5 il 3 3

26. DISORDERLY HOUSES VIRTUALLY DISAPPEAR
in New York City

(Computa tions made from data obta ined from records of the Court of Special Ses
sions, New York City.)

With - the passing of the saloon another age-long evil, that of institutionalized
social vice, has all but disappeared. Both in their existence and in their destruct ion
the two evils are inseparable. Note how closely the curve of this chart of arrests for
keeping disorderly houses parallels the curves of reduced alcoholic consumption . These
arrests to-day are only 3 per cent of what they used to be, and 97 per cent of dis
orderly houses are eliminated, chiefly due, in all probability, to National Prohibiti on.



39
71

39
71

30
55

(C omputations mad e from data: furnished by th e Uni ted States Bureau of th e
Census.)

Tbis chart shows the benefits which can be attributed to Na tional Prohibition more
clearly than any other chart, because the states already dry before National Pro
hibition are not included. It is seen that the dea th -rate from acute and ~romc alco
holism fell in 1920 to less than 16% of what it had been befor7 P!Ob,b,tlon. Then ,
as the reaction came, aft er the inauguration of National P!o!'!bltlOn !Ind also ~be
toxicity of bootleg liquors rose, the deat h-rate among Pre-prohibition addicts ro~ :w.'th
it , so as to bring the death-rate up to nearly three-fourths of th e Pre-prohibitio n
Level As th is class of dru nkards -disappears, the deat h-rate from alcohohsm seems
likely to fall agai n and to become almost negligible. For the peak seems to have been
reached io th is secondary reaction in 1923- 24. T he dark area on the chart represents
a saving of thousands of human lives.

[245 ]

29, UNUSUAL SAVING OF HUMAN LIVES THROUGH
PROHIBITION '

in the former Wet States

- 1910 1:111 1:112 1913 1914 1915 1916 i 917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924

D eaths per millio n population
and per cents of the Pre-prohibition Level (55)

54 50 53 63 53 47 61 59 32 17 9 17
98 91 96 115 96 85 111 107 58 3 1 16 31

100-

28. CASES OF ASSAULT AND BATTERY DECREASE
, In New York City

~Computations ma~e from data obtained from records of th e Court of SpeCI'al Ses
SIOns, New York City.)

Crimes ~f violence thrive on drun kenness. The decrease in cases of assault
ba tterytllU th e m~tropolis .of. the nation has amo unted to about three-fifths and
apparen y to wartime restnctions and Nationa l Prohibition. ' due

[244 ]
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1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 192 4

Number of Arrests
2566 2742 2365 2858 270 J 2633 2039 1895 1266 1168 1087 1222 J48J 1365 1177

Arrests per million population
and per cents of the Pre-p rohib ition Level (5 11)

538 566 478 570 529 508 386 354 232 211 193 2 14
106 111 94 112 104 99 76 69 45 41 38 42 2~g ~3J ~;
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28 5725 1476 91

19 39 42

86

27 55 59. 7777 66
93 109109
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MUCH REDUCEDALCOHOLISMAT
H S DUE TO, Connecticut f the Census.)

31

DE In tes Bureau 0

• b the United Sta the mort~ity
f rnished y . hown by . I oholismfrom data u " t" state IS s nd chronic a c The

Computa t ions mod. I. an "ro-lm"~due to '=, '"" '':!.~'',~ peak
( hibit lon has doo\,. number ~I the .o."'.;~ """'"""..... Tho ....
Wh ,!,\ .; ro

of ConndeciI9~l' is only 3 6~hibition ad~~tspre-prohibltio~r~hibition.statis 1 1920 an among - Pre-pr ent below, as a resultobetweented death-rate then 40 per c
f

human livesaccelera d was ev~n f hundreds 0in 1924 an Is a sav ing 0area represen

30-

70-

80-

HOLISM ALMOSTUE TO ALCO 1920DEATHS~IMINATED I~\\ration Area) )
30, . d States (Regis '" the Census,in the Unite 't ed States Bureau

I ed b the Um began to
from data furnish y . the enti re cou~~ Between(Computation made d chronic .t_"~: of the "''':f tr• ..;= " the

to acute l!n f warti me restnc the pre-war lev . f bootleg Iiquor,~re~~r~I~9u~e~ n~~b~~g~fnd~~~~:el~o~?c~~\Ogfpo:,~nf.rar~~~L:'~Oh~?i~~~thsd ~thl~~
d 191 and the gr 920 beginnin 1924 the nu d 1916 an"". an hich came ."., , fit I~ in "" an ' hlli'''""react ion • , 01 deaths - decided bene • ......... red with Pre-pro rob-

the ,~0~1"'="",,~ IT,' .;; the '="";'::1' "" as '::l~an d ""'1"'::' W~~.,,"=0 more jban oo";j "" shows ' "", apparent ly "'il:~' the acce ':' " thousand sIittle b tween 1920 f the reaction haps no more esents a savi gpenod . e The peak 0 . eak was per the chart repr
mortality. decline. :r~1S !fhe dark are~ 0p rohibiti on.ably aga~ibition addle . be at tributed 0of Pre-pr liyes which can
of human I .

;:'i'i 'OO."<T,O" "-'1
,00- :t\; :W\~\\\~t,." Ib,~'4!T10N

h 2444 3112 3098
0- 1910 1911 1912 1913 Nu mber of De::5\337 873 1573

3814 3601 2
3476 3021 2714 .. opulation

2626 2625 2921 Deaths per IIl111ionh.~. tiOn Level (52) 26 33 33

the Pre-pro 1 1 6 10 18 50 63 63

~~anJd~pe~rjc~e[n~t~s ~oLf i5~7~~5~2Li2~7~_j~!....1 ...21!....9 ""'::3:::5:""-",;,,, _53 60 9
560 :~ 110 100 5255 9482 102 115106



rli
100-

1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 "{9~~ " ~~~~ " ~~~~ "~;;;~" '~ ~;4
599 Number of Deaths

532 575 698 572 508 811 640 304 210 123 164 309 409 569

" Death s per million population
66 and per cents of the Pre-p rohibition Level (64. 3 )

10 5 7 61 73 59 52 82 64 30 20 12 15 29 43 52
3 89 95 114 92 81 128 100 47 31 19 23 45 57 81

32. DEATHS DUE TO. ALCOHOLISM GREATLY REDUCED
In New York State

(Computations made from data furn ished by the United Stat B f "hes ureau 0 t e Census.)

Deaths due to acute and chronic a1 h r f II f I
milllon populati on in the period 1 91 0~f9f6IS~ e rom an average o! ~4 deaths per
durin g the period 1920-1924 represent" ' 0 ad' average of 30 per million populati on
dark area represents a saving' of thousa~dg a ecrease . of about 53 per cent. The
The rapid increase since the agitation res~lfi~ hi!maili hves asl af result of Proh ibition.
ment law seems significant. g in e repea 0 New York 's enforce-

~10 1911 1912 1913 lau 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925

Nu mber of Deaths
621 636" 570 646 660 562 687 560 252 176 98 119 274 429 513 682

Deaths per million population
and per cents of the Pre-prohibition Level (127)

130 "131 135 128 128 106 129 104 46 32 17 21 46 71 84 109
102 103 106 101 101 84 102 82 36 25 13 17 36 56 66 86 "

33. DEATHS DUE TO ALCOHOLISM MUCH REDUCED
in New York City

(Computations made from data obtained from records of the Board of Health. N. Y. C.)

In spite of the repeal of the Mullen-Gage law and in spite of the greate r poisoning power
of b~t\eg liquor. th.e deaths .fr~m .acute and chronic alcoholism are beld below the Pre
proh ibit ion level. With the eliminat ion by deatb of the confirmed drunkard it is reasonable
to expect that the deaths due to this evil will be reduced again in the future. Tbe dark
area on the chart shows that hundreds !If lives have been saved by Prohibition.

. [ 249]



Number of Deaths
m w ~ ~ W ~ ~ m w m N ~ lW lW ~

Deaths per million popu lation
and per cent s of the Pre-prohibition Level (129)

144 144 122 121 10637 18915 19V IJ3 I~~ ji. g~ ~ ~~ ~ l~112 112 95 94 1
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35 DEATHS FROM CIRRHOSIS OF THE LIVER FALL
• BY MORE THAN HALF

in Connecticut

(Computations made from data furnished by the United States Bureau of the Census.)

. th . I " t" tate before Prohibition, shows the deaths due ~
Connecticut, th er tYPI":.! .:Ie b smore than half from the ~re-war level. Connecti-

~~,:h'l:IS"~~me'~; ';~~ b~ej~taCt1 the E6~~te;~~t~m~m:g~leu:avfu'~e~f j,~~~'li~:s~decided to enforce It y S e aw. _

lOG- ~~~is'0 PRE-~RO>4I11lfION LEVEL

~ 90- ~~10X~~~\~~~~~:,,::,,:::::L\\1 _.... ~> :-- : '; :... :":":" GAIN 51NCE PROHIBITION

[25° ]

IFTHS OF DEATHS FROM CIRRHOSIS OF
34. TWO·F THE LIVER ELIM~NA,!ED

in the United States (Registration Area)

ed f om data from the U. S. Bureau ~f the Census.)
(COlUput r . . f th d tho

. . have been immediately evident m the reduction 0 e e~ted

Results of J;'rohh~~tl~~ thedliver bl y m1 o~ls ~fnU:~rt~~~r b:f~~e~~dg~ft~~ tt:ohRYtiollrate from cirr . tent an regu ar ev
States. The con~ore significant.
make the change

0- ::::::::::::;:::;:::::::;::::.:.:.... . " 914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924

1910 1911 1912 1913 1 Number of Deaths

645 7521 7886 7641 7548 6564 6102 7453 6854 6916 7220~ "D7 .
6352 7392 72 Deaths per million popula tion

d per cent. of the Pre-prohibition Level (128 )
an 110 95 79 71 74 75 72 73
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ANITY DECREASES SINCE
37. ALCOHOLIC t~gHIBITIONwet

in states formerly ita ls of the states.)
, h d by the hospi

' de from data furnis e , b alcohol, fol-
(C omputations rna of insanity affected nJ chronic alco-

including ma?~ forms rtal ity from acu!e a ith the advent~";.'~'?:,::~dt~::!f''::;:~''!i,;,'::~;:;";1' ~U':;
~fl~~Oht~iti~;' t"n~ol~Jri~ u~~o~:~I: t~e ';:t~ dk::r~'::to ng addicts.sanity due ~o a. co in a recrudescence 0. liqu or, culminating

0- ;"..." .... asi "" f Pin< Admissions <0Hoo~,;,;, "
Per cent 0 th Pre-prohib ition Leve , 5 5 6

and per cents of e 4 3 3 4 60 60 71
77 5 36364810 10 9~ J 83 83 60 48108 108 98

1910 1911 1912 1913 19 Number of Deaths 5 872 956 997 912 1028
610 1449 1180 9359 1608 1623 1534 1 , , ulation

1661 1689 15 Deat hs per IIl111ion r:tion Level (169) 3 84 94

and per cen ts Ofth;6;r\~~t 1: 6 ~l l~ ~~ ~5 50 5669 168 157 85 69182 182 166 too 99 93 96

E LIVER CUTCIRRHOSIS OF TH
36. DEATHS FR'i~MOSTONE-lfa1;F

in New York S B u of the Census.)
, ed Sta tes urea

furnished by the Umt Federal Pro-
. - made from data has benefited under hs from this

(Computations " et" state, NeW' Y?rk the reduction of l1ea~f the deaths
Despite i(ts d"P~~~~~~ :" st.teWe~obc;miliet ~t~~oinha~~~ven~darlaud'~g the period ufhihition r' h is heavily ~ec~l" liver have been
diseaseI' Wa;~ributed to ' :ho 'ili'ousands pf lives.former y P hibition savingNational ro I ,
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1912 Il1J3 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 111111 1920 !lIZl 1922 1923 1924 1925
Per cent of Firnt Admissions to Hospitals

and per cents of the Pre-prohibition Level (18)
19 18 17 18 16 13 8 9 7 9 9 7 7 8

106 100 95 100 98 72 44 50 39 50 · 50 39 39 44

38. ALCOHOLIC INSANITY REDUCED BY MOR E
THAN HALF

in Connecticut
(Computations made from data furnished by the. State Hospitals.)

In the typically "wet" state of Connecticut, which has in good faith pas.scd
an enforcement act alth ough it voted in opposition to the Eighteenth Amend
ment, the curve of alcoholic insanity falls lower than in the other formerly
wet states , and shows furth er evidence of continued decline.
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